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Egyptian,
Israeli
Planes Duel

TEL AVIV CAP) — Israeli
and Egyptian . planes dueled
over the Suez Canal today, and
the Israelis claimed their airmen shot down three of the
Egyptian jets. .
This raised to 57 the number
of Egyptian planes which Israel
claims to have destroyed since
the 1967 Arab-Israeli war, The
last claim was on Oct. 6, when
the Israelis said they shot down
three MIGs over the Israeli-occupied Sinai desert.

Israel admits to the loss of
only 14 warplanes in . action
against all its Arab neighbors
since . the .1967 war.
Israel said all of its planes returned safely from the dogfight
today.
An Israeli spokesman said the
air battle took place about 8:30
a.m. over the southern part of
the blocked waterway during an
Jj sraeli air tald on Egyptian tarThe Israeli fliers brought
down the three Egyptian jets
with , air-to-air missiles and gunfire , the spokesman said. He reported all the planes went down
on the Egyptian side of the canal, that one disintegrated, the
wings of another fell off , and the
pilot of the third bailed out.
It was the second day of intense air activity over the canal. On Monday, Egyptian
planes attacked Israeli positions
at the northern and southern
ends of the waterway, while Israeli planes attacked the Egyptian side of the Gulf of Suez and

hit Egyptian, military targets
along the central sector of the
canal.
_
An Israeli senior staff officer
said Monday that Israeli planes
have knocked out all Egypt's antiaircraft missile sites along the
103-mile Suez Canal during the
past three months and have
damaged or destroyed all Egyptian radar sites along the waterway and the Gulf of Suez.
In Cairo, meanwhile, the Joint
Ara b Defense Council resolved
Monday night at the end of a
three-day conference that "mobilization , and force" is the only
solution to the Israeli crisis . The
council also agreed "in principle" to an Arab summit conference in Rabat , Morocco, and set
Dec. 20-22 as the tentative date.

Commercials
Taffy Tuttle says she 's
learned to enjoy TV commercials : "At least I know
they won 't be interrupted "
. '. . There's one current film
so bad that when it played
a drive-in, teenagers didn't
even stay to neck . . . At 20,
says the cynic, the average
man thinks he can save the
world ; at 40. he wishes he
could save part of his salary . , , A B' way character
says he always gives his
seat to a woman on a bus:
"Ever since I was a child
I've had respect for a woman with a strap in her
hand ."

HOT LANDING ZONE . . . While troop-carrying helicopters of the U.S. First Cavalry Division fly into a jungle
clearing ' 65 miles northwest of Saigon , North Vietnamese
troops are attacked by Cobra gunships from above. White

Support for
Nixon Keys
State Events

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Support for President Nixon's
peace efforts and for American
fighting men in Vietnam marked
Veterans Day observances in
Minnesota today.
State Capitol offices and most
governmental offices closed.
Minneapolis grain markets and
the South St. Paul livestock markets operated normally. Most
schools, including the University
of Minnesota , held classes.
Patriotic observances were
held in . many communities. -'
At Collegeville, St. John's University students designated the
day "Support the Troops in Vietnam Day." The college president, the Rev. Fr. Coleman
Barry, said a Mass for the Vietnam troops this morning. A discussion of the alternatives to
the Vietnam War and the showing of films were scheduled for
this afternoon. Petitions showing
support for Nixon were circulated throughout the day.
The St. John 's student committee which arranged the observance said an individual does
not have to support the war in
order to support the troops in
Vietnam.
At Tracy, the man who ran
as the Democratic - FarmerLabor candidate for 6th District
congressman last year appealed
to his Veterans Day audience to
support the; President's peace
efforts.
"I had nothing to do with
electing the President but I do
not question his sincerity in
wanting the war ended,'' said
Buford Johnson of St. Cloud.

DEMONSTRA TE IN SUPPOR T OF PRESIDENT

U.S. Honors War Dead
(AP) WASHINGTON
Americans honored their war
dead today amid demonstrations of support for President
Nixon's Vietnam policy and
preparations for p r o t e s t s
against the U.S. course in that
latest of conflicts.
Those who back the adminisVietnam
position
tration's

seized on Veterans Day to try to
signify that there is in fact .a
"great, silent majority " just as
Nixon said in a Nov. 3 speech.
The date, which marked the
end of fighting in World War I
in 1918, was observed as Armistice Day until 1954. For the
past 15 years it has been Veterans Day, a salute to American

Heavy Losses
Suffered by
S. Vietnamese

kill ratio — four enemy dead to
one South Vietnamese or U.S.
soldier — "is substantially on
the bad side."
Most of the allied casualties
have been Vietnamese tribesmen, mercenaries paid and led
by American Green Beret
troops. These are called Mobile
Strike Force troops, and they
form the bulk of nearly 1,000
reinforcement troops who have
been deployed around Bu Dop to
counter a sizeable North Vietnamese buildup.
A total of 60 North Viet- "It's a Vietnamese . Army
namese troops were reported show as far as the ground fightkilled, but one officer said the ing is concerned," said one
American officer. "We are
working with them closely.
They own the entire area and so
they ought to be involved . Back
in May we'd have gone in. Now
we are working with them. We
are up to our? necks in Vietnamization."
Mobile Strike Force troops
battled about 400 North ? Vietnamese six miles south of Bu
Dop for 6% hours Monday night.
In the heavy exchange of fire,
24 of the enemy were reported
killed, while two of the Vietnamese tribesmen were killed
and nine wounded , sources said.
American helicopters from the
1st Air Cavalry Division supported the mercenaries, and two
were shot down and a third one
hit by machine-gun fire. Two
A m e r i c a n crewmen were
wounded.
A mile away, North Vietnamese troops for the second
time in four days attacked an
American artillery base called
Jerri that was set up last week
smoke at right is an exploding white phosphorous rocket. The to support Bu Dop. The North
Vietnamese pumped 30 rounds
assauft was made into an area believed to be a battalion of 120 mm and 82 mm mortar
headquarters of the North Vietnamese. (AP Photofax)
shells into the base, killing five
Americans and wounding five.
. SAIGON (AP) . — South Vietnamese forces have suffered
comparatively heavy losses in a
week of fighting around the Bu
Dop Special Forces camp 85
miles north , of Saigon, official
sources reported today.
The sources said 15 allied soldiers have been killed, 75
wounded, three armored personnel carriers and four trucks
have been destroyed and half a
dozen American helicopters
have been shot down.

Another 'No'
Vote Seen for
Red China

UNITED NATION S , N.Y.
(AP) - The U.N. General Assembly was expected to vote no
again today on the annual resolution to sent Communist China
in the United Nations.
Peking 's chances of winning
the Chinese sent now held by
the Nationalists was rated nil
after several days of lackluster
debate which produced little
change in basic positions.
It was (he 19th time in 20
years thnt (he assembly has debated the China question . But it
was a far cry from the early
bouts when the issue was a hot
one , and invective echoed
through the assembly hall.
Before the assembly was the
usual pro-Peking resolution to
sent the Chinese Communists
and expel Chiang Kai-shek' s Nationalists , and the anti-Peking
resolution holding that to
change China 's representation
requires a two-thirds majority.
The vote was expected to run
nbout like It did Inst yenr , when
the two-thirds resolution was
approved 73-47 with 5 abstentions , and Ihe admission resolution wns defeated 5(1-44 with 23
abstentions ,
The Soviet Union for the first
time did not tnkc part in the debate , but delegates from other
communist nations made plain
in I heir speeches that the Soviet
bloc would vote again for Peking.
Also silent were India, once a
champion of Peking 's cause,
nnd Cnnndn , Italy and Belgium ,
all three of whom are in the
process of establishing diplomatic relations with the Chinese
Communist government ,

READY TO FIRE . . . Artillery rounds line the top of
a sandbag rebuttrnent around an American howitzer position
nt Bu Prang Special Forces camp, 110 miles northeast of
Saigon on the Cambodian border. Preparations for slepped-up

North Vietnamese activity came after three nearby artillery
bases lining the border were recently abandoned under heavy
enemy artillery and ground attacks . (AP Photofax )

KENNEDY INDICATES -

veterans of all wars.
Veterans Day 1969 comes only
a week and a day after Nixon
asked the nation for support on
Vietnam and only two days before the start of a new round of
war protests which are to windup with a mass rally in Washington Saturday.
Ardent supporters of the President hoped today's activities
would become a counterdemonstration to the war protest. Civic, fraternal and veterans' organizations came up with or
announced support for ad hoc
groups opposing moratoriums
and other "get out of Vietnam
now " demonstrations.
While they carried on their
programs. today, Nixon himself
was headed for a veterans' hospital in the capital. His daughter, Mrs. David Eisenhower, followed his lead but chose a hospital in Northampton, Mass,
Nixon issued his Veterans
Day proclamation on Sept. 24,
calling for citizens to honor
"those men who have preserved
our Union and our freedom.
"I ask that special prayers for
peace be offered for our men
still involved in defending the
inalienable right of liberty; and
for those whose memory we
honor with a star of gold, let us
pause in silent tribute on this
Veterans Day, praying that they
did not die in vain and that their
sacrifices will bring us peace,"
Placing of the traditional
presidential wreath for the
Tomb of the Unknown Soldier in
Arlington National Cemetery
was assigned to David Packard ,
deputy secretary of defense.
And the administrator of veterans affairs , Donald E. Johnson
prepared a speech warmly supporting Nixon's attempt to end
the war in Vietnam.; He said
tickets for all reserved seats for
the 11 a.m. program at Arlington were taken for the first time
in 16 years.
Johnson , a former national
commander of the American
Legion and a Nbcon appointee,

and inflationary , lie spoke to an
oilmen 's trade group in Houston.
Treasury officials here de
clined to say whether they will
issue anything resembling the
detailed bill of particulars Kennedy and Assistant Secretary
Edwin S. Cohen , with President
Nixon 's approva l , produced in
response to the House bill ir
September , But Cohen is expected to spell out further Treasury
reaction tonight in a speech ai
New York , and Kennedy has al
lenst two more major speeches

scheduled in the next two
weeks.
Kennedy asked the Senate to
reconsider only one part of the
bill when it gels to the floor for
debate: The built -in "revenue
shortfall" for l'J74-197i), when
"wc simply cannot foresee today what the revenue needs ol
the government will he. "
He npplauded Ilic committee 's
decision to put off losses until
1072 nnd insure that it will produce more money from tax reform than it Rives away in lax
relief in 1970 and 1071 , a period

when the administration most
wants "substantial" budget surpluses to boost its campaign
against inflation .
And , to add emphasis , he coupled his request with a repetition of an earlier warning that
Nixon "has made it crystal
clear that although he' i.s dedicated io the cause of tax reform , he will not hesitate to veto
the bill if the ultimate revenue
shortfall is more than Ihe country can stand. " But he did not
say the Senate bill—with a maximum cost of S3l;j billion in
197*1—wa.s excessive.

theme of Veterans Day 1969—
peace with honor ...
?"To those who may think, or
would have others : think, that
they alone understand and
abhor the suffering and savagery of war—to them I say now
that they do an injustice to
America's 40 million veterans,
living and dead. And they deceive themselves."

BOMB LOCATIONS . . . Map locates sites of three
major buildings in New York City which were the scenes
of three apparently coordinated bomb blasts early this
morning, 30 minutes after a mystery caller warned of the
explosions. The blasts occurred at the RCA building in Rockefeller Center, the new General Motors Building on Fifth
Avenue and at the Chase Manhattan Building in the downtown financial district. -(AP Photofax)

IN NEW YORK CITY

Bombs Explode in
Three Buildings

NEW YORK (AP) - Bombs
exploded in three of New York
largest office buildings early today, minutes after mystery callers telephoned warnings of the
apparently coordinated attack.
One man was slightly injured.
Damage was limited.

The blasts hit in the 70-story
RCA Building in Rockefeller
Center , the new 50-story Gener»1 Motors Building at 59th Street
md Fifth Avenue and the 60-sto*y Chase Manhattan Building in
he downtown financial district.
The blast in the GM hnliding

Hope to Sound Out
Soviets on Arms

WASHINGTON (AP ) - U.S*.
negotiators plan lo sound out Soviet representatives at Helsinki
before offering any specific proposals tb curb the superpower
missile race.
The United States thus will
not open the U.S.-Soviet talks
with a proposed moratorium on
the development of multiwarhead missiles—an idea which
has had considerable support in
Congress.
Kill President Nix on may
send a generally-worded message to the opening Strategic
Arms Limitation Tnlks-SALT
—next week , stressing American interest in halt ing the nuclear race.
Nixon met at length with the
National Security Council Monday in shaping the U .S. approach to the long-nwnited nego-

tiations.
The preliminary discussions
start in Helsinki next Monday
and the chief U.S. negotiator ,
Gerard Z, Smith , intends to stop
' t
off lit Brussels Friday to hr w
NATO allies.
Tho Americans hope during
the prelimina ry round to find
out about the Soviet approach to
strategic disarmament and to
stake out (he boundaries for the
future negotiations.

Washington now knows little
nbout Moscow 's concepts. For
example , do Soviet strategists
rate MIRVs—mult i ple independently targetnble vehicles—nnd
missiles—
ABM,s—nnlihnllistic
assart of the same weapons
problem unci thus favor dealing
with both nt the same time? ,
As for (he scope of the negotiations , the United States wants
to exclude from (he barga ining
those missiles it deems nonstrat e g i c —n o t
long-distanced
enough for an intercontinental
strike.
Thi.s would leave out of the negotiations the 7,000 U.S. warheads reported positioned in
West Europe to defend NATO
the Soviet misKennedy chose the golden an- countries and Europe
aimed nt
in Kast
niversary convention of the[ siles
West European forgets.
;
American , Petroleum Institute
U.S. negotiators also want to
—th e largest oilmen 's trade;' exclude from the discussions tho
group—for his first major re- weapons of other countries—
sponse.
both of the West European nnd
The committee is expected to1 East European satellite states
have the formal draft ready next: and of Communist China ,
week.
The Amer icans hope lo reach
The secretary flatly told the! agreement in a matte r of weeks
oilmen that they would have to» at Helsinki on a definition and a
pay about $400 million more >in1 program for full-scale negoliataxes each year , an amount thatt lions.
"should not unduly curtail efThi.s would set the. stage for
forts to find and develop new' the next round , which U.S. negopetroleum reserves the nationl tiators hope will start shortly
must have , "
thereafter.

Tax Reform Bill Can Be Tolerated

WASHINGTON (AP) - In
marked contrast to his reaction
when the House produced its tnx
reform bill more than two
months ago, Treasury Secretary
David M. Kennedy has indicated the Nixon administration can
live with the Senate Finance
Committee version .
Spelling out administration
reaction to the committee draft
Monday for the first time , Kennedy switched roles from critic
to supporter , defending
it
against complaints that it i.s too
complex , too consumer-oriented

strongly endorsed the use of
Veterans Day to show support
for the administration's Vietnam policy. He sent 100,000
packets of material to school
and community leaders.
"I do not presume to speak
for him (Nbcon) ," Johnson said
in his prepared remarks. "However, I do know-how dedicated
he is to the task, of achieving the

caught maintenance employe
Joseph Brando , 26, of Brooklyn,
in a freight elevator two floors
away. His car plummeted sue
floors before it stopped and ha
managed to get out. He was not
seriously injured.
All of the blasts occurred in or
near elevator shafts causing
heavy local damage but no fire.
All occurred at about 1:05 a.m.
EST. All could have been fatal
to anyone in the immediate
area , officials said.
First hint of the impending
blasts came at 12:35 a.m. Police
said a man telephoned the security police at the Chase Manhattan Building and warned:
"There are three bombs
which will go off at about tho
same time in three different
buildings. "
At the same time a switchboard operator at the RCA
Building took a call from a man
who said , "I am calling to let
you know there is going to be a
bomb exploding from the 11th
floor to the lllth floor in 20 minutes. "

At tlir GM Building pollen
snid a call was received about 1
a.m. warning that everyone ^"
should l)e evacuated between
the 16th nnd 24th floors.
At each of the buildin gs
search procedures were started.
Fire officials said the bomb
went off on the 16th floor of tho
Chnse Manhattan Building next
to the elevators , causing extensive damage to tho elevator
shaft and doors and blowing out
at least six windows on the Liberty Street side of tho building.
There was also light damage
to the 15th and 17th floors,
At the RCA Building-the fifth
highest skyscraper in New York
and sixth highest in the country
—the blast occurred on the 20tn
floor in a corridor between two
banks of elevators.
Walls and ceilings collapsed
In the immediate area of tho
blast , furnilure was shattered
nnd windows were blown out.
One elevator fell to the ground
floor after the explosion , according to an RCA security
guard.
At tlie Genera ! Motors Building, near the southeast corner of
Central Park , the blast went off
in n freight corridor on tbe 19th
floor.

To Your Good Health

Firecrackers
To Blow Up
A Frog
By G. C. THOSTESON , M.D.
Dear Dr. Thostensoiu could
there be something wrong with
a 14-year-old boy who woufd put
a firecracker in a live frog 's
mouth and light it and blow
the frog to bits?
He is a tall boy for his age,
an honor student in school, has
a high rating in Scouting, and
apparently physically healthy.—
Mrs. D.M.B.
So he's smart and he's
healthy - but he apparently
missed something in the process of growing up. There
must be a sadistic streak in
him.
Killing flies, rats, ants,
and mice is one thing — inannual meeting of the assembly in Brussels
QUIE IN BRUSSELS . . . Minnesota Rep.
flicting as little pain as possible. Making a circus stunt
recently? He found the alliance searching for
Albert H. Quie, left, makes a point in discusout of destroying a harmless
a new identity based on economic, cultural
sion with, from left, Dr. Kasin Giilek of Turlife
is quite another.
rather
than
collective
military
president
of
the
North
Atlantic
and
other
ties
outgoing
key,
Small children sometimes
security. The conference brought together
Assembly; King Baudoin of Belgium and
do brutal things, not realizparliamentarians of the 15 NATO countries
Sen. John Sparkman of Alabama. Quie was
ing that they . are cruel . I
to discuss mutual problems.
a member of the American delegation at the
recollect a small girl, just
a toddler, who caught some
toads and broke their legs
because she "wanted to be
a nurse and bandage them
and get them well again."
It just hadn't crossed her
mind that she was hurting
the little creatures.
When that was pointed out
to her, she stopped. .
But she wasn't 14. She
WASHINGTON Ui) — Thou- ers who want a nice, smooth He speculated, ljowever, that was 3.
sands of turkeys found to con- bird t6 sell.
it was possible they could have
Dear Dr . Thosteson: A very
tain heptachlor residue may The department announced picked up the heptachlor from dear relative
has an offensive
have picked up the powerful last Friday that 150,000 live tur- rangeland used to graze the breath almost constantly. It
seems to smell like gas from
pesticide from laid treated for keys and some four million birds. :
the
bowel. Can you tell me what
chiggers,
according
to
control of
pounds of turkey meat were Wise would not comment on might cause this? He is in his
sources.
held off the "Thanksgiving mar- the possibility that heptachlor 50s and has had this trouble for
Chiggers, the same small ket after heptachlor residue was had been used for control of some time. He takes IVi grains
mites which can cause humans found in some birds on Oct. 9 at chiggers. He; acknowledged , of phenobarb daily. Would that
however, that the small mites be the reason? He also expels
to itch after working on lawns, a Minnesota processing plant.
,
ere troublesome to turkey grow- Officials say . all contamined were a serious problem for poul- a lot . of jgas from the bowel
and his stools seem loose, never
birds?were traced to farms sup- trymeh.
plying Arkansas Valley Indus- Food and Drug Administra- solid.—Mrs. E.W.
tries, Inc., headquartered in Lit- tion regulations do not permit
Since others use phenotle ?Rock ; The department said any traces bf heptachlor in barbital regularly and do
the investigation would continue meat and poultry, although not have his trouble , I would
to determine how widespread some pesticides have "toler- look elsewhere: for the
the distribution has been. Offi- ance" levels which permit some cause. While bad breath can
cials said none of the contami- residues in the prdducts.
originate in the digestive
nated birds had reached the ' re- The Public Health Service tract, there usually are othtail market.
said poisoning in humans can er symptoms present, too.
Dr. Gilbert H. Wise, head of result in convulsions and quick
I presume he has had a
consumer protection for the death if dosage is high, or loss dental checkup, with atten^
Consumer and Marketing Serv- of appetite, vomiting,
head- tion not just on the tee!h
CINCINNATI, Ohio (AP ) - A ice, said Monday he did not aches, nausea, dizziness and but also on the gums, since
14-year-old high school student know for certain how the pesti- brain damage If exposure is gum infections can be extremely malodorous.
who tried to hijack an airliner cide came to be in the turkeys. less.
What about his throat and
faces a juvenile court hearing
luiigs? Chronic infection in
Thursday.
the bronchial tubes (bronDavid L. Booth, a freshman at
chiectasis) can produce an
suburban Norwood High School,
offensive odor such as you
•was weeping when turned over
describe.
to Hamilton County juvenile authorities by FBI agents after
Dear Dr. Thosteson : I am 60.
federal officials declined to file
I love cereal but the milk does
charges.
not agree with me. I get diarU.S. Atty George Kline of
rhea every time I must drink
Lexington, Ky., said following
milk. What is my problem?—
ST. PAUL (AP) - Agricul- meat inspection programs."
the incident Monday that the
T.Y .: ' ¦
ture
Commissioner
Robert
W.
The
contamination
apparently
federal government does not
have facilities to handle prose- Carlson expressed confidence resulted from the use of pestiProbably a food allergy—
Monday that Minnesota-grown cides to control chiggers on Ar- and I'm sorry , but I don 't
cution of juveniles.
The youth's father, Norris L. turkeys will not be involved in kansas farms said Dr. C. C. know anything to do about
Booth , signed an affidavit the pesticide scare reported ov- Hamilton of the USDA's consum- it but avoid it . Some people
er protection office at St. Paul . have a milk allergy.
charging his son is incorrigible er the weekend.
and placed him in the hands of
The state's highest agricultur- The chemical was apparently
You might tolerate goat's
Juvenile Court Judge Benjamin al official was commenting on a spread on the ground and be- milk, if you can find it. Or
try condensed or evaporated
S. Schwartz.
U.S. Department of Agriculture came ingested by the birds.
Young Booth gave no reason report released Saturday that The turkeys in question came milk , and see if it makes a
for his attempt to hijack a Chi- said traces of heptachlor—a from Arkansas Valley Indus- difference.
cago-bound Delta Airlines plane chemical bug-killer—were found tries, Ltd., of Little Rock . At
with 72 aboard on the runway at in turkeys sent to a Minnesota least 90,000 birds were found to Dear Dr. Thosteson: I took a
specimen of urine to be tested
the Greater Cincinnati Airport processor from Arkansas .
be contaminated and another and there is albumin in it. Would
by holding a pretty young ballet
150,000 were being checked.
you explain what this is and
The USDA said it was sure
dancer hostage at knifepoint .
Airport Police Chief Byron that the contaminated turkeys Live birds and turkey pro- what to do for it?-G .L.
Kinman boarded the plane and would not reach Thanksgiving ducts found to contain pesticide
It is a sign which makes
talked Booth into surrendering. turkey markets.
residues are condemned.
a doctor suspicious that
Minnesota ranks as the na- Heptachlor—the chemical in- some kidney disorder is
tion 's No. 1 turkey producer , volved—ranks with DDT in toxi- present , although occasionwith this year 's crop estimated city. Both are considered "hard ally patients may have alpesticides" which reportedl y do bumin without disease.
at about 16.7 million birds .
The state has 18 turkey pro- not decompose readily after use. There isn't anything you can
cessing plants—all of them fed- The executive director of tlie do about it by yourself; let
inspected—^nd those Minnesota Turkey
Growers your doctor do some further
erally
plants turn out more than 300 Association , Roy Munson , said testing to see whether there
LAMAR , Colo. CT) — Gene million pounds of turkey prod- he believed the timing of the re- is kidney disease, and if so
what kind. Leave treatment
Clay lost the coin toss and a ucts annually.
port to be unfortunate.
to him.
chance at the job of city councilCarlson said, "I'm completely Munson asserted , however,
man in this southeastern Colora- confident that Minnesota turkeys thnt buyers are getting a clean Water polo was developed ln
do town but says he will go to are safe and wholesome. The product in Minnesota.
England as "water soccer " In
the courts to protest.
"Minnesota growers don I lf!09 and was first Included in
that contaminated turkeys
Clay and Bob Ratzlaff re- fact
other states is a have a chigger problem as they the Olympic Games in Paris in
ceived 190 votes each in a ward were found in
credit
to
the
state
and federa l do down south ," said Munson . 1 900.
election for councilman Nov. 4
and , by city charter , a coin was
tossed to determine the winner.
Ratzlaff won , but Clay said he
would appeal to tho courts for
nn election recount. The ballots
were counted twice before the
coin flip.

Chigger Treatment May
Have Entered Turkeys

JuvenileWho
Tried to Take
Plane Held

Feels Minnesota
Turkeys Cleatr

Man Who Lost
On Coin Toss
Will Protest

O Winona Dally New i
¦
*¦ Winona , Minnesota
TUESDAY , NOV . 11, 1949

No Job Too Large
or Too Small.. ,
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Plumblno »nd beating Installation* luot ara In good
order will add to tha comfort

and health

of

your

family. Call us to repair
your plumbing and heating
for top efficie ncy.
H O U PLUMBING
W "I A HEATING
Phot o 8489-2237 - If no
amivc** call 8489-2421

Scott Rips LeVander on
Love for Big Business
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LeVander vetoed the sales
tax law in 1907, but his veto was
over-ridden by Iho conservativedominated legislature.
^eo1\ said thnt LeVander hns
pushed his leadershi p to the legislaltire.
Scott , making his first appearance in Moorhead since announcing his candidacy September 4th , wns asked about state
Sen. Nicholas Coleman 's claim
that ho (Colomnn) had a load
in delegate commitment for the
DFL nomination.
Scott said lie disputes that
claim , because election of delegates does not start until precinct caucuses Feb. 2*1. He said
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ney, is a law and order candidate , Scott said that everyone
believes in law and order and
equal justice for all. He said he
has run for re-election ns Hennepin County Attorney without opposition , indicating thnt attorneys have confidence in his fa irness.
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MOORHEAD , Minn. (AP - Minneapolis save. $t million it is too early to make that kind
Hennepin County Atty. George a year as a result of the sales of claim.
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S SELTZER I
Asked if he, as a county attorScott of Minneapolis , a candi- tax.
date for the DFL nomination for
governor , said here Monday that
Gov. Harold LeVander 's philosophy is that what is good for big
business is good for Iho people,
Scott , in Moorhead to address
a meeting of the Clay County
DFL, said that the sales tax
law gave tho biggest break tn
corporations , while limiting the
real estate tax relief which a
homeowner can claim.
Scott said that two firms in
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FOR SEWAGE DISPOSAL

PCA Asks Winona, Good
Ex plore Reg ionaI System

By FRANK R. UHLIG
Daily News Staff Writer
• MINNEAPOLIS, Minn . - The
Minnesota Pollution Control
Agency (PCA) board Monday
asked Winona and Goodview to
have another go at devising a
regional sewage disposal system .
A request for extension of the
Dec. 18, 1969, deadline for submission of preliminary engineering studies by Goodview was
called reasonable by PCA Board
Chairman Paul Tuveson. The
request was made by Dr. E. G.
Callahan, Goodview
mayor. Cal¦
lahan wais accompanied by
Councilman Charles Smith, Rex
Johnson , village clerk, and Paul
Brom, who had helped arrange
for the Goodview council's appearance at the meeting. Brom
is not a village officer.
MEMORIAL SERVICE .? . David B. Morse, right, stands
facing the color guard of veterans organizations at the brier
Veterans Day ceremony on Levee Plaza at 11 a.m. today.
A prayer was said , the firing squad fired its volley and taps

Eleva-Strum
Schools Set
Conferences

STRUM - ELEVA, Wis. (Special) —-Parent-teacher conferences for students in kindergarten through grade 12 and special education will be held Friday in the Strum-Eleva schools.
Teachers will be in their rooms
from 10 a.m. to noon and 1 to
fi p.ni.
. Parts of the new elementary
school additions are completed.
The intermediate special education class has moved into the
Eleva school addition and a
third glade class has moved into
the new Strum grade school.
Two other third grade classes
will move by Thursday . The
Strum third grade classes have
attended temporarily in the municipal building and Strum Lutheran Church.
Other elementary classrooms
In the additions are not yet completed.
As winter approaches, school
closings, if needed, will be announced by radio.

Assault Case
Dismissed by
District Judge

A check of the records at
the office of the Winona County
Clerk of District Court revealed
that a charge of aggravated
assault against Donald Burt , 23,
413%'E . Wabasha St., has been
dismissed.
He was charged in connection
with the Aug, 3, 1968 beating
of Ambrose Schwartz , 38, operator of Ambe's Hollywood
Bar , 929 E. Sanborn St.
At a special hearing held Oct.
27, County Attorney James Soderberg moved that the case
be dismissed on grounds of insufficient evidence to prove
commission of the offense beyond a reasonable doubt. Judge
Glenn E. Kelley granted the
motion and ordered Burt' s bond
discharged. Robert D, Langford
appeared with Burt at the hearing.
Dismissal of tlie charge followed closefy the Oct. 10 acquittal of Steve Googins , 22, 450%
E. Sth St., who was charged
with aggravated assault in tho
same incident ,

Outstanding
Educator to
Be Named

Former Vice President Hubert Humphrey will speak and
the Winona Jaycees will announce this year 's Outstanding
Young Educator award winner
at the American Education
Week banquet to be held at St.
Mary 's College tonight.
The banquet will be held at
the 'college student center beginning at 7:45 with a social hour
at Westfield Clubhouse beginning at 6 p.m. for those holding
banquet tickets.
The Outstanding Young Educator Award is presented annually by the Jaycees on behalf of Winona public and parochial schools to increase public
awareness of young educators
in the city?Judges for the event
are Fern Kinze and Eugene B.
Malay. Doug Rosendahl is.chairman of the Winona Jaycees
Outstanding Young Educator
Award committee.
At about 9:45 p.m., following
the banquet , Humphrey will
move to St. Mary 's gym-auditorium where he will speak to
students and answer their questions^

Mabel Honor
Students Told

MABEL, Minn . (Special ) —
Attainin g minimum averages of
94 for the A honor roll at Mabel-Canton Senior-Junior High
School for the first quarter :
Grade 12 — Brian Aberg,
Sharon Rasmussen and Idsa
Rolfshus. Grade 11 — Brent
Larson. Grade 10 — Doris Belts,
Philip Caldwell, Vicki Crouch ,
Kathleen Gorham , Joan Haakenstad , Mary Housker and Deborah Paulson . Grade 9 — Vickie
Bergey, Gretchen Dahlen , Richard Johnsrud and Lindsay Opsahl. Grade 8 — Lynn Clauson
and Carol Rasmussen. Grade 7
— Joan Bacon , Kristi Bergey ,
Peter Dahlen , Catherine Herzog, Kathy Schmitt and Durwin
Ward.
Not considered for the honor
roll are physical education , personal typing and 7th grade art.

were played by Sylvester Verkins, World War I veteran.
Members of the group marched with their respective organ-?
izations. (Daily News photo)

Schedule School
Reorganization
Saturday was designated by
the School Board of District 861
Monday night as the effective
date for the reorganization of
the school , system's administrative structure with the appointment of two assistant superintendents of schools, a new high
school principal ahd assistant
and the creation of a new post
of director of student activities
at the Senior High School.
Discussed in detail at last
week's board committee of the
whole meeting, the plan calls
for Dr. C, H. Hopf , now Senior
High principal , to become assistant superintendent of schools
for secondary education at his
present salary of $19,400 and the
designation of Everett Mueller
as assistant superintendent for
elementary education at his salary of $17,000 which he has been

Hokah Soldier
Killed in Vietnam
HOKAH, Minn. (Special) — Army Sp. 5 William T.
Quillin, 21, son of Mr. and Mrs. Donald QuilMn , rural
Hokah, was killed in Vietnam Wednesday when the helicopter of which he was crew chief was shot down and
burned.
His parents received word Friday night by messenger
from the recruiting office at La Crosse.
He was born Feb? 25, 1948, at Brownsville, graduated
from Caledonia High School in 1968, enlisted in the Army
in February, 1969, and was sent to Vietnam July 4, 1969.
Survivors are: His parents; one sister, Caroljean , at
home; his maternal grandparents , Mr. and Mrs. Carl Van
Gundy, Houston, and paternal grandmother , Mrs. Tliomas
Quillin, La Crosse.
Funeral services, not yet announced, will be in charge of
Blaschke Funeral Home, La Crosse.

SCOUT FETE
TO BE HELD
WEDNESDAY
The annual Boy Scout
recognition banquet will be
hold Wedcsday, starting at
7 p.m., at St. Mary 's College Student Center since
a substantial number of reservations have been received, said Lou Sayre, program chairman.
Paul Giel, former Winonan and all-American football player at the University of Minnesota , will be
principal speaker. He currently is sports director for
WCCO Radio , Minneapolis.

TAYLOR HONOR ROLL
TAYLOR , Wis . (Special) The A honor roll for the first
nine weeks at Taylor High
School include James Lindbo,
senior ; Greg Benedict , Carol
Gathje , Blaine Koxlien and Judy
Simonson , juniors , and Nancy
Aldach and Linda Koxlien , sophJohn Hughes , loan officer of omores — no freshmen.
the Small Business Administration , will be in Rochester on
Nov. 20 to visit with small businessmen interested in obtaining
SBA loans , as well as other
services.
In making the announcement , Regional Director Harry
A. Sieben said that those applying for an SBA loan should
bring their most recent financial statements with them.
Management counseling is
availabl e fro m SBA staff members as well as from SCORE.
SCORE is an organization of retired business executives serving on a voluntary basis. More
than (UK) owners of small firms
have rcceivied counseling from
SCORE' S Minneapolis Chapter
which has (15 members . SBA
also conducts several management workshops , conferences
and management s e m i n a r s
each year , In addition it has
more than :)00 publications
available most of which are
free.
CANDIDATE SPEAKS . . . Third DisSmall business managers can
get more inform ation about any
trict Cong. Clark MacGregor , Plymouth , secof these programs by arranging
ond from ICft , visits with fellow Republicans
for an appointm ent with Mr.
prior to a luncheon speech Monday at Holiday
Hughes with the Rochester
Inn. MacGregor is campaigning for the GOP
Chamber of Commerce or by
nomination
for U.S, Senator in the 1970 elecwriting to the SBA in Minneaptions. From left are : Mrs. Fred Stone. West
olis.

SBA Loan Officer
Scheduled for
Rocheste r Visit

receiving as director of elementary education.
Wallace Hitt, who has been
serving as assistant principal
at Senior High School, will succeed Dr. Hopf as principal with
a salary adjustment from $14,.500 to $15,700 a year.
Filling the newly-created post
as Senior High School director
of student activities will be Edwin Spencer , now a member of
the health and physical education faculty and coaching staff
at the high school.
His salary was set at $14,200.
Spencer's salary based on the
teachers' : salary schedule has
been $13,100;
Also approved by the board
Monday night, were job descriptions, spelling out responsibilities in the areas of personnel and curriculum , for the two
assistant superintendents.

Referenda on
Harmony Ballot
HARMONY , Minn. (Special)
— Harmony electors will vote
on two referendum questions
Dec. 2 in addition to electing
village officers.
If passed , they would allow
the council to issue a total of
$125,000 in general obligation
bonds for two purposes : To provide $95,000 for acquisition of
a rnunicipal building with council chambers, community room
and library ; and $30,000 to provide for .acquisition of a municipal liquor store.
HOSPITALIZED
GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special)
— Arthur Kindsch y is undergoing treatment at a Rochester ,
Minn., hospital.

MAYOR Callahan led off with
a summary of reasons why
Goodview councilmen had elected to build a village secondary
treatment plant rather than join
its lines to the Winona system.
Winona will have a $3 million
secondary treatment plant in
operation by mid-1972. Both the
city and the village are under
PCA orders to provide such
treatment of their sewage. Both
discharge into the Mississippi
River.
The mayor cited opinion samples showing an 8-to-l margin
in favor of independent action.
At a public meeting, he said,
30 residents voted for and six
voted against the proposal. Another 22 persons signed a petition favoring village action , he
reported. No consulting engineer
has been retained , he told the
board , because of the village's
uncertainty as to whether Uie
PCA would give permission for
construction of such a plant.
Callahan said his figures show
there , would be little? more cost
to the village in going it alone.

Board Awards
Contract for
Snow Removal

A contract for snow removal
at Winona Senior High School
and the Winona Area Vocational-Technical School this winter
was awarded Monday night by
the School Board to -Winon a
Excavating Co.
The overall prices quoted by
',
Winona exca- i———
vating w e r e
I
Q I
low a m o n g OCnOOl
f o u r firms
t h a t submit- D 0« r J
ted informal | "Va™
proposals for
snow removal services.
Last year Winona Excavating
had the contract for removing
snow at Senior High School and
Westgate Gardens for similar
services at , the vocational-technical school .
Winona Excavating, West
gate, Dunn Blacktop Surfacing
Co., and Winona Plumbing Co.
presented informal proposals
on 11 categories in the service
listing with Westgate confining
ils proposal to the vocationaltechnical school property.
The board's business manager , Paul W. Sanders , said that
a study of the quotations indicated that Winona Excavating
appeared to have the overall
low proposal for both jobs.
Its quotations included $12 an
hour for a motor patrol , $18 an
hour for a front-end loader , $11
an hour for truck and operator ,
$10 an hour for sidewalk equipment and $9 an hour for a trac>
tor with snow blower .
The Itoard also voted to accept an offer of $106 from Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Nepper , St.
Paul , for a quit claim deed to
Trout Valley School property.
On the property is a vacant
school building, a barn and outbuilding.
Another bid of $2!"*J had been
received from Earl II. Eggers
273 E. 2nd St., but this subsequently was withdrawn.

Fillmore Church
Is Auctioned Off

Concord , First District Chairw oman; MacGregor; Frank Utecht , Winona Counly vice
chairman for MacGregor ; M. J. MrCnuloy,
Winonn County GOP chairman , and Mrs.
Robert Steffen, Winona County chair woman
for MacGregor . fbnily News pho to )

WYKOFF , Minn . — Antique
hunters flocked to the Fillmore
Methodist Church Saturday
when the building and its contents were placed on the auction block. The landmark is 3%
mile s north of here.
The 30-by-50-foot , 114-year-old
structure , worship center for a
congregation
of
Methodists
formed before 11155, was sold to
Mr, and Mrs. Wayne Winslow ,
Fillmore , for $1100—a sum $000
less than the 1875 building cost .
Among other items of interest
NO M , were a 100-year-old bell ,
news , a book on instructions
for conducting prohibition campaigns , a Sunday school attendance record book dated 11191
nnd a hymnal dated 111115,
The Winslows have not decided whether they will remodel
the building into a dwelling or
tear it down, and build a new
home on the site.
fiince the church was disbiinded five years ago members
have attended tlie Wykoff
Methodist Church.

He said it had been estimated
that cost of a separate village
plant would be $50,000 more,
over a 20-year period, than that
of connecting with Winona. Subsequent estimates had narrowed
the gap, he continued, because
the village wouTd have to spend
an additional $15,000 or more to
lay 3,000 feet of force main
and provide pumping facilities.
Goodview twice before had
been treated badly by Winona
governing bodies, Ca llahan told
the board . Once was when the
village asked to join the city's
sanitary sewage collection system and the other time was in
1961 when Goodview wanted to
buy water rather than build its
own pfant . He blamed Winona
councils then in power for the
failure of negotiations because
of Winona attempts to secure
contracts with highly restrictive
covenants.
SUCH ACTIONS have created
a reservoir of ill will that still
exists, said Mayor Callahan..
He told the board the village's
population is about 1,700 and
that the village plant discharges
into a slough. The plant has
an average daily, flow of 80,000
gallons, according to Gary Ginner, PCA staff member? The
village would hire one or two
additional employes to operate
its enfarged plant , the mayor
told the board;
Asked whether a. bond issue
for such a plant would be likely
to pass, Mayor Callahan said he
was confident it would . Doubts
that the 52 votes previously mentioned would constitute an accurate sample were voiced by
Mrs. R. C. Nelson?Duluth board
member. Callahan said his opinion was based bn reactions of
people he meets daily on the
street and elsewhere.
Total costs of bonds, interest
and maintenance for a village
plant are estimated at $398,000,
reported Rex Johnson, village
clerk , Costs for capital outlay
and flowage fees for the same
period are estimated at $347,500
if the village joined with ; the
Winona system, he said. In addition , the village would have
to build pumping and force
main facilities to make the connection , he noted. Johnson esti-

mated cost of operating a village plant at $5,000 a year.
Figures are based on estimates provided a year ago by
an engineering firm, Johnson
said. ' ¦ . ¦ '.

A sharp challenge was raised
by Ginner. There' is good reason to feel, he said, that these
estimates are as much as $50,000
too low. Ginner said he had
consulted the same engineering
firm that supplied the original
figure's to Goodview. The firm ,
Caswell Engineering Co., Minneapolis, told Ginner its estimate was an approximation
based solely on population and
would not constitute an adequate
foundation for such projections.
Asked by Mrs; Nelson whether
"the village could swing an additional $50,000," Johnson replied it could.
PCA POLICY has been to encourage larger plants serving
regional areas, commented John
Badalich, executive director,
because smaller plants are not
always well operated. He pointed to PCA effortne^jH-omote
the regional concept near Lake
Superior.
No mention of the regional
concept was made in a PCA
letter offering the village a
choice" of combining with Winona or building its own plant,
Mayor Callahan observed. Applied to this community such
a concept logically could include Minnesota City, parts of
Winona and Rollingstone townships and even Horner, he said.
Badalich said it is the intent
of PCA to try to bring such
communities together.
Winona's plant is geared to
the are'a concept, said City
Manager Carroll J, Fry, and is
designed to accommodate the
known needs of the geneiral
community.
Some misconceptions need to
be buried, said Fry, including
the notion that Winona had
failed to ask for a meeting with
the Goodview council. He read
a letter from Mayor Norman
E. Indall which told of several
overtures made by Winona that
•were not acted upon by the

Strong Objections
To Hiawatha Cut

LA CROSSE, Wis. - Strong
objections to proposed withdrawal of the Milwaukee
Railroad's afternoon Hiawatha
trains were stated Monday by a
delegation at Interstate Commerce Commission hearings
here. Other communities along
the main Chicago-Twin Cities
line, including Wabasha , Minn,,
also were represented.
Coordinating presentations by
the Minnesota contingents was
Norton Hatlie, an assistant to
Minnesota Attorney General
Douglas Head.
RESULTS OF A survey of
Winona business firms were submitted in testimony before the
ICC examiner b y Gene Meeker,
Chamber of Commerce manager. Meeker said f orms were
mailed to 400 firms and that 30
percent response was obtained .
This showed that 1,167 individuals connected with businesses
in various capacities had used
train service al Winona so
far thi.s year. The survey did
not distinguish between Burlington and Milwaukee railroads ,
both of which serve the City
and both of which are asking
permission to cut out some of
their service.
Meeker said the chamber 's
purpos e was to demonstrate
that rail patronage exists and

that it was up to individual carriers to compete for the market. The examiner had been
critical of the apparent lack of
promotional efforts being made
by the Milwaukee.
City Attorney George M. Robertson Jr. represented the city
of Winona but was not called
to testify because of the crowded schedule.

SPOKESMEN FOR Winona
colleges said surveys of student bodies had indicated a substantial number use the trains.
The College of Saint Teresa was
represented by Karl LipSohn , director of public relations. Testimony for St. Mary 's College
was given by Joseph Fleischman , dean of students .
La Crosse submitted a statement saying 1,900 passengers
had boarded the Hiawatha for
Chicago between Aug. 15 and
Oct . 15.
About 200 persons had boarded the train for Minneapolis ,
the city said ,
"The impact on this communit y of the removal of these
two trains is therefore clearly
one of great significance ," the
statement said.
The last of the present series
of hearings will open Wednesday in St. Paul . A decision by
the ICC is expected about Jan.
1, 1970.

Schaffer 's Moving
To New Location
A change of location lor
Schaffer 's Cleaners & Laundcrers Inc.* , will be made next
month as the result of recent
building ownership changes.
The building at 164 W. :u*d
SI. novy,.occup ied by the laundry firm has been purchased by
Boland Manufacturing Co , It
will be remodeled into rental
office spaces, according to
¦Stanley V. Boland , president of
the p l a s t i c s manufacturing
firm.

1401 Gilmore Ave ., former site
of the Hunkins Standard Station , according to Richard Bison , who operates the business
ir. partnership with his brother
Lauren .
The Disons bought the property from Stuart G. Hunkins ,
605 Clark' s Lane . They plan to
remodel both exterior and interior . Several customer park ing spaces will be provided.
SUHSTANTIAL m o d ionization of facilities will occur in
connection with the relocation ,
Dison said. Some present equi pment will be installed and new
equipment will be added .
The laundry will continue to
provide its regular daily delivery services in and out of the
city, Dison snid. Schaffer 's was
purchased by the Dison brothers Sept. 1.

HOI ,AND SAID his own company will not occupy any of
the new office space but will
rema in in ils present quarters.
The laundry building will be
remodeled to provide a halfdozen or more offices plus service spaces.
The Boland company, located
in adjacent property at l.r>2 W.
3rd St., also owns the building
occupied by Great I>nke.s Man- ^M
P
ufacturing Corp., 400 W. 3rd
St. The site comprises about •CJI
RH
two-lhirds ol a block.
Laundry equipment , is beinR y Sy ^f w
removed to a new location nt

Goodview administration. The
city remains willing and ready
to discuss possible solutions at
any time, Fry said.
Winona 's figures are firm , not
shotgun estimates, Fry. said, and
these have been offered for consideration by Goodview. Goodview!s plant would have to apply higher rates of treatment,
he said , since it discharges into a slough that is walled off
from the river by the Prairie
Island dike. Winona has been
granted a variance from state
standards because its plant will
discharge into a flowing stre'am.
that offers great dilution ratios,
Fry recalled.
Fry also noted that Goodviewshortly will vote on a $1 million school bond , something
which puts sewer bonding at a
disadvantage. Winona would
welcome the Goodview connection, he- said , adding that he
hoped feuds of the past would
not be kept alive by present
councils of the city and village.
MAYOR CALLAHAN acknowledged to Tuveson that joining
with Winona would be less expensive'. He said Goodview fears
that the federal government
may upgrade river standards,
revoke the variance and void
the contract. •• ' ' ¦
Tuveson said he didn't understand how Goodview councilmen could make such a rigid
decision without knowing what
the contract might contain or
what its own costs might be.
Mayor Callahan told him there
is "a high index of suspicion "
among Goodview citizens with
respect to Winona motives. Tuveson offered PCA help in making
up a contract proposal for joint
operations that would be fair.
Goodview fears that such a contract might be so restrictive
it could not issue its own building permits, replied Mayor Callahan.
Any contract involving Winona would simply contain? a
charge for volume entering the
city 's gate, said Fry. What
Goodview does on its side of
the gate would be of no concern
to the city? he declared.
Fry acknowledged, under
Tuveson's question, that the city
had not put its offer in writing.
Tuveson suggested the city
write its proposed terms, submit these to Goodview and send
a copy to PCA as well. Fry
agreed this could be done.
Mrs. Nelson wondered if the
required preliminary reportj.
from Goodview would be further
delayed if negotiations were reopened. Mayor Callahan said
the village probably would . not
spend funds for engineering reports until it gets a decision
from PCA on whether an independent plant would be authorized.
BOARD MEMBERS began
formulating a motion suggesting
talks and negotiations be reopened between the two municipalities for study of the joint
approach, When Fry asked
whether a time limit would be
added , the board amended its
motion to ask for progress reports.
Councilman Smith rose to §sk
the board a question he said is
on the minds of many Goodview citizens.
"People want to know why
the PCA offered Goodview a
choice — building its own plant
or joining Winona — and why
you are nol satisfied with the
choice we made ," Smith declared.
Tuveson and other board
menibers admitted the PCA position was not made clear in its
communications. The agency 's
position — although not spelled
out adequately — is and has
been thnt it prefers larger
regional facilities to smaller
scattered plants , they stated ,
although it does nol close the
door completely to development
of sub-regional plants .
PCA 's concern in this instance
also is that the Goodview council and citizens have not hnd
enough information and accurate figures on which to make a
sound decision , added Mrs, Nelson.
Moreover , said Tuveson , il
PCA feels cither of the two parties is not moving in a manner
consistent with the prevailing
conditions , the agency reserves
"the option to direct a solution. "
NOTING THAT tbe Goodview
council had declared itself not
opposed to further stud y of the
regional concept , board member Steve Gndlcr proposed that
(he motion sti pulate thnt new
negotiations would take up tho
regional concept,
A further reason for tho
PCA's concern wns cited by
Badalich who said the state
agency is being badgered by
the Federal Water Pollut ion
Control Administration about
why Winona and Goodview
p lants nre not being combined.
Winona Dally Now* O
Winona , Minnesota *•
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Eagles Regular Meeting j

Wed.—8 p.m. in the Aerie Room i
James Simon , W.P. ,'

TELEVISION REVIEW

By Ed Dodd

MARK TRAIL

St diappwul <&tAt VlJu}hL

Older Shows
Get Top Ratings

American Men
Carry lng Bags

By EARL WILSON
Men—real men—are now wearing shoulder bags.
Gifted composer-lyricist Leslie Bricusse, the London cockney, has been wearing a red-and-green model by Gucci slung
around his right shoulder and his wife Evie has given copies
to Tony Newly; Bob Gulp, arid Roger Moore.
Bricusse didn 't wear his to the premier of "Goodbye, Mr.
Chips" at the Palace—it clashed with his dinner jacket—but he
assured me that I'll soon have to wear one to get into Toots
Shor's and other saloons.
"By the way, don't call it a who'll do Tiny Tim's hair.
purse," he warned me, a mas- "Tiny Tim hasn't decided
culine glint in his eye.
whether he'll let anybody but
There at the ?party at Tavernanon-the-Green with the rain pelt- himself touch ¦ it!" was the .
ing down whilst Petula . Clark swer.
and Natalie Wood and others Nothing happened to Tisa Far¦were . having fun , Bricusse row, Mia 's 18-year-old sister,
said:- ;
while filming "Homer " in Tor"It's sort of a tote bag. When onto, except that she:
I fly, which is most of the time, Got kicked in the stomach in
I carry little cameras, tape re- a restaurant altercation , stepped
corders, my passport , plane in a ground-hog hole : and hurt
tickets and all that garbage her leg, and was scratched, on
in it" .
an already injured hand by a
"Sammy Davis never had the tomcat with rabies requiring
nerve to use his,'.' said Bri- that she take 16 rabies shots ovcusse, who wrot e the score for er two weeks.
"Chips. " He then laughingly
"They had to shoot the cat,"
explained not allowing me to Tisa told me by phone.
see the inside of his shoulder
"As for the thing in the restbagaurant , Terry Deene, the pro"My wife made me carry ducer, was with me. Some men
some of her cosmetics," he jumped him and I happened to
said. "One picture of that would get k i c k e d . In the stomach,
have ruine d my career."
where 1 have to take the rabJulius La Rosa — singer and ies shots."
disc jockey — had one of the Roseland's Lou . Brecker has
biggest openings in the memory plans for adding 5 stories atop
of Plaza Persian Room habi- his ballroom on W. 53d St. costt u e e s. Florence Henderson, ing $7 .million . . . Secret Stuff:
whose TV show was just re- Two pdrly famous actresses are
newed , Enzo Stuarti, Gil Hodg- doin/the Sister George story in
es and Yogi Berra , Wm. B. Wil - reaflife . ? . Truman Capote
iams and Ted Brown led the sail at the screening of his
standing ovation . In his act, Ju- ¦".Trilogy" at the 4 Seasons
lius kidded a little about his whwh he attended with Lee Radone-time boss, Arthur Godfrey , ziwill that he was . still shaky
There was such a crowd that after his car accident; .his dogi
John the maitre d' couldn't get which ran away after the accithrough to hand the star a *bot- dent , is home again and o.k.
tle of champagne at the end.
THE MIDNIGHT EARL . . .
Gov. Rockefeller's expected to
Black velvet Inverness capes, step into the Metropolitan Opblack brushed beaver top hats era labor dispute very soon ? . .
and other turn-of-the-century The Paul McCartneys; are due
gear wUl highlight Tiny Tim 's here for Thanksgiving (he may
wedding party frockery when announce whether he's alive )
he and Vicki Budinger marry . . . Las Vegas Caesars Paon the Johnny
Carson show Dec, lace, where some of the Mets
¦
are appearing, ordered hun18: • '
Tim Tl have a black velvet dreds of Met baseball caps to
frock coat by Jeffrey "Martin; give away as souvenirs; what
Philadelthe party'll troop from NBC on they received were
phia Philfy caps ' - .. .. .. A posh,
a red carpet over to the Ground very expensive restaurant
has
Floor (in the CBS Bldg.) for a a minor flaw—the ceiling leaks.
reception. Naturally, I asked TODAY'S BEST LAUGH'
Joan Rivers admits women stop
Winona Daily News
caring about their looks after
4 Winona, Minnesota
they marry: "My friend couldn't
TUESDAY, NOV. II, 1969
wa.it to break her diet — right
after the ceremony she ate the
MO*' US W. 5th St.
whole wedding cake."
WISH I'D SAID THAT : Television, says Dick Cavett, is the
only business where a lowly
EVENINGS ONCE AT 7:45
page can become a network
$1.00-$1.50-$2.00
vice president:
vice verNO PASSES
¦ ¦¦ "Or
¦
'
sa." ¦ . - '
REMEMBERED Q U O T E :
NOW S H O W I N G
"Since a politician never believes what he says, he is always astonished that other people do." — Charles de Gaulle.
EARL'S PEARLS: Manhattan
poem : "Early to bed and early
to rise — and you just might
WINNER S
I find a parking space. "
Fannie Flagg. tofd of ar ugly
ACADEMY AWARDS !
j« cousin
who was anxious to get
married : "She used to pay a
marriage counselor $10.a week
to tip her off which couples
were breaking up. " That' s earl,
brother.
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where the heads of all nations meet
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Organization
Of Priests
Asks Meeting

IOWA PHEASANTS . . . These three Winona pheasant hunters bagged their limit:
of ringnecks near Cresco, Iowa, on Sunday,
they are Larey Alston, 200 E . Sanborn St.,

Voice of the O utdoors

Deer Results
When the curtain went down
at sunset Monday in zone 8 it
was estimated that one out of
eight hunters had been successful iri hanging an animal. The
consensus was that it was a
fair start despite the weather,
cornfield , and dryness handicaps. Hunters were still getting
deer at nearly closing t i m e
Monday.
Statewide reports indicate a "spotty season " with
the results. in various areas
ranging from very poor to
most hunters filling. Of
course, with a nine day season in the extreme northeast, the year's tally is yet
to be made.
Locally, there was a lot of
hunting pressure : despite the
jump in license cost. The Car
check in the Whitewater area
was down from former years,
on Saturday , but there seemed
to be heavy hunting pressure
Sunday and still quite a little
Monday.
We covered the HoustonFillmore county a r e a on
Sunday and found hunting
pressure still strong. At almost all points along Highway 16, a "red coat" could
be observed walking the
railroad track. M o n e y
Creek valley was heavily
hunted. At . Benson 's Cafe ,
Houston, early Sunday afternoon, the names of 8b
successful hunters were on
the board . It is estimated
that half the successful register their kills. Most farm
yards had several parked
cars, many of them owned
by hunters still in the hills.
A large acreage of corn in
this area was in the fields.
A lot of big bucks were killed ,
according to Bill Gannaway, local warden. Many of them were
eight to ien pointers. A ten
pointer ?checked at Speltz * Market , Rollingstone weighed 30s
pounds rough dressed. It was
the largest the warden checke*4 .
Nick Gulden , area game
manager , reported that <1SU>
hunters took 102 doer out of
th(! Whitewater refuge area
on Saturday. The number
on Sunday, he estimated
wns about half that number. A lot of the Iniok.s, ho
judged , were two yenrs old.
Older bucks had a lot of
fine antlers , he .stated.
A bald eagle probably killed
by a hunter , was found in the
Reno area. It carried a band
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Gerald Turner Jr. , 951% E. 5th St., and
Gerald Turner, 666 W . Sarnia St. (Daily
News Photo )

which the refuge is forwarding
to Washington. The deer kill
in the Reno area was fair. One
check showed 10 hunters ?with
six deer; Several hunting parties in Cedar and Pickwick valleys reported they filled.

vealed a bag of six ducks.
The pressure was way
down. There are some swan
in the flock with gold . bands
around their necks.

Eagles were reported to the
refuge office here as far south
as Savannah. There are quite
Here and There
:
Jerry Leinecke, district a few at the foot of Lake Pepgame manager , counted 280 in. Willis ? Kruger, Wabasha
big swan in the Weaver warden who lives on a bluff at
area Sunday while on swan Reads Landing, reports the
patrol. Duck hunting in the number has been On the inarea was extremely poor. crease there during the past
His check of 25 hunters re- week.

1 in 9 New Autos
Fail Safety Tests *

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
government has given the public its first look at files showing
new automobiles have failed an
average of one in ' nine independent safety tests.
?
A portion of 800 reports on
performance of 1968 and 1969
American and > foreign automobiles in six standard safety tests
was released Monday by the Department of Transportation.
The department has promised, under heavy pressure from
consumer champions in Congress, to bare the rest of the reports, a few at a time , during
the next 30 days.
Summarizing the 800 reports ,
the department said the failure
rate of the cars was 11.5 per
cent , or one in nine . Tests of individual automobile components
showed a failure rate of 10.1 per
cent , or one in 10.
The tests , conducted by independent research firms under
contract to the government between May 1968 and this September , turned up in individual
vehicles defects in brake systems , unsafe tires and wheel
rims , weak safety belts and
safety * belt, anchors that came
loose unr 'er pressure.
Dr. Robert Brenner , acting director of the depar/nient' s National Highway Safety Bureau ,
warned against drawing drastic
conclusions on the basis ot the
reports.
"We emphasize thai each' of
these are initial test rest 1Its , and
that a pass rating is no more of

an indication that all such vehicles are in conformity with the
standards being attested , any
more than one test failure is
proof that it is not in conformity."
. ;:
When reports of a specific defect are checked back with the
automobile manufacturer , Brenner said , they often are found to
be in compliance with federal
safety standards.
In three years the bureau has
brought action against only two
tire manufacturers and the
maker of the Fiat auto for alleged safe ty violations,
Uniroyal Inc . was served notice last week that three of its
tire brands are suspected of
non-compliance . Some 00 investigations are in progress , Brenner snid.

Italian Ballerina
Suing Soviet Sta r

TRIESTE , Italy (AP ) _ Italian ballerina Giovanna Lisa Mariana filed an assault and injury
charge Monday against Rudolf
Nureyev , the Russin ballet
star , saying he slapped her during a performance of "Giselle. "
Many of the audience who
saw Miss Mariani reel back
from her partner Sunday
thought Ilic slap was a part ot
the .show.
Nureyev was nol available for
comment.

WASHINGTON (AP) -An organization ? of Roman Catholic
priests—saying some members
are "growing angry and discouraged"—has called for a National Pastoral Council in which
laymen and parish clergy would
be on an equal footing with bishops and archbishops.
The Rev , Patrick O'Malley of
Chicago? president of the National . Federation of Priests
Council, suggested the new
group should share some powers of the National Conference
of Catholic Bishops.
A d d r e s s i n g the bishop 's
conference Monday, Father
O'Malley said some diocese
priests councils are so often reminded by bishops they are only
consultative "they are growing
angry and discouraged. "
"We as priests are asking for
a share not only in the implementating of programs for the
good of the church but in the
planning and decision making
for that church ," he said .
While
Father
O'Malley 's
group will push for a vote on
church matters, spokesmen for
the bisnops said such a council
would not have that power. .
'.B'u t that isn't to say it
wouldn't be effective," said the
Most Rev. Philip M. Hannan ,
archbishop of New Orleans.
Archbishop Hannan participated in a press briefing after
Father O'Malley's speech.
Citing the Second Vatican
Council, where bishops sought
to increase their authority in relation to_ the Pope, Father
O'Malley said "sharing responsibility with priests would decrease a downward trend in
priestly vocations.

By CYNTHIA LOWRY
NEW YORK (AP) — Television this season seems to ; be
proving, if nothing else, that old
friends are best friends.
In the most recent national
Nielsen ratings lists, every one
of the 10 most popular TV series
is at least two years old—and
six have survived for six or
more years.
The report , covering . shows
broadcast between Oct. 27 and
Nov. 2, is typical of the season's
showing. NBC's "Laugh-In " is
in first place and is two years
old. A close second is CBS'
"Red Skelton Show," age 19.
Third is "Gunsmoke ," now 15.
Then there is NBC's "Bonanza ," 10; CBS' "Mayberry,
R.F.D.," which, if you count its
years as "The Andy Griffith
Show", is seven ; NBC's "The
Wonderful World of Disney" on
the networks for 16 years, and
Hillbillies ,"
CBS' . "Beverly
eight.
The younger crowd in the
Nielsen elite group includes
"Family Affair ," four , and Glen
Campbell's variety hour , two. A
bit farther down the list there
are "Here's Lucy,'' starring a
performer who has been on television, for 18 years, and "My
Three Sons" which started 10
years back.
"Gunsmoke , leading the list a
week ago and in show position
this time, is probably a source
of pride and embarrassment to
CBS executives. Only a couple
of seasons back the show was
abruptl y , canceled—not so much
for inadequate numbers of viewers but because many of them
were older and nonurban.
There were loud howls of
rage, a blizziard qf mail and
"Gunsmoke " was reprieved. It
was moved out of its late time
spot and, with some of its raw

Pestic ide Meeting
ALMA, Wis. — Ron Doersch
and Walter Gojmerac , University of Wisconsin specialists in
weed and insect control , will discuss 1970 pesticide recommendations in field crops and livestock at an area meeting at the
Holiday Inn , Eau Claire , Monday evening. The program begins with a dutch treat dinner
at 7 p.m., the meeting to begin
at fl . Dealer handlers and custom applicators of peslicides
wishing to attend , should notify the University Extension Office , Alma , by Friday.

Steve Douglas—Fred MacMurray—after 10 years as a
widower in "My Three Sons "
will be married on the Nov. 22
show to a widow named Barbara—Beverly G a r l a n d . If
theirs is like other TV nuptials ,
it will be attended by extremely
high Nielsen ra tings. The home
folks just love to watch weddings.
DELICIOUS

OYSTER
STEW
AT THE

STEAK
SHOP

Winona Athletic Club

FALL FESTIVAL
Saturday Evening
NOV. 15

Stenvi g Receives
Presidential Letter
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - A
letter from President Richard
Nixon reached the office of the
Minneapolis mayor last week .
"On this first anniversary of
our campaign victory last
year ," Nixon wrote. "I am reminded once again of how much
your active and very effective
participation meant to our
achievement of that victory."
The letter, however, was addressed to 'Dave Cohen " and
began "Dear Dave. "
The mayor is Charles Stenvig.
An independent , he won election
last spring over the Republican
candidate — Dan Cohen , not
Dave.

action removed, became more
popular than ever in ah early
evening tie period that attracted a young family audience.
In the current ratings, only
one new show, Bill Cosby 's situation comedy, has stuck like a
burr in the top 20 shows. But
Cosby can hardly be counted a
new face in TV after those "I
Spy" seasons.
<i
,
incidentally,
jumpe
d
NBC
back in the lead in the weekly
averages, building a 19.7, to
CBS' 18.9. ABC followed with
15.4. Although CBS and ABC
plan to replace their weakest
shows at midseason, it seems
likely now that NBC will stick
with its original entries through
the winter although there may
be some reshuffling of? time
spots,
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MAKE rOUR GROUP CHRISTMAS PARTY RESERVATIONS NOW to get tho night-you prefer.

Two Agencies to Charge Mining
Company on Dumping of Taconite

ST. PAUL (AP ) - Two state
agencies said Monday they will
charge Reserve Mining Co. of
Silver Bay, Minn., with violating
its permit to discharge taconite
tailings into Lake Superior.
The state Conservation Department and Pollution Control
Agency said the company will
be ordered to appear before a
hearing to consider revocation
of the firm 's 1947-issued permit.
However , a spokesman for Reserve, said if such hearings are
called, the mining firm will
show that its use of the lake
lias not violated any provisions
of its permits.

The chairman of the PCA, based on competent, supportable
Robert Tuveson of Albert Lea, statements . ..would set to rest
Minn., said Reserve will be the concern and worry people
have about our use of the lake."
cited for discharging
waste ore The state action follows by
so as
grinding^
to:
less than two creeks rejection by
—Harm fish life contrary to a district court judge of state
its permit:
attempts by two conservation—Discolorate the lake outside oriented groups to demand such
the discharge zone specified in hearings.
the permit:
— Otherwise materially and
The National Sierra Club and
unlawfully pollute" the lake.
Minnesota Committee on EnviEdward Schmidt * assistant to ronmental Information asked for
(he president of Reserve,
in re- such hearings to look into Response to the chargeSj said : serve's permit.
"There have been so many er- Judge Donald Barbezu of Henroneous charges made against nepin County District Court
Reserve recently that a hearing made the ruling against the

Contracting Firm
fight Developing
Over 'Youth Wage Finds New Use for
Taconite Tailings

WASHINGTON (AP) - A
high-level Nixon administration
fight is developing over a proposal initiated in , the White
House to set a special "youth
? wage" below the federal minimum wage of $1.60 per hour.
Secretary of Commerce Maurice H. Stans has endorsed the
idea , but a spokesman for Secretary of Labor George P.
Shultz said "he would be opposed to any suggestion that a
youth wage could be below the
$1.60 minimum."
Organized labor also is sure to
. oppose any federa l plan to let
youths work for less than the
federal minimum.

time on what impact, if any, a
lower wage minimum for youths
would have on youth unemployment and unemployment generally.
Latest government reports
show the jobless rate for American youths aged le to 19 was 13
per cent last month, compared
with the national unemployment
rate of 3.9 per cent for all workers. ?
Unemployment among Negro
youths and other minority group
youths has been running at 20
per cent or more in the past
year .- . . ?
Labor Department sources
emphasized that no suggestion
of a $1.25 or any lower hourly
wage minimum for youth is contained so far in the study. It will
be several weeks before the
study is completed and sent to
Shultz, a spokesman said .

VIRGINIA, Minn. (AP)— A
contracting firm has found a use
for taconite tailings other than
just dumping them into a lake.
The dumping of taconite tailings into Lake Superior by Reserve Mining Co., Silver Bay,
Minn., has become a highly controversial subject among Minnesota persons and groups involved in pollution and politics.

Hoover Construction Co. is using the refuse in highway building. ' : ¦'
The firm has a multi-million
"The effect would be to endollar contract for construction
courage , employers to replace
of the northbound lanes of the
family breadwinners with kids
Highway 53 bypass around Virginia and the first section of the
at the lower wage rate," said
one highly placed labor source.
Range Expressway, beginning
"There's nothing wrong with
with a new intersection of Highthat ," Stans wa s quoted as say- Spring Valley Dinner ways 53 and 196 on the west side
ing in an interview about the reof Virginia.
, placing of adult workers with SPRING VALLEY, Minn. - As bedding fill for the roads,
youths.
The Spring Valley, Minn., Ma- Hoover is using taconite tailings
He reportedly said the idea sonic Lodge will serve its annual purchased from U.S. Steel Corp.
was to set a special, lower wage coon dinner Saturday from 5:30 More than a million yards of
of $1.20 or $1.25 per hour for to 7 p.m. in the lodge room. tailings from the company's
youths and "After they reach, Ham is also served.
Minntac plant north of Mountain
.' ¦
.' • '
Iron are being hauled in huge
say 21, they would get the reguALMA AA MEET
lar minimum wage."
tandem trucks for the highway
"Stans speaks for the employ- ALMA, Wis, — Alcoholics project.
er point of view, while we speak Anonymous of Alma, will hold
for the labor point of view,'' an open meeting for the public A company spokesman said
at the American Legion Hall in this is the first time taconite
said a source close to Shultz.
However, the ?Labor Depart- Alma, on Nov. 22 at 8 p?m. The tailings have been used for bedment confirmed that a study famous Maria P. of Des Moines, ding to such an extent. He said
that in addition to the obvious
has been underway for some Iowa, will be guest speaker.
benefit of availability, the tailimmsm^mmmmmmmmm®%^Mmwsmmm%m&&m£®mmings provide a uniformity and
compaction that is of great
value for highway construction.
He said the tailings are ideal
i£$ ^^^m^^^^^^^^^^mmmmmm^^^M
-^
^H^^HiHKHiiH^HI^HH^HI^HHHHHHII
^HH^^'-^^^--*^-^^^^^^^-^'
for creating a roadbed where
large quantities of muskeg must
be removed or where ramp fill
is needed.
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Ex-Winonan
Receives Bay
State Promotion
Thomas A. Grupa, order
processing manager for the Bay
State Milling Company at Boston and a native Winonan, has
been promoted to controller of
Viva Macaroni Manufacturing
Company, Lawrence, Mass., a
Bay State subsidiary, according
to Bay State Controller Wesley
F. Rydin.
Grupa is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Benedict Grupa, 876 E.
Sanborn St. He has been with
Bay State five years and was
graduated from Winona State
College in 1903 with a bachelor
of arts degree in business administration.
He resides at Melrose, Mass.,
is unmarried and is a member
of the Association for Systems
Mianagement. Grupa is a captain in the National Guard - and
commands the Headquarters
and Headquarters Company,
First Brigade, 26th Yankee Division.
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ALMA, Wis. — Wisconsin's
1969 Friendship Campaign for
Retarded Children is under
way in Buffalo County , according to Mrs. Art Secrist , Alma ,
county campaign chairman ,
Willie Davis, Green Bay
Packer star, and 1969 Friendship Campaign state chairman,
is working with thousands of
volunteers in Wisconsin to
"spread the word" on mental
retardat ion and encourage all
citizens to join the "We Did
Help" team to raise funds to
support ARC programs for tha
mentally retarded children and
adults of Wisconsin.
For years , the mentally retarded were almost alone , said
Mrs. Secrist. Now with 80 locnl
associations for retarded children in Wisconsin , and 1,200 In
the United States , the public is
becoming nwaro of tho size of
the problem -- aware that mental retardation wns and is the
largest permanent handicapping
condition of children , she added
NO MENTION
WASHINGTON (AP)-Harry
S. Truman is the only former
president of this century for
whom no historic site hns been
dedicated . But , say Nati onal
Pnrk Service offici als , Ihnt' K the
way ho wants it.

Wisconsin Democrats
Disaster Planning
Meeting Slated Have Found New Muscle

state Oct. 31. It read in part:
"3f environmental.,, quajity is
now of such major concern that
the public will demand? and wilF
sue for strict r ?ehferceiment'of ' WABASHA, Minn. (Special)antipollution laws , J> 'the court *A coitfe^etfc'e on disaster previews that as a salutar^ develparedness for all Wabasha Counopment.
ty
electee? and appointed offi"The grim warnings of ecoloand school administrators
cials
gists that if we continue raping
the land? befouling the water will be held at the American Leand polluting the air, mankind gion Annex in Wabasha Weditself will surely perish as barren admonitions unless they can nesday from 7:30 to 10:30 p.m.
be fortified by legal sanctions. " according to Mrs. Walter Passe,
Tuveson said he polled all Wabasha , county civil defense
nine PCA members for com- director.
ment before announcing the The conference will consist of
charges and said there were no
a series of presentations, films,
objections.
graphs, charts, etc., emphasizThe decision by the state to ing the necessity for planning,
charge the mining firm—which organization and training at the
discharges an estimated 60,000 local governmental level in ortons of tailings daily from the der to save the lives and protect
Silver . Bay facility—is consid- the property of its citizens. It
ered a major victory- for the will discuss tornadoes, floods,
conservationists.
industrial accidents and nuclear
Considered to be major fac- disasters;
tors in the state decision were The meeting is open to the
the federal-state . enforcement public but will be oriented toconference hearings into the Re- ward local governmental offiserve-Lake Superior tailings and cials and their roles before, dura federal study released last ing and after disaster strikes.
January which said the tailings It will be conducted by the Uni¦were indeed polluting the lake. versity of Minnesota, departReserve has consistently de- ment of civil defense education,
nied such pollution of the lake. Robert J. Elliott, director.

For Wabasha Co.
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MC KENNA , a former sergeant at arms of the state As- •
sembly and a legislative aid to
former Democratic Gov. John
Reynolds, considers himself a
moderate — "somewhere between" the Senate's liberal and
conservative Democrats.
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MAJOR ISSUES still facing
lawmakers include urban aids ,
conservation , shared . taxes,
traffic safety, sex education ,
judicial salaries and highway
construction bonding.
Many of the bills are sought
by Republican Gov. Warren P.
Knowles, who was rebuffed by
tlie GOP-controIIed legislature
dn his budget-4|st • summer.
Knowles left Nov . 2 on a
trade mission tour to South
America. He warned legislators before he departed they
might earn the tag of a "do

nothing " session unless key
measures are enacted.
Among the major bills promoted by Knowles are a shared tax redistribution bill, and
Outdoor Recreation Act Program ORAP-200 and an implied consent traffic safety
measure, ¦;¦. -. '
A share tax proposal was defeated in the Senate two weeks
ago. But substitutes have been
introduced and may receive actj on. ?
Many of the issues will be
new to McKenna as . he takes
his seat among the 31 other
Senators.
But a number of them , including tax issues, are familiar to
the lawyer.
. One of McKenna 's main campaign issues was a call for repeal of the state 's four percent
sales tax . His campaign slogan
in the traditionally Republican
district was: "Join the Tax Rebellion."
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minority attempt to slow things
down.
The addition of McKenna
was expected to make majority
leader Ernest Keppler, R-Sheboygan, more conciliatory toward Democrats as the legislature moves into a huge stack
ot pending legislation ,
Keppler warned his colleagues last week they may
have to work this Saturday if .
they are to complete action for
the year on all important bills
still before them.
Of approximately 2,000 measures introduced in the legislature since January, only about
200 have been disposed of in
both houses.
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"FOR THE first time this
session, we have an opportunity to dust off the rule book ,"
said minority leader Fred Risser, D-Madison.
"When we have our 11 men
here? we're going to object? to
Republicans trying to deviate
from the calendar," he said.
Power to suspend the : rules
in the last 10 months has given
Republicans an ability to take
up bills out pf order, pass them
immediately or override any
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By ARTHUR L. SRB
MADISON, Wis. (AP) - Wisconsin Democrats flexed newfound muscle in the state Senate today, all because of a
soft-spoken attorney from Jefferson.
The attorney, 32-year-old
Dale McKenna , won election in
an upset a week ago over Republican David. Keene of Fort
Atkinson, giving Democrats
their strongest position in the
Senate since 1967.
The addition of McKenna
raises the Democrats' voting
strength to 11, far short of the
Republicans ' 21. But it gives
the minority Democrats enough
votes to block Republican suspension of the rules, which requires a two-thirds ; vote.
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A proposal for
more elections

If there were no "off-year elections, such as
were held last week in some states and large
cities, someone certainly would invent them,
Using the scattered results, it is a marvelous game
to decipher trends for the purpose of proclaiming
expansive generalities about the fortunes of the
major parties and even economic and social philosophies.
The Republicans may very well rejoice that
there are now two more Republican governors —
in Virginia and New Jersey — that some sort of a
Republican won in New York City, but the Democrats can savor until next November 's national elections their mayoralty victories last ,week in Cleveland, Pittsburgh, New Haven, Conn., and Buffalo,
N.Y., as well as some local victories in Kentucky.
FOR A YEAR the campaign issues revolving

around these ? contests can be minutely examined
for the disposition of the voters? but it is an unrewarding? however pleasurable? pastime. The circumstances and personalities in each cannot readily
be reduced to a common denominator . It is a mixed
"
bag.
.
The "off-year" elections do serve a genuinely
useful purpose and that is renewal of the fundamental initiative of the American people — the
vote. It is the appropriate manner for the people
to exercise political Control and last week's exercising, however sparse, provided a pleasing contrast with "street" government , a phenomenon
presently excessive both in quantity and quality . If
somehow the young could be persuaded to abandon
their power plays in the street with lowering of
the suffrage age it could become a.powerful argument to do just that.

Political atmosphere changes
WASHINGTON — A profound
change in the political atmosphere
is sweeping Washington as the Nixon
administration and Congress confront the second wave of anti-Vietnam war demonstra tions now so
shortly to be loosed.
Whether the air has altered for
good is entirely debatable. What is
not in doubt is that , for the moment
at least, the vehement "peace" forces have lost most of their bite, and
so indeed has the dove movement
at the Capitol itself.
THE HOUSE of Representative!,

which is traditionally closer, to the
people than the Senate, has lost no
time in indicating where it stands
upon President Nixon's appeal for
national unity in his refusal to abandon South Vietnam and pull out our
trdops instantly . The House Foreign

Affairs Committee has approved by
a 3 to 1 majority a bipartisan resolution in support of the President.
Even in the Senate, which has
long been the real home and forum
of dove sentiment and of the new
isolationism, the highly articulate
anti-Vietnam minority has read the
polls — and also the election returns from New Jersey and Virginia,
where pro-Nixon Republicans have
been elevated to governorships.
The anti-war Senate faction, led so
long and so loudly by Sen. J. William Fulbright of Arkansas, had first
— and instantly — threatened President Nixon with more open "hearings " by the Senate Foreign Rela-

THESE new-found scruples, therefore, tell more about the new atmosphere than any other single thing.
In the meantime, too, political sentiment in both parties in Congress is
hardening against the extremist and
professional antiwar demonstratorsjust as it is increasingly respectful of Vice President Spiro' Agnew, whose blasts against those who
seek to put the high foreign policy
of the country into the streets have
made him a powerful political personality.
Indeed , one could almost begin to
suspect that the overwhelming power of "antiwar" sentiment in the
country generally, of which so much
has been said and written so long,
is and always was less than real if
"antiwar" he defined as a public
will simply to cut and run in Vietnam. Frustration with the war? Yes.
A willingness simply to give up the
whole game and to repudiate the
commitment of four successive Presidents to South Vietnam? No.
Moreover, there is even a chance
that the whole business of preparing
"marches" and "moratoriums" as
means of debate on the most complicated question of our time is itself losing some of its old appeal.
As to that, however, we shall know
more after the mid-November demonstrations have passed . If they become violent, Hanoi will be the big
loser, whether it knows that or not?
(United Feature Syndicate)

The vote — such a. pitifully small thing when
one man does it alone in one curtained booth —
is a powerful and accurate tool when we all put
our hand to it.
IN THESE days of rapidly developing issues

and the necessity for more rapid decision-making,
elections, if anything, should be held more frequently. We have in mind the House of Representatives. As opposed to the Senate, the framers of
the Constitution saw the House as more responsive to the people and thus set the House terms at
two years, all expiring at the same time, and those
of the Senate at six, with expiration dates staggered. The representative then is necessarily always - 'running," and, although it is a personal hardship, it may be appropriate for fulfillment of. the
responsiveness concept.
This concept could be further developed if terms
of half of the House expired one year, the
other half the succeeding year. In this way an authentic "reading" of the views of the people would
be obtained annually, .
Some ,•' immediate practical objections will be
raised to this proposal . It will be said, for example, that the Congress is organized on a twoyear basis and this is the time framework for tha
legislative processes. And that two years is a reasonable minimum time for a law-making body to
get on with a job.
But given just a year, a Congress might find
that adequate, too.
The split election plan also would tend to increase the continuity of the House over a two-year
span, but most of all it would enhance its responsiveness to the people and end this speculation about
the significance of the results of "off-year " elections. — A.B.

Mix some praise
with your crying
Most able-bodied Americans between 18 and 40
and some beyond mat age put on some kind of
military uniform in World War II. It is many of
their sons who are in the streets today crying "Peace,
peace." Their song is a good song but not a new
one: it was sung in the 1930s, how well we remember, and especially in America.
Then the young remembered their fathers and
World War I.
Thus is the history of mankind; the sons go to
war, then their sons.
WHEN will It end*

Some say now. Are there enough voices everywhere — ln China? ln Russia? in North Vietnam?
In God knows where — to say now with confidence.
Is lt loud and clear and long?
Who does not ask for that great day of good
will among men? Veterans ask that on thi s day,
Veterans Day.
Once this day was called Armistice Day, the
day when firing stopped to end World War I in
Europe. Ever after it has been red-lettered so all
can remember — or be told — the joy that had
come to all with the end of fearful slaughter of the
young '. When the .sons of those World War I soldiers
came home from their war 25 years ago, thoy made
Armistice Day theirs too, renaming it Veterans
Day. Now , sadly, the Congress has decreed that
Veterans Day shall always be on a Monday in October yet , so that we can all have a long weekend.
IN ALL our crying for Peace on this day lot

us not forget the veterans — the dead and the living.
Much of this country 's greatness can bn traced
to the willing and dedicated service of her citizens
iri the quest to gain and preserve personal freedom
and individual dignity. This country is unique in
her attitude of continuing recognition and esteem
for her war veterans. Because the word "veteran "
carries such a general connotation of honor , because
the word "veteran " symbolizes an American 's willingness to sacrifice to further the national purpose ,
the United Stales of America has developed the
strength and the stature to become the world's
ultimate guardian of freedom toda y .
If there are greater and better days ahead for
the United Stales of America — and we are confident Iherc are—then the veteran has helped make
it possible. — A.B.
¦

"Property rights are human rights , And
no governmen t should be given and no majority should assume the authority to take away
that which right full y belongs to any individual
citizen . It. is another part of truth that human
rights , by civilization 's code , should he superior lo majority count or governmental decree, " Aztec , N.M., Indij peiHleiit-Rev ieu',
¦

I.el not your Rood he ovll spoken ol .—It nminis
14:16.
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tions Committee in order to reprove
him for his address to the nation.
Now, however, Fulbright and his associates have decided that they will
not after all go before the klieg lights
but that the committee will instead
conduct its so-called inquiries into
Vietnam policy in closed session.
This turnabout is explained away
as dictated by a desire not immediately to "inflame" the issue against
Hhe administration — and this is by
any measure the most interesting
evidence of how very much things
have changed. For the dove-controlled Foreign Relations Committee has
for months and years used its function to inquire into foreign policy for
what have been in fact propaganda
shows heavily loaded against the war
and precisely designed to "inflame"
the public against it.

The election and the Viet war

WASHINGTON — The most interesting reaction to the recent state
and city elections in the United States
was the President's. For the pundits
and new governors and mayors can
be wrong and even silly without doing too much harm, but the President' s conclusions influence all the
policies and priorities both at borne
and abroad.
He obviously took these elections
seriously. He planned his defense of
Vietnam speech on election eve. He
wrote lt himself and aimed it against
the anti-war extremists—as if they
represented all the people who were
against the war. He went into Virginia and New Jersey in support ot
the Republican candidates for governor in those states, and when they
won, he acted, not like a President,
but like a chairman of the Republican National Committee.
THIS WAS A switch. Nixon hai
rot been a very partisan President.
His appointments, outside the Supreme Court, have been comparatively nonpolitical. His policies have
not followed tho traditional conservative Republican line. He has avoided
public press conferences and rejected private conversations with White
House correspondents and columnists.
In fact, the main thrust of his
Presidency until recently has been
nonpartisan , objective and private.
But in this election, he suddenly
changed all this. He intervened in
Virginia and New Jersey, appealed
on election eve ag'lnst his Vietnam
critics, and exploited the rtsults of
the election as if he were once more
back in the old days when he was
the spear of the Republican political
party .
The morning after the vote , by prearrangement with NBC, he went on
the Today show. At noon of the same
day, he had the victorious Republican governors in the Virginia and
New Jersey races to the While House
for lunch. Me called in the reporters and photoflrajihors to see all the
teleoi 'nms and letters that support-
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ed his Vietnam speech, and interpreted all this as majo rity support
for his Vietnam policies.
THIS , OF course, is standard oldfashioned political tactics. He talked
about the elections that seemed to
support his policies in Vietnam and
ignored the elections like the one in
New York, that went against his
Vietnam policy . Any Republican or
Democratic county chairman would
have done the same, but in a President who had previously avoided
publicity and partisan politics, this
raised some fundamental questions.
Does he really believe , as he seemed to be saying, that his Vietnam
speech and the elections prove that
the majority of the American people support him on Vietnam? And if
they do support him, do they support his determination to get out of
Vietnam or his determination to stay
there unti l the Saigon regime can defend that peninsula? After all, he
said both things in bis election-ev e
speech, and it is not clear either
what he meant or what the proNixon letter-writers were supporting.
The critical question, therefore , is
how Nlxon interprets the letters and
the Republican victories in Virginia
and New Jersey. He was in trouble
with the anti-war factions in the Congress, the press, and the universities a month ago, but since the elections, he seems to be persuading
himself that he is now in control of
the situation and can go on fighting
the war as before , This is not a new
situation with Presidents: Their capacity over the generations for selfdeception . is almost unlimited.
THIS, OF COURSE , li precisely

whnt President Johnson did. He convinced himself that the optimistic
military reports from the Joint Chiefs
of Staff and the embassy and military commands in Saigon were right.
He listened to the people who told
him tlie opposition to the war came
only from the extremists and that

the "silent majority" was with him,
and every Democratic victory at the
polls reassured him that his hopes
were realities.
The interesting question now is
whether Nixon is going through the
same process. He has been withdrawing his troops but withdrawing them slowly and hoping for -a
break and telling himself that support at home might convince the
enemy to accept a compromise
peace.
Thus, when the letters and telegrams came into the White House
supporting his speech, he called in
the press and said these letters of
support could be more important
than all the diplomatic and military
tactics ln ending the war , for this,
he assumed, would persuade the enemy that the American people were
united behind his policy.
This made the headlines and , no
doubt, persuaded many politicians,
but it had some other consequences.
It troubled his own colleagues in the
State Department* and even in the
White House, who know the enemy is
not going to be convinced by this
kind of political propaganda , and it
troubled the White House reporters,
who had been told about Nixon 's sincerity but were now forced to watch
merely the impression of sincerity on
the Today show.
THE RESULT Is that the really
Important men reporting on the Presidency - not the columnist? but the
reporters and White House correspondents — are now wondering
about the President after his Vietnam speech and his partisan reaction
to the elections.
He invited them to believe that he
would not be like Johnson , that he
would be open and candid. But his
approach and reaction to the election have not boon open and candid
but personal and partisan . Like Johnson, he has dealt with the politics of
his problem but not with the problem
of Vietnam.
Ntw York Times News Service

Graffiti . . . by Leary
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New York confusion
Concerning .' . the New York mayoralty election , a few observations:
1. IT IS NOT possible to infer
from the results of a clear mandate
of any sort . The election was greatly confused by the extraordinary failure of the New York Daily News poll
The disparity between what it predicted and what happened is sufficent to cause the psephologists to
despair. The poll, famous for its accuracy over the years, showed Lindsay 21 points ahead of Procaccino.
When the returns were in, Lindsay
was eight ¦points ahead of procaccino. '¦ ¦ . . ' ¦'
A miss is as good as a mile? Not
quite in cases like this: Because the
poll itself could easily have decreed
the returns.. Because many N e w
Yorkers, opposed to Lindsay, despaired of defeating him after reading
the poll figures, and resolved , rather
than to vote for Procaccino, to vote
for the better of Mr. Lindsay's two
adversaries , John Marchi. if they
had thought there had been any
chance at all to. beat Lindsay, they'd
liave stuck to Procaccino?
2. SO MR. LINDSAY the liberal,

won with less than 42 percent of the
vote, and his two opponents, both
tohservative-minded, got, betiveen
them, ¦ 58 percent of the vote. No
matter, the community, given to
loose thought as ever, interprets the
victory as one for militant urban liberalism and the hell with Vietnam.
Gov. Rockefeller 's overaction is
positively lurid. On the two or.three
important foreign policy issues of the
year, he and Sen; Charles Goodell
have been at total edds: On Vietnam, on ? ABM and on MRv. When.
Sen. Marchi approached Rockefeller
to announce that he would oppose
John Lindsay in the primary, Bociefeller received the news with such
equanimity as to convey that any
effort to unseat Lindsay would have
his blessings. Then , when Marchi
beat Lindsay in the primary, Rockefeller instantly supported Marchi as
the winner of the primary.* More or
less an act of Republican regularity.
It turned out , however, that the
governor 's support was purely pla**
tonic, which is less than the kind
ot support one wants when one is
supported by Rockefeller. Not even
the legendary dime. Then , when the
poll showed that Lindsay was well

ahead , the rumor went out that an
emissary from Rockefeller had presented himself at Lindsay headquarters to ask whether the Lindsay people would like a hefty personal contribution from- Nelson Rockefeller,
the implicit premise being that the
•three million dollars Lindsay had
raised and spent was not enough to
advertise to the voters the incandescence of his appeal. •
Then, hours after the election,
Gov. Rockefeller, asked how he
stood on Sen. Goodell's fight for reelection in 1,970, announced that Sen.
Goodell was the greatest political figure since, well, since Julius Caesar.
But surely, governor, someone will
oppose Sen. Goodell in the primary
next year? Oh, I don 't think so said
Mr. Rockefeller, sounding the way
he used to sound back when lie was
saying that he wasn't going to run
for President?
Poor Rockefeller. The Conservatives in New York are dead set
against him, ard he is always opening up the scars. So the Conservatives will run a candidate, who will
get a million or so votes. If per im>
possibile the Democrats can rally behind a single candidate, instead of
splitting as they did in 1966 with the
Liberals, how can Rockefeller hope
to win? And who might the Democrats rally behind? Well, John Lindsay, that's who. If he proceeds to
join the Democratic , party, as it is
widely rumored he will do, the political machine will begin to hum
again in good order. Mr. Rockefeller
is obviously trying to please not only
Lindsay but Lindsay's supporters,
once again on the general assumption that they are tbe majority of
the voters.
3. WHY DO WE need 1o proceed with such doubts? Really, they
would appear to be quite unnecessary; A century ago an election was
a prodigious logistical achievement.
Not any more. Why, when there are
three-man races, do we not indulge
ourselves in tlie run-off , so much a
convention in other countries, and
even in other parts of the United
States? And who, and using what arguments, will oppose one? The Reform Democrats? The people are
supposed to decide, are th ey not?
Thus, in the uistant case, we would
have, next wieek, a run-off election
between Lindsay and Procaccino.
And Gov. Rockefeller could have
awaited the results of that election
before being leminded that Charles
Goodell was the greatest senator
since Cato the Elder.
Washington Star Syndicate

I-90 and La Crosse future
From M editorial in
La Cross* Tribune

Opening of the La Crosse-Tomah
stretch of Interstate 90 was a big
event for the Coulee Region and all
of Wisconsin. It was as significant
as it was colorful .
Just what the new freeway meani
to La Crosse and its neighboring communities in the way of retail and
tourist business , of course , is up to
the communities themselves.
La Crosse Mayor Loveland sounded a proper warning Tuesday
(though it sounded a bit parochial)
when after praising the new road he
remarked that "all we have now is
¦
faster way to go past our city."
La Crosse in the past decade has
been attracting a steadily rising tide
of overnight visitors and vacationers.
So have other cities and villages
along this scenic stretch of river
country.

And it has come about without any
concerted promotion effort , and
while resisting occasional suggestions
that the area develop a play-for-pay
complex on the order of WisconsinDells.
What we need to keep iirmly in
mind Is that roads are for moving
people and goods; and essentially
our own people and goods.
Freeways are faster, safer, more
economical. Having a freeway next
door is as big a selling point these
days, as Mayor Bean of Tomah put
lt Tuesday, as the railroad was a
century ago. And now we kave it.
Recommendations are starting <o
come in frorn the area 's transportation study, and just in time. When
those findings have been put to work
—some quickly, others a decade or
more away — this area 's attractiveness and potential for growth will
be more obvious than eve r.

How to get better roads
^¦VTyk "

From a column in
St. Charlet Press

During the past week both Winona
and Rochester newspapers carried
editorials about neglect of roads in
Southeastern Minnesota .
The Winona News, about the again
delaying of improvement of Highway
14 over the hills. The Rochester PostBulletin about *I-90 not being completed from Stewartville east to La
Crosse. They placed the blame on
the legislature for not borrowing
money for the .state's 10 percent of
the cost. We think the main problem
in Southeastern Minnesota was the
selection of the highways or parts
of highways that the Hi ghway Department chose to build first.
If they were realistic about 1-90
this eastern end should have been
built first then head west, as tlie
heavy tra ffic comes from the heavy
populated area and large cities lo
the east, not fro m the prairies to the
west.
The Winona hills are many, many
years behind in construction. We
hope that 1-90 to tlie west of here
does not open until it is completed io
La Crosse or We will have a heavy
rim of traffi c on our Main Street
for the interim period . Good plan-

'

""

"

-¦—

'rilng in the past could have solved
the problems of Southeastern Minnesota .
The Twin Cities have always controlled the atate and now with less
representati on in both Houses we
must do more to be heard in the
state capitol, The wheel that squeaks
gets the grease.

CONVENIENCE
SERVICES FOR

EDMUND A. THOEMKE
Arrengwnonts Incomplete

Breitlow-Martin
Funera l Home
J7» EAST SARN IA
•WINONA, MINN.
Phone Day or Night 8-1528

Reduced Rate
Faces Don't Change Of Inflation
In Demonstrations
Is Predicted
College students have priority to demonstrate at the
Levee Plaza , protesting the 39,000 U.S. troops killed in Vietnam over the past eight years. Why riot protest the number of killings on our U.S. highways, etc.?
Auto accidents kill 55,000 and injure 3 million people
annually on our highways.
Gun accidents kill 20,000 annually and 6,500 are murders,
while 14,000 people die annually from rat bites and 100,000
die from pollution. They're all causes to protest.
While the student demonstrations are quite evidently
self-defeating, they are, it seems a pathetic reminder of
what happens in a free country when responsible debate on
great matters of life and death is throttled down and discouraged.
But if anybody cares to study the faces of leading demonstrators, they will probably find that in large part they
are the same faces that have been taking part under different right and left wing banners in racial demonstrations,
campus free speech rallies and assorted sit-ins, walk-ins,
teach-iriSj talk-ins , lie-ins, wade-ins, and what have you.
Some of us seem to be amused by our affluent society
that we wish only .to enjoy its benefits to live to ourselves
and let the rest of the world go hang.
ANTONE GUENTHER

Need More Parking
At Thurley Homes
Now that winter is almost up on us again, problems
of parking again will once again arise along the* newly
designated EMERGENCY SNOW ROUTES, especially, these
two streets: Kraemer Drive arid Pelaer Street, which border
the housing project (Arthur C. Thurley Homes).
When a snow emergency is declared , owners of cars
along these streets have a hard? time finding ample parking,
until the street crews finally get around to clearing these
streets, A
It seems to me, and quite a few. people who have to
park on these streets (because' of inadequate parking), parking should be made available, by either the Housing Author-,
ity. or the city of Winona during this time.
DAVID HILTON

Recommendations on
homosexuals criticized
The National Institute of Mental Health suggests that
we are a little less civil than, foi* instance, Britain , because
of our laws regarding homosexuals. I believe these proposals made , by the institute are retrogressive rather than
progressive as regards the advancement of civilization.
The natural affection which fcrings families together
and keeps them together is lacking among homosexuals and
is therefore detrimental rather than good for society.
Homosexuality, according to Romans 1:27, is a perversion of God's plan of procreation. The ' influence of homosexuals upon society despite their so-called creativeness is
one of a perverter and perversion. The word , sodomy, explains the reason for the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah,
Jesse White commented on one ot Art Linkletter's last
shows that he believed that pornography (in the various
media) was a conspiracy on the part of homosexuals to
make sex as common as it is with aniriials. I would add
that I believe their influence in. the area of designing
clothes is that of creating the 'unisex' style in, an effort to
remove the distinction between the sexes;
,?
Sunday's paper reported that the University of Minnesota now has a family planning clinic. Regardin g unmarried women, P hyllis Cooksey of Planned Parenthood
of Minneapolis says : "We feel by the time they come to
us they've already made their decision about whether to
have sexual relations ." What is this if it isn't a stamp
of approval? In accord with the 'new morality' we see
standards being lowered to accommodate our intemperance.
MRS. A. BISEK
Arcadia, Wis.

'Fly ing Nun' Mother
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Sally
"Flying
television's
Field ,
"
is
the
mother
of
a 7Nun ,
pound , 4-ounce boy ,
The baby, born at Cedars of
^^w
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NEW YORK (AP) — A reduced rate of inflation—with the
possibility of a brief recession
—was predicted by- a Minnesota
economist Monday.
"The United States economic
slowdown is now a reality,"^said
Dr. Walter W. Heller, University of Minnesota professor and
head of the Council of Economic
Advisers under President Kennedy;
However, he added, "there Is
little or no talk of recession as it
was in the 1950s."
HeUer was the luncheon
speaker at a two-day American
Management Association discussion.
Any recession in 1970 would
be "merely a pause ' in an uptrend," Heller said, predicting
that the gross national product
would reach the $3-trillion mark
"probably in 1971."
The spiraling inflation rate,
Heller predicted , will be reduced in the 1970s. However , he
continued that "we're going to
have to live with a higher rate
than the 1950-65 period of 1%
per c e n t. . . add a point to that
for the 1970s."
Commenting on the Nixon administration's battle against inflation , Heller commended the
"tough but gradual approach"
of the White House. However ,
he declared that the federal
governments must become more
involved with the private sector
of the economy if the war
against inflation was to be won.
"You can't rev up the economy and then leave it to competitive enterprise to assure price
stability," he said, advocating
"a cooperative joint effort between leaders of business, labor
and government. "
"I am not in favor of wage
and price controls ," Heller said ,
"but government can call on
industry for restraint."

Moratoriiim adds to polarization

Although by a relatively narrow 45 to 39 percent Americans
were not in sympathy with the
first Moratorium Day demonstratton on Oct. 15, a high 81
percent of the public has since
concluded that " the anti-war
demonstrators may not be entirely right, but they are raising real questions which ought
to be discussed and answered."
For the first time since they
began, the anti-war protests realized in October a measure of
main-stream respect from the
American people. Nonetheless,
a majority disagreed , by a
margin of 51 to 36 percent , with
the methods of protest which
have characterized the anti-Vietnam movement — even before the President's appeal to
the nation last week to back his
approach to settling the war.
THE JUDGMENT of six In
ten persons is that the "protests" might ''hurt the Presic e n t ' s chances of getting
peace" and that they could be
"giving aid and comfort to the

communists.1' On the other
hand, the public also agrees, by
50 to 37 percent , that "the antiwar demonstrations are right in
saying the war is morally indefensible and it was a big mistake for the U.S. to be there."
Basically, the American people appear to be saying that
they are worried about the tactics of the protests how and in
the future , but they can respect
and even appreciate the merits
of the desire to end the war
with dispatch.
These overall conclusions illustrate the deep division which
now exists in American public
opinion over the war. This latest Harris Survey shows the
South at real odds with the rest
of the country over the merits
of the Moratorium Days. By 5722 percent , Southerners , say
they are in disagreement with
the whole idea. Joining them
are those who live in small
towns and rural areas, older
age groups, lower income and
less well educated people. .?. .- .

AID APPROVED
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP ) — An
allocation of $132,000 for South
Vietnam has been approved by
the Quadrennial Emphasis Committee of the United Methodist
Church.

Pay Taxes in
Advance to Keep
Schools Running

to
WSO^ Presert

Education Show

The education department of
Winona State College has produced a television program to
coincide with this week's American Education Week. WSC-3
will show the 45-minute production Wednesday at 6:30 p.m.
on the Ty cable.
"Better Schools, Whose Job?"
is. the theme for the week. Specific emphasis in the program
is on the past, present and future of education in Winona.
Impetus for the program came
from 14 graduate students who
had observed the many ways
in which Winonans had made
education "their job" by supporting the educational institutions here.
Some of the pictures to be
shown are nearly 100 years old.
Representatives of educational
institutions explain present and
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TV REHEARSAL . . , Members of the
student crew check camera angles and t/fe
setting at WSC-3. At desk are John Wharton ,
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Blatnik Elated
By Funds Granted
To Fight Pollution
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Winona , and Pat Butlin , Rochester , and at
camera , Dale Pedersen, Dover. (Daily News
photo)

Name La Crosse Man
To Boundary Group

MADISON , Wis. Mi - David
E. Nudd of La Cros.sc has been
appointed to the MinnesotaWisconsin Boundary Area Commission.
Nudd , 45, succeeds John
Bo.sshard of La Crosse, who re
signed. The term expires Sept.
25, 1970,
Bosshard recently was mimed to the Coordinat ing Council
for Higher Education.

Well thank you.
• Sometimes we wonder if we deserve some of the testimonials we receive from Dale ' Carnegie graduates.
They titty things like , "I>al« Carnegie training helped me
get. a raise "
"made rue feel adequate ' in situations
I used to fear " , . . or "made n new man of me."

...

The fact is thai eredil licliincs mostly to them, because
the idea behind (lie Dale Carnegie Course is not what we
do for you , I ml what you can do for yourself once you
learn (lie 'fiiii'l.niientnl principles taught ill our classes .
We teach you how to ciiminiinicale better , but you have
to do the coiuiniiuieatiiif' , Wc show you liow to develop
yoia' t«*sl liiiluial. eajialiililies and use lliem to reach your
highest Knots, Hnl you have to set the goals. •

PROTEST KARKS
DETROIT (AP ) - About 20
large automotive companies in
Michigan ha ve complained to
federal authorities thut airline
fare s for businesssmen are discriminatory and ofte n unfair.

We don ' t deny llial many have risen to new heights in
business mul professions with the aid of Dale Carnegie
Course I raining, bul Ibis hns never been its main purpose.
Our immediate objectives are to help you become a hotter
equipped , more confident , inure communicative and iindcrsl.indiiig human bring. Vrmii there on out , you have only
yourself to thank lor what you accomplish.

Teacher gets into
much hot water.

Dale Carnegie Course
Now Forming
In Winona
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future activities. For some individuals, it was their first ap-pearance on camera. Those
m a k i n g appearances are :
Brother George Paul of St.
Mary's College, the Rev. Paul
Nelson, Cotter High School;
Grant Zachary, College of Saint
Teresa; Thomas , Raine, Area
Technical School, Superintendent Lowell Nelson of Winona
Public Schools , and Dr. Curtis
Siemers of Winona State College. Director was Marvin Davis, also of Winona State.
Producing a television program was pretty much a first
experience of this type for everyone involved , and most
seemed to agree that a great
deal more work was involved
than anyone had imagined.

WASHINGTON (AP) ¦— Rep.
John A. Blatnik , D-Minn., says
he's "delighted" by the Senate
Appropriations Committee's approval Monday of an appropriation of $1 billion to combat water pollution,
Blatnik was among House
members who lost an attempt to
raise the $600 million recommended by the House committee to the $1 billion figure.
The Minnesota Democrat said
that , with approval of the $1
billion by the Senate committee ,
"every effort" will be made to
urge the House conferees to
agree to the higher figure.
President Nixon has recommended $214 million be spent on
fighting water pollution .
The money would be used for
construction grants to finance
waste treatment works aimed al
cleaning up
the country 's
streams.
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THE Eskimos on the Island! off Alaska at one
' lime used fish hooks for money. These fish
?, |
| hooks wort used as a highly valuable curency
I In exchange for many noceisJHas or gun powder ,
: .} soap, clothing, etc.

39

43
57
40

FREMONT, Ohio (AP) People waited more than an
hour in line Monday to pay next
year's taxes so this city's
schools could remain open for
the rest of the year.
Treasurer Virgil Swartzlander
said more than $235,000 was taken in on Sandusky County's
largest single day of . tax collection. ' ' . '? . The payments are not due until late next month, but Robert
Wolfe, owner of radio station
WFRO here, suggested the early payment to keep the schools
open.
Voters approved a 9.6 null operating levy last week, an increase from 4.5 mills, but the
new tax funds would not have
been available until after Jan. 1.
The financially troubled school
system would have been out of
money Friday.

ST. PAUL (AP ) -A city man
pleaded guilty Monday to a federal charge of embezzling $32,146 from the Northwestern State
Bank of St. Paul in U.S. District Court.
Jerome Vietor , 40, admitted
taking the funds from the bank
where he was an assistant cashier, according to tf.S. Atty . Robert Renner.
Renner said Vietor used the
money to buy stocks, which later dropped in value.
Judge Edward J. Devitt ordered a pre-sentence investigation. The maximum penalty is a
$5,000 fine or five years in prison.
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16 of controversy aroused by the
13 Oct. 15 demonstration, state21 ments about the protests were
14 presented to the cross section.
People were asked:
34
19 "Now let me read you some
42
14 statements that have been .
49
19 ' made about the Vietnam
55
15 war and the anti-Vietnam
demonstrations. For eachj.
34
14 tell me if you tend to agree
46
18 or disagree."
;
55
17
' Dlsa- Not
Agree gree Sure
55
17.
Dt_
or_ •
of_
IW
19
/»
40
17 Anti - war demonstrators may not
56
23 be right , but they
44
17 are raising real
40
10 questions
which
ought to be dis47
15 cussed : and anBlack . ........ 4?
31
22 swered ..........81
11
8
By Occupation
Anti - war demonProfessional .. 53
36
11 strators are right
Executive . . . . 41
43
16 in saying the war
Skilled labor - 3 2
49
19 is morally inde% White collar - . 3 5 52 13 fensible and it
16 In order to test public reac- was a big mistion to some of the major points take for U.S. to
be there . . . : . . . 5 0 " . . 37
1*
The protesters are
giving a i d and
comfort to the
communists . . . . 62
25
13
President
Nbcon
is right to ask peo- .
pie not to support ;
anti-war protests .
because it hurts
chances of getting
.
peace . . : : . '. .' ':.. 60
27
13
38

Midwest ...;.. 44
South .... .... 22
West . . . . . . . . . . 46
By Size of Place
Cities . . . . . . . . 47
Suburbs ...... 44
Towns ........ 32
Rural ........ 30
By Age
Under 30 .;.... 52
30-49 .. . . . . .. . . 36
So and over '' ... 28
By ! Sex - . - " ¦ - .
Men
28
Women . . . . . . 43
By Education
Sth grade / less 21
High school .. 39
College ...... 50
By Race
White .;...... 38

St. Paul Man
Admits Embezzling
From State Bank
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Nationwide
By Region
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AT FIRST glance, these answers might appear to be ambivalent. They can be explained only in that they describea public opinion which is disillusioned over the prospects for
ending the war except by American withdrawal. People hope
that some "honorable" settlement can emerge, but their patience is wearing thin waiting
for that eventuality to taka
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The divisions between the cit) KEEPING FIT . . . A new emphasis on physical education
education is offered; students in kindergarten through ninth
ies and ; rural areas , between
'
Matthew's
is reflected in the instructional program at St.
grade and a group of jun ior high school girls is seen here
the educated and uneducated?
Lutheran School this year. Directing the expanded offering is
participating iri a tumbling session in the school gymnasium. between . regions, between men
Kenneth Pahnke, who joined the St. Matthew's faculty this
St. Matthew 's also has an intramural program and particiand women and old and young
fall and was assigned to the post of athletic director. Physical
pates in competitive athletics. (Daily News photo)
wthin ' the same families daily
feed this sense of frustration
and polarization . The fact of
LOAN APPROVER
public opinion itself has now
(
,P)
MADISON,
Wis.
—
A
$100,'
X. . ¦:
become an essential ingredient
000 loan to Stratf«r< i Develop- weighing heavily in the balance
ment Corp. in Stratford was of Vietnam policy.
approved Monday.
Chicago Tribune

Lebanon Hospital Monday, was
named Peter Joshua Craig. His
father , Steven, is a writer-photographer.
Miss Field will resume her
role in the ABC television series
in January, a spokesman said.

the story of

Support for the Oct. 15 arctest was centered in the East
and West, in the big cities and
among those under 30, women,
the college educated , Negroes,
and those in the professions. In
effect, the October Moratorium
Day polarized America deeply
and pointed up the ongoing
stra ins which the Vietnam War
has placed upon our national
unity. .
From Oct. 16 through 22, a
cross-section of . 1,771? people
across the country was asked:
"In general, just as far as
their objectives are concerned , do you sympathize
with the goals of the people who are demonstrating,
marching, and protesting
against the war in Vietnam,
or do you disagree with
their goals?"
Views On Goals of Moratorium
Pro Anti Not
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Roger Wag ner Chorale
By SISTER GENEVIEVE .
SPELTZ
The Roger Wagner Chorale
opened the 1969-1970 Tri-College
Series with a concert of great
precision and warmth. The
skillful hands of the famous
conductor brought the rhythms ,
accents and nuances.of his singers into perfect focus. The
choral tone was at all times
totally blended yet varied according to the unique character

James T. Bronk
Wed in Kasson
James T. Bronk , son of Mr.
and Mrs. James Bronk , 460 E.
Sanborn St., took Miss Diane
Kay Bornholdt as his bride Oct.
19 in ceremonies at tha South
Zumbro Lutheran Church , Kasson, Minn.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Milbert Bornholdt? Kasson. The Rev. O. J.
Trygye officiated.
The, bride wore a gown bl organza and taffeta designed on
A lines with a high rolled collar
trimmed with scalloped chantilly lace. The sheer train fell from
the shoulders and a bow headoiece held her short illusion
veil. She carried whits and
pink pompons and roses. .
The bride's sister , Mrs , Wallace Nelson, Cannon Falls ,
Minn., and Eldon Greenwaldt ,
Rochester , attended : the couple.
Dawn Marie Nelsoii and Mark
Nelson were flower girl and ring
bearer . Mrs. Nelson wore a
blue floor-length gown with a
matching headpiece and carried
a? cascade of pink chrysanthemums tipped with blue.
Ushers were Wallace Nelson
and Mike Bronk , brother of the
bridegroom.
A reception was held in the
church parlors.
The couple are at home ln
Rochester following a wedding
trip to California?
The bride is a graduate of
Kasson-Mantorville High School,
attended Mankato Commercial
College and is employed as a
computer operator in Rochester
Bronk is a ' graduate of Cotter
High School and is employed by
the Mayo Clinic, Rochester.

of each particular selection.
. With all this precision , one 1
was still conscious that this
was a perf ormance of human
beings who were deeply involved. This involvement reached
its high point in the performance of the "Avodath Hakodesh" by Bloch, a truly exciting piece of music for both
performers and listeners.
The intelligent musicianship
of Roger Wagner was especially
demonstrated in his phrasing,
which was in its minutest detail?
conceived to bring meaning
and transparency to the whole.
This was beautifully exemplified in the ''Sanctus," "Bene*
dictus," and "Agnus Dei" of
the "Mass in G minor" by
Ralph Vaughan Williams.
An outstanding authority in
Medieval and Renaissance music , Roger Wagner was able
to bring a freshness and authenticity to the "Ave Maria "
of Victoria and the "Super Flumina Babylonis" of Palestrina ,
both culminations .of the late
Renaissance. This same character was apparent in Benjamin
Britten's "Hymn to the Virgin, "
a contemporary piece based on
a melody and text from the
14th century.
The high degree of excellence
of. the whole performance was
present in the performance of
the accompanist? and the soloists featured throughout the
evening. Each was an artist in
his own right.
Somsen Hall was filled to
capacity for this concert It
was a program which even by
sophisticated standards would
be considered heavy. The audience response was a credit to
the Winona college communities. Their reward was a series
of five delightful encores, all
of which were based on familiar
tunes.
The Winona Tri-College community was most privileged in
having the performance of such
a top-rate chorale as was presented Monday -evening.
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DEAR ABBY:

Lei" Son Do
His Own Work
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|will take you through the coming seasons in fash
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By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
|A
DEAR ABBY: My. husband insisted that Rick , our 12^
year-old son, get a paper route ? to teach him responsibility |. : ;
and the value of money.: Rick is the.youngest of four children ; and the only boy, and a little spoiled. Also, he's not
the most ambitious kid in the world. I think you get the
idea.
Well? Rick has a morning and Sunday route and he
has to get up at 4:45 to get those papers delivered. It's
pitch dark at that hour and we're afraid to let him take his
like, so I get up and drive him around his
route while he delivers the papers. ¦ .. . p ..
Now that school has started again Rick
stays up late studying and I. haven't the
heart to wake him up at 4:45, so I let him
Church Women United met at sleep and I deliver the papers.
Grace Presbyterian Church for
Abby, T am 49 years old and am going
the annual World Community through my "change," and I don't need a
Day observance recently. Mrs. paper route. I've asked my husband to let
Walter Giibertson and Mrs. Cle- Rick quit his route, but he says "No, it will
^
ms Moore of the host church make a man out of him," Meanwhile,
it's
were co-chairmen.
making a wreck out of me. What do you
Mrs. Giibertson led the pro- suggest?
MENOPAUSE PAPER "BOY"
gram on the theme "Christians
' . Abby .. - ; .
in International Development,''
DEAR "BOY": If you dojlick's route for him, he'll
assisted by the Rev. Jerry ? D.
think when the going gets rough, he can always quit.
Tlie Winona Chapter .141 Or- Benjamin, host pastor, Mrs.
Wake
him up. If he requires more sleep, he'll manage
Monmet
der of Eastern Star
Sherman Mitchell, CWU presito get to bed earlier. But don't YOU take over his job.
day at the Masonic Temple. dent, and Mrs. Steven Turille,
In some instances parents MUST drive their carriers, ?
Mrs. Herbert Schladinske, wor- organist.
but what's the . matter with Papa?
thy matron, opened the meeting Mrs. Lillian Plankenhorn, Yawith a poem entitled, "Autumn kima , Wash., spoke on "The
DEAR ABBY: Even though my problem may seem
Harvest."
Christian Family."
Committee reports were giv- At a brief business session , trivial to you , it is a big problem to me.
I am 20 years old and people (usually on the first meeten by Mrs. Ralph Bowers, officers were elected for the
good cheer; Mrs. Harris . Carl- ' coming year with Mrs. Walter ing) will say to me, "My, but you're beautif ul!"
This is very embarrassing and distresses me no end.
? son, central service, and Mrs. Giibertson , president;
Mrs.
If I say, "Thank you ," it sounds as though I am agree-? Gladys Anderson , visitations. Paul Koprowski , vice presi?- Philip Hicke reported on a re- dent; Mrs. Gary Matson , sec- ing with the person , and that seems so conceited.
cent visit by members io Alma retary; Mrs. Merrill Holland ,
If I disagree and say, "Oh, I am NOT ," that sounds so
chapter .
treasurer, and Mrs. Harold foolish. If I don 't say anything, I feel ungracious .
Mrs. Merrill Holland , secre- Shackel , historian:
Pease don't toss this in the wastebasket, Abby, I really
tary, read invitations to attend Mrs. Moore and Mrs. Paul need an answer.
"BEAUTIFUL"
Friendship Night Nov. 17 at Griesel Sr. were in charge of
Rushford and Nov. 21 at Pick- the tea following the program
DEAR BEAUTIFUL: Everybody should have your
wick . Robert Bubiitz , worthy with Mrs. Mitchell and Mrs .
"problem." When you are told that you are "beautiful ,"
patron , reported on the recent Fae Griffith assisting.
simply say, "Beauty lies in the eyes of the beholder ."
school of instruction.
Then you "will be thought not only beautiful , but graThe Mmes. T. W. Smeed and LEWISTON LADIES All)
cious, modest, and intelligent as well .
Ben Hayenga were refreshment LEWISTON , -Minn. (Special)
committee co-cliairmen , assist- — The ladies aid of United
DEAR ABBY: Is there something wrong with me or
ed by the Mmes. Albin John- Church of Christ will meet am I just shy? I am a 15-year-old gijrl and I haven 't dated
son, Fred Boughton , Miss Ethel Thursday at 2 p.m. in the much , but I have been dating a terrific guy for about four
Fallows and Ben Hayenga .
church dining room.
months.
Whenever he picks rae up for a date , my mind says,
PHOTOZATEAN CLUB
HARMONY , Minn. (Specisl) "Sit closer to him ," but my body won't move. And if l'
— The Photozntean Club met at have a question to ask him , my mind says, "Ask him ," but
my mouth won 't open.
DUE TO LACK OF FOOD
" the home of Mrs. Evely n ArmIn other words, my mind says, "Go," but my body says
¦
trong
Monday.
Mrs.
Orval
BULK IN YOUR DIET
"Stop."
I could give you lots of other examples, but I
Christianson gave a book review on "The Decline and Fall think you get the idea. What is the matter with me?
"GO AND STOP"
of Practically Everybody, " by
Will Cuppy.
DEAR GO: You have impulses but lack the courage,
to set them in motion. In other words you are slightly
"inhibited. " And at age 15? it's probably all for the best.

Tremendous
Values!
All from Regular Stock!
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SALE
DRAPES

Beautifull y SANITONE drycleaned
and carefull y pressed.

$|.00*
I

What' s your problem? You'll feel better if you get it
off your chest. Write to ABBY, Box 69700, Los Angeles ,
Calif., 900H9. For a personal reply enclose a stamped ,
addressed envelope.

THE GREETING
ONLY YOU CAN SEND
'
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A panel is a fabric width
from one soam to another.
"Slightl y higher charge for extra lonrj d> ,ipes.

DISON'S

Call

2888 for

chaff iera
164 West Third

Is
A Photo -Greeting Card a
personal thing—a holiday
Rieeting you md only you
can scml l,s a warm "Merry
'
Christmas " to friends and re-

lativos cspDClal -' i05C
* * " '"
'

faraway places, Bring us your
f-Tvorito negative and let tit
'"in it inlo n beautiful new
TRIM-LINE Card. We 've a wide
choici! desisns. This yoar ,
°'
•end a bff of yourself-scnd a
Photo-Greeting. See us soon.
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3X or Slim-Line Cards priced as low as 9c ea.
Also Folding Cards Available
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50th Anniversary
Open House Held
MABEL, Minn. (Special) —
Approximately 200 guests attended open house at Hesper Lutheran Church Sunday for Mr.
and Mrs. Nels Wennes who were
celebrating their golden wedding anniversary.
The former Olga Brunsvold
and Wennes were married Nov.
5, 1919, at Big Canoe Lutheran
Church by the Rev. T. O. Tolo.
Their attendants were Mr. and
Mrs. Edgar Wennes,. Mrs. H. O.
Egertson and the late George
Brunsvold. The couple have
spent all their married life in
Hesper* They have two children, Mrs. Ervin (Corenne)
Foltz, Mabel, and Alden, Spring
Grove. They also have two
grandchildren and two greatgrandchildren.
¦ ¦.

Mr? and Mrs. George W. Wenzel

(Alf Studio)

We nzel-Stender How to Buy,
Repeat Vows in Cook and
Lutheran Rite
Store Bacon

Marriage vows were exchanged Nov. 1 at St. Matthew's Lutheran Church between ?Miss
Mary Lou Stender and George
W. Wenzel. The Rev. W. J.
Koepsell, Ridgeway, Minn., officiated.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Stender,
Houston, Minn., and the bridegroom ? is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. George Wenzel, 309 E. 2nd
St. Mr. and Mrs. Richard Burmeister provided nuptial music.

THE BRIDE chose an ivory
gown "of silk organza accented
with alencon lace and a chapel
length train which flowed, from
the shoulders. Her pure silk English illusion mantilla was held
by a pillbox crown and she carried pink roses and stephanotis.
Miss Jane Henderson, Lamoille, was maid of honor and
bridesmaids were Miss Jane
Wenzel, Mrs. Larry Welter,
sisters of the bridegroom, and
Miss Cynthia Olson. They were
Sowned in empire styled dresses
i varying shade of blue. Open
pillboxes held their veils and
they carried white muffs with
•treamers and yellow mums
Miss Julie Erdmann was flower girl and Ellison Lafkey was
junior bridesmaid. They dress•d identically to the other attendants;
Tom Wenzel was best man
and groomsmen were Tom Ihrke, Arthur Stender and Leslie
Ladewig. Junior groomsmen
were Robert Wenzel, brother of
the bridegroom. Ring bearer
wa« Troy Welter. Ushers were
Herman Erdmann Jr. and John
Wenzel, brother of the bridegroom.
FOLLOWING a reception and
dinner at the Winona Athletic
Club, the couple took a brief
honeymoon and are now home
it Pickwick, Minn.
Both the bride and bridegroom are graduates of Winona
Senior High School. The bride
is a student at Winona State
College and is employed by Paul
Watkins Methodist Home. Her
husband attended WSC and is
employed by Fiberite Co.
The bride was feted at showers given by the Mmes. Paul
Erdmann , Ervin Erdmann and
Herman Erdmann at Ridgeway;
by Miss Jane Wenzel and Mrs.
Larry Welter at Witoka and by
Mrs. Irwin Bittner in Winona
and by employes at the Watkins Methodist Home,

Crew Films

WSC Play

BRING IN YOUR FAVORITE
PORTRAIT FOR
HAND OIL COLORING
• FREE ESTIMATES

•

DURFEY

PHOTOGRAPHY STUDIO
177 Wont 7th
A. A. .A. M.
^

^

A. A. A. ^±~ A- ^

CIRCLE MEETINGS
HARMONY, Minn. (Special)
— The four circles of Nativity
Catholic Church will meet together at the Nativity rectory at
7:45 tonight. After the business
meeting, they will host a toy
party to which the public is invited. Circle four will have a
bake sale and rummage sale
all day Saturday at the Nativity rectory.. Public bingo will
start at the rectory Sunday evening.

Langston Hughes' "Merry-GoRound" in its brevity illuminates the pathos of ihe American
Negro, Mrs. Curtis Johnson told
members of the Ruskin Club
Monday at the home of Mrs. R.
J. Selover, Mrs, Johnson spoke
on "The Negro in American
Literature."
For the white child a tightly
clutched coin gained admission
to the carousel, For the black
child there was only a frustration given heightened cruelty
by hollow promises, she said.
The cause of the Negro is now
widely espoused, giving him
vastly increased opportunities.
But to many bewildered Americans it now seems that the Negro rejects these gains, no ionger asking 'or freedom to ride
on the common merry-go-round ,
but rather for his own carousel, in ? his own amusement
park, twirling to his own music.
What are. the motivating forces? Are they founS in his literature? the speaker asked.
An important distinction must
be made between Negro literature and the Negro "in" literature. The Negro has appeared
in Poe, Melville, Twain and
Faulkner, but Negro author
Ralph Ellison asserts that the
Negro is absent from the
writings of most major American authors, explained Mrs.
Johnson. His criticism is not
that the Negro has been presented uhsympatheticallv, but
that he has been ignored.
"Perhaps the most insidious
and least understood form of
segregation is that of the
word ," says Ellison. The Negro
has been the "little man who
isn't there."
Negro literature began as an
oral, folk art , and became literary in the full sense aboxit
1890 Its first expression was
that? of the developing Negro
middle class -who believed that
behaving like whites would
eliminate caste, that superior
educational and economic status
would grant the Negro entry into the A m e r i c a n scheme;
Charles Chestnutt and Paul
Lawrence Dunbar are representative of this period?

Bacon is a long-time American favorite , especially at the
breakfast table. Since most
homemakers keep bacon on
hand at all times, it's important
to know the different kinds of
bacon available and how to cook
and store it.
ST. MATTHEW PTA
Several kinds of bacon are •St. Matthew 's PTA m e t
available to choose from. Thin- Thursday with guest speaker
sliced bacon is usually pack- Susan Mueller who told of the
aged in 8-ounce, 12-ounce and remedial r e a d i n g program
1-pound and 2-pound packages starting in the school this week.
and contains up to 36 slices per The penny count was won by
pound .
the 8th grade. Mr. and Mrs.
REGULAR sliced bacon is Stanley S m i t h and Mr. and
usually packaged in half , 1* Mrs. Marlin Wohlert hosted.
pound and 2-pound packages
with an average of about 22 JUNIOR LEAGUE
HARMONY , Minn. (Special )
slices per pound.
Thick-sliced bacon is packag- — The Junior League of Greened in 1-pound, Impound and field Lutheran Church met Sun2 pound packages with up to 18 day, with a bowling party at
Preston followed by a dinner at
slices per pound.
Ends and pieces are available the church.
in various size boxes containing
from 1 to 5 pounds.
Pre-cooked bacon is available
in cans that require no refrigeration, each containing 18 to
20 slices. This bacon requires
heating for only 3-5 minutes.
Bacon, crumbles or bits are
completely cooked and ready to
BROADWAY & HIGH FOREST
add to casseroles, sandwiches
or any dish improved by bacon
flavor.
Closely related is Canadian*
style bacon which is a lean
product made from boned? trimmed pork loin.
Bacon may be pan-fried, baked or b r o II e d.. To panfry, place the bacon slices in
an unheated skillet. Cook over
low heat, turning the strips often during cooking. Don't allow
the fat to smoke. When the
bacon is evenly browned, drain
it on absorbent paper. It isn't
necessary to pour off the fat
during cooking.
To bake bacon, arrange the
slices on a wire rack In a shallow pan and bake at 450 degrees
for 10-15 minutes.

It was with W.E.B. DuBois
that Negro literature first attempted to ally the Negro middle class with the Negro masses, Mrs. Johnson noted. His
"The Quest of the Silver
Fleece" was not an artistic
success, but it dramatized the
relationship between economic
oppression and the American
caste system. James Weldon
Johnson's "The Autobiography
of an Ex-Colored Man" explores
the theme of the "tragic mulatto" seen repeatedly in Negro
literature. The emptiness of the
success of the mulatto who passes for white is given larger
scope if related to the problems of all who deny personal
identity, said the speaker.
Followers of current patterns
of Negro thought know that
black is now the term preferred by many Negroes. Negro is
still the broad racial term, but
black has come to be preferred by those Negroes who seek
authority and identity in their
blackness. . This search is reflected in their literature. In
the 1920's a . Negro intellectual
community began to form , centered in Harlem, a period
known as the Negro Renaissance. It was a period of discovery of "racial" values, Mrs.
Johnson said. Negro nationalism flourished. Fine Negro
poets such as Langston Hughes
and Countee Cullen emerged.
The speaker noted that Negroes were more affected than
whites by the economic collapse of 1929. Negro writers
were more inclined than the
white to support movements of
literary protest. The Negro intellectual's acceptance of communism can be read as the realization that the white American promise was not extended
to him , she said. The writers
of the 1930's built their art on
a realism which found its truth;
not in the Anglo-Saxon success
myth, but in the actual experience of the Negro in America.
Richard Wright, Ralph Ellison,
and James Baldwin, encompassing a period . from about
1940 until the present, are representative of varying facets of

this expression,
Richard Wright's "N a ti v e
Son " derived a success which
makes him the first fully professional Negro novelist. Its
scope extends to all people who
are the victims of fear and oppression. A generation of Negro novelists have been influenced by the "Wright School,"
explained the speaker. James
Baldwin, who has emerged
more recently, is an uneven
writer whose essays are consistently his strongest expression.
"Go Tell It On the Mountain "
represents his best literary
achievement in the novel.
Critics consider Ralph Ellison's "Invisible Man " one of
the finest American novels. It
encompasses all the agony of
the Negro experience in America. Written from the black
viewpoint, it yet represents all
men .'The themes of betrayal,
of blindness, of divided .personality run through "Invisible
Man." It anticipates the anger
of later authors such as Eldridge Cleaver. It is timeless,
yet profoundly American. Invisibility is Ellison's symbol for
loss of self. In "White Man Listen" Richard Wright says
"Negro life is life lifted to the
heights of pain and pathos, drama and tragedy . . ; it is the
history of Western man writ
small . . . The Negro is America 's metaphor ."
Modern Negroes assert that
whites know nothing of them
because for so many years the
Negro has been forced to coyer
his thoughts ? to say what whites
wanted him to say. The white
American who wishes to plumb
the depths of the black dilemma might well begin with a
study of black literature , concluded the speaker.
PLAINVIEW SCHOOL PLAY
PLAINVIEW , Minn; (Special)
— Plainview High School will
present "Barefoot in the Park"
Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m.
The play is directed by Bernard Gerzevske.
WEAVER WSCS
WEAVER, Minn. (Special) —
The WSCS of Weaver United
Methodist Church will meet at
the church Thursday at 2 p.m.
Hostesses will be Mrs. Gilmore
Olson and Mrs. Marvin Arendo.

Six Classes Meet
At Taylor Reunions
TAYLOR ,. Wis. (Special) The graduating classes of 19171922 of Taylor High School held
a reunion Friday at Green Meadow Supper Club.
Attending were Matt Kelly,
Wisconsin Rapids, and Mr . and
Mrs. Newell (Dagna Bergseth)
Thompson, Blair, from the class
of 1917; Bela Van Gordon, Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Amundson, Hixton, and Dr. and Mrs.
Herman Hendrickson , Solvang,
Calif ., from the class of 1919;
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Van Gordon, Strum, Mr. and Mrs. Martin Engen, Minneapolis, and
Mrs. Frances Rumppe, La
Cmsse, from the class of 1920;
Mrs. Bela < Phoebe Cushman)
Van Gordon, Taylor, from the
class of 1921 and Mrs, Aj iastacia (Lukas) Schansberg, Taylor, and Mr. and Mrs. Clarenc«
(Josephine Lukas) Johnson,
Minneapolis,, from the class of
1922.
Guests attending were Mr .
and Mrs. Clarence Olson, and
Mr. and Mrs ., Russell Larson,
Taylor, and Mrs. Harland (Tillie Lukas) Bradley, Minneapolis.

Alma OES Chapter
Notes Friends Night
. ALMA, Wis. (Special ) —
Friends ' Night was held Friday
by the Alma Order of Eastern
Star. Members from chapters at
Galesville, Winona , Sparta and
Trempealeau were present.
Mrs. Ruth Nichols, Galesville,
grand representative of Oregon
in Wisconsin, and Mrs. Wallace
Haeussinger, of Alma Chapter,
grand representative, of Alberta , Canada, in Wisconsin were
introduced as was Mrs. Schladinske, worthy matron, of Wino- .
na Chapter.
T h e Thanksgiving meeting
will be held Nov. 21. The Mmes.
B. H. Schlosstein, Russell Huber, Gary Schlosstein and Howard Mohnk will serve.

Man Forced to
End Attempt at
Nonstop Flight

GALESVILLE AUXILIARY
GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special)
— The American Legion Auxiliary , Rowles McBride Unit, will
entertain American Legion Post COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) —
James Bede, forced to cut short
103 Wednesday night.
his attempt to set a world's nonPANCAKE SUPPER
stop distance flying record , says
ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) - he still plans to fly nonstop
A pancake supper will be serv- around the world. .
ed at the American Lutheran
"I'd like to try it around the
Church by the Luther League, world in the spring, but I may
Saturday from 5 to 9 p.m.
want to make one more test
flight," Bede said Monday
WILMINGTON ALCW
SPRING GROVE, Minn . (Spe- night.
The 36-year-old owner of Bede ¦
cial) - The Mmes ; Stanley Dan- Aviation,
Inc., had completed
ielson, Ronald Myhre ahd Leon 8,956 of the planned 11,515 miles
Myhre will serve as hostesses of his flight Monday when his
at the ALCW meeting of the autopilot, then his alternator
Wilmington Lutheran Church failed, leaving him without elecWednesday at 8 p.m.
tricity.
Bede flew back and forth beGREENFIELD CIRCLES
:
HARMONY, Minn . (Special tween Columbus and Kansas
_ The regular monthly meet- City for 65 hours in his small
ings of circles of Greenfield Lu- motorized sailplane before settheran Church are Deborah Cir- ting down, he said .
cle, Thursday, with Mrs. J. M.
Rostvold and Mrs. Robert E. CHURCH BAZAAR
Johnson will host the Naomi ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) —
Circle. Mrs. Ed Fishbaugher The Mary Circle of the Ameriwill be in charge of the Mary can Lutheran Church is sponCircle Nov. 21 and Mrs. Evelyn soring a bazaar , at the church
Kiehne will host the Priscilla Friday at 1:30 p.m. Lunch will
Circle the last week in Novem- be served. The public is in- ?
ber.
vited.
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WHEN broiling bacon , place
the separated slices on a broiling rack. Broil them about 3
inches from the heat source and
turn to cook evenly.
To separate bacon slices more
easily, remove the package
from the refrigerator about 5 to
10 minutes before using.
Buy only enough bacon for one
week, For peak aroma and flavor bacon should be used within five to seven days of home
storage. Store the bacon in Us
original wrapper.
Bacon may be frozen for short
periods of time, but for best
flavor, long storage in home
freezers is not recommended.

Climaxing their widely ac- SG OPEN HOUSE
SPRING G R O V E , Minn.
claimed first open-stage produc- (Special)
— Open house will be
tion in the state , of Moliere's
"That Scoundrel Scapln " in held at Trinity L u t h e r a n
Commcdia dell' Arte tradition , Church Sunday from 2 to 5
Wenonah Players and their di- p.m. for Mrs. Holta Bohasson
rector . Prof . Dorothy B . Mag- (Shirley Vigen). The recently
nus, filmed the show in color married couple plan to leave
last week , synchronized with for Robat , Morocco, in January .
sound and dialogue.
A professional crew , camera MERRY LOSERS
and sound specialist from tho WABASHA , Minn. (Special)University of Minnesota Motion
Picture Division , came to tho The Merry Losers held their
campus to film the play in its weekly meeting Thursday at
styled set with full costume and the Idle Hour Game Farm with
make-up in the Old Smog, Som- prizes awarded for the greatest
weight loss and for the "Apple
sen Hall .
The 42-minute film will bo Tree" contest. A new contest
processed by the University and for the members begins this
will be ready for viewing in ap- week.
proximately one week .
LEWISTON VCC
This history-making opportu
LEWISTON, Minn. (Special)
nity makes possible a permn
Tho women 's guild ot United
—
nent record of the Players ' lOfiP
Church of Christ will meel
¦70
¦
season 's opener.
Thursday at 8 p.m. ln the dining room. Mrs. Hannibal Litcli? ^—^—
Y ? ^^^^^~ ? *
^ ^
er and Mrs. Wesley Randall
will direct devotions, A Thanks
giving program will be presented. Mrs. Robert Randall will
be hostess.

HAND OIL
COLORING

HALVERSON OPEN HOUSE
LANESBORO, Minn. - Mr.
and Mrs. James Halverson,
Highland Prairie , will observe
their 25th wedding anniversary
Sunday with' an open house
from 2 to 5 p.m. at their , home.
Brothers ana sisters of the couple will host the event. No invitations have been sent.

'The Negro in American
Literature ,' Ruskin Topic

ANNUAL BAZAAR
PEPIN , Wis, (Special) - The
annual bazaar of immanuel Lutheran Church will he held Saturday in the parish hall from
11 a.m. lo 4 p.m. A noon luncheon will be served, Pie and
coffee will be served during tho
nny. Booths include aprons ,
rugs , pantry shelf , knitting,
cindy, dish towels , pillow
cases , Christmas , novelties ,
white elephant and fish pond.
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This Apollo 12 Astronaut to Make His First Trip info Space

After graduation from high est helicopters.
climbing, to the top of a roof and
while in college and both were flight Kept him away from home
time than most playing handball iular spaceman 's sport.
so much. .
in the astronaut gym and is one
its
ridge.
walking
school
in
1
952,
Bean
went
to
the
Bean
was
on
another attack on the gymnastics team.
things are major facof the better players of the pop- It's darn , dangerous on that
University
of
Texas
on
a
Navy
squadron
when
the
space
agen- They have two children — "Two a man's life. " the :7small court " he said.
"He was always climbing to
in
tors
Bean is something of a para- the top of some tree and testing scholarship. He majored in cy selected him as a member of
Clay, 13, and Sammy Sue, 6. year-old spacemen said. "One 's
He looks more like a quietdox.
aeronautical engineering and the third group of astronauts. J3ean listed "playing with his his technical knowledge H ' l
Different Outlook ly living
limbs,
its
she
the
strength
of
"
lower-level executive
made firm plans to be a Navy The Texan said he was happy children" as his favorite hobby, ability. The other is his ethic s,
than a hot Navy pilot who ad- said . "He always liked to' go pilot.
to be flying on Apollo 12 with but he's also a good amateur which are mainly the result of
On Pornog raphy
mittedly relishes the daring, the fast?' .
He
was
graduated
in
1955,
rereligious conviction. ''
two experienced spacemen , painter.
This trait led naturally to a
different and the dangerous.
ceived
a
Navy
commissicn
and
As with all spacemen preparCharles
"Pete"
Conrad
Jr.,
Methodthe
The
Beans
are
active
TOKYO (AP) - U.S. Post- The spirit of the daredevil has fascination for flying, and as a
Bean is immaster-General Winton Blount been a part of Bean's makeup youth he hung around pilots at then , earned his wings. After commander, and Richard F. ists. They were charter mem- ing for flights,He recently took
totally.
four
years
on
an
attack
squadGordon
Jr.,
merised
the
lunar
module
piMethodLake
bers
of
the
Clear
means
pornography
said today
since he was a toddler , accord- the naval air station in Grand ron , Bean attended the Navy lot.
ist church, near the Manned some friends to a ball game at
different things to different peo- ing to his parents, Mr. and'Mrs . Prairie, near Fort Worth.
in nearby Housple and added: "Some things I Arnold Bean of Fort Worth , When he turned 17, Bean test pilot school at Patuxent All three are Navy command- Spacecraft Center, and Bean at- the Astrodome startled
when h»
River,
They
were
Md.,
and
remained
there
ers.
in
ton.
tends
most
Sundays
that
he's
.
my
mothwould rather enjoy,
quickly joined the Naval Re- as a test ilot after graduation. Bean is married
Tex.
a
technical
book.
And it's a big one.
along
took
p
to
a
very
town.
He
once
taught
a
Sunday
er-in-law would find obscene." j His mother said that at 4 he serve, the first step toward
He flew all the Navy aircraft , pretty blonde, the former Sue School class, but had to quit be- While they watched the game,
Bean, a nearly bald , quiet
He didn 't specify what these frightened the . neighbors by Navy wings.
speaking Texan, will be the were.
from the hottest jets to the slow- Ragsdale of Dallas. They met cause training for the Apollo he quietly studied .
fourth man to walk the surface
Answering a question at the
of the moon. He is the lunar Foreign Correspondents Club oi
module pilot on the second Japan , Blount said pornography
moon landing mission—sched- "is a growing and serious probuled to be launched Friday—and lem in the United States" but
will spend about seven hours that the Post Office Departwalking the.moon.
ment's ' dilemma is how to conWhile waiting for his chance trol it without getting involved
to fly, Bean has spent more in censorship.
Blount is attending the annual
¦IO Winona Daily News
¦» Winona, Minnesota
meeting of the Universal Postal
Union.
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'. CAPE KENNEDY , Fla. (AP) pinpoint landing. Apollo 11
— The Apollo 12. astronauts, who missed its landing point by four
will fly the world's most sophis- miles last July.
ticated machine to the moon, Conrad and B e a n hope to
train today in more prosaic ve- touch down within walking dismm ^^^A ^m ••¦»
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command the mission, planned moon 2Vz years ago. They into operate the helicopter as if he tend tb: retrieve pieces of the
were hovering the lunar landing Surveyor to determine how well
craft before selecting a landing the materials have withstood
the battering of micrometeorHearing Aids
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/) f 1
spot
on the moon.
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ites and exposure to the solar
Richard F. Gordon Jr., the wind,. a constant outpouring of
Can Alf ord
'
^
module pilot, will zip high speed particles from the
command
.
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across southern Florida in a T38 sun .. ' ¦ ¦¦ - . .
Backed by a
jet to sharpen his flying profi- The astronauts are to remain
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CafJ epe on
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Alan L. Bean explore the sur- hours/ They 'll deploy a set of
face below.
scientific instruments and cpl
Bean planned to run through lect
carefully
documented
E. Halvorson, Consultant,
emergency checkout procedures rocks.
in the lunar module training veWill Be at Sears, Winona , .
hicle.
At the launch . pad everything
On Thursday, November 13th — 1 to 5 p.m.
continued on schedule as crews
prepared the Saturn 5 rocket
Next Visit Will Be Thursday, November 20th
and the two spaceships for
launching at 10,22 a.m. CST
For ttw
daysVISITS SONTIN VIETNAM/ ..;. Johll Fee holds I
FATHER
j
Complet e Insurance 0^ Service
|
Friday.
eight
of his son, Gregory,
19, whom he visited while spend- 1
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believe
that
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Wednesday
Conrad
and
Bean
in
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Fee,
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Escondido,
Calif., building con- f.
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SPACE CENTER , . Houston
(AP) — In the seven years he
has been an astronaut, Alan L.
Bean claims the most dangerous thing he's done is play a
spirited game of handball in the
astronaut gymnasium.
He's the last member of the
first three groups of astronauts
to fly into space . Since his selection in 1963, he's been a bridesmaid twice—serving two times
as a back up crewman—but
Apollo 12 is his first space trip.
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Milwaukee's
Pabst Theater
To Be Closed
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Fred Naas

Jim Schain

Dick Horst H
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available
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W hether you need insurance help day or
night , we are as near as your telephone
. . . 24 hours a day. Just phone 3366
for complete insurance service.
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THE THEATER which even
won a war against an 11-ton
bell has encountered what could
be an insuppressible obstacle ?
the city's new Performing Arts
Center less than two blocks to
the north.
Roger K. M a r s h , head of
Marsh Theatrical Enterprises
which has operated the theater
for several years under a pact
with the city, said the center's
appeal is attracting the patrons
who otherwise might have visited the Pabst.
He cancelled a play last
month starring motion picture
actor Hans Conreid because of
a dearth of ticket sales, and
disclosed Monday he is seeking
a settlement for cancellation bf
' the musical , "Cabaret."
j The Performing Arts Center ,
la complex of theaters and auditoriums , may be creating excessive competition because of
j its newness, and his thea ter
could still survive the challege from the newcomer , Marsh
said.
"The newness, " he said , "is
wearing off as each week passes."
THREE SHOWS arc still on
the Pabst bill . Although subscribers ' funds are being returned , Marsh said he hasn 't
definitel y decided to cancel the
balance of the reason, waiting
to see if advance ticket sales
improve.

Dick Theurer

Al Nelson

David , Culver
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ROYAL VISIT.. .Princess Grace and her husband,

Prince Rainier of Monaco, arrive for performance of the
Broadway play "1776" in New York. (AP Photofax)
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|highest passbook savings rnto in Winona - » ¦
|
Roneious 4V6 % diviflend compounded twlca ¦ |
CAT ,N CQURT . .' . Arthur the cat clinRs to Mrs.
I
|Sonja Colville, a cat breeder who looks after him , (luring
H year
a court recess in London. Britain 's High Court of Justice
I
|
wound up three days of deliberation Friday on who owns
§
l"
\
H
1
? I
I
\F
¦
Arthur , reputed to be the only cat in the country who eats
I
r
I
¦I T
¦
¦
¦
¦
^
fl
I
W ith hi R paws 'fhe catfood company for whom he does
\
commercials on television won custody of the feline in a
SS'II.
f;
suit au ainsl an actor who also claims ownership. (AP
Pl lotolax )
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Green Stamps for savings money Ihnt you|
get
for spending it! Yes . "Fidelity " gives S&H
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The Weather

Ask Election
For School
Consolidation

An election to determine
whether voters of Nodine School
District 2597, contemplating consolidation with Winona Independent District 861, will assume
its share of the bonded indebtedness of District 861 was reWEATHER FORECAST . . . Showers are forecast tonight quested Monday night by the
for most of the Northeast to the central Great Lakes regions, School Board.
Winona Superintendent of
Southwestern Texas and Washington 's west coast;. Snow is
Schools
A. L. Nelson explained
expected in the northern Rockies from Idaho to Wyoming.
that
District
2597 had noted at
(AP Photofax)
its annual meeting earlier this
ye"ar to consolidate with District 861.
After voting, to dissolve and
Readings for the 24 hours ending at noon today:
be attached to the independent
High temperature 61, low 37, noon 50, no precipitation.
district , the common district
Readings a ye*ar ago today :
notified the Board of County
High 40, low 26, noon 40, trace of precipitation.
Commissioners of its intent to
Normal range for this date 45 to 28. Record high temp- merge with District 861.
The consolidation procedure
erature 68 in ,1930, record low 9 in 1926 and 1950.
required that an election be
Sun rises tomorrow at 6:56, sets at 4:45.
held authorizing assumption of
the common district's share of
the independent district's debt
which now is slightly more than
$6 million.
The Nodine district is one of
the larger ones to be involved
in District 861 consolidation proceedings and if the merger is
1st Qtr.
Full
Last Qtr.
New
effected , Nelson said, the Nodine
Nov. 16
Nov. 23
Dec. 1
Dec. 9
elementary school would continue ,to be operated.
Elsewhere
About 40 children are inHigh Low Pr. volved.
Minnesota
Albany, rain , . ; . . . . 56 42 .07
Variable cloudiness through Albuquerque, cloudy 60 42 .01
68 41
Wednesday. Chance of occa- Atlanta, clear
' 55 32 • • '.' .
cloudy
.
.
Bismarck,
.
sional showers of rain or
snow northeast tonight and Boise, clear ........ 55 34 ¦?.
Wednesday. Colder. Low to- Boston? rain ....... 49 48 2.44
night 24-32. High Wednesday Buffalo, cloudy ..... 47 45 .01
Charlotte, clear ...' -. 64 35
Police are investigating four
. 3646.
thefts which occurred Monday,
Chicago, cloudy .... 47 41
Wisconsin
Cincinnati, cloudy .. 52 42 .05 according to Chief James McCleveland, cloudy ., 50 . 46 : :' ¦:.- Cabe. ?
James Obieglo, 917 E. BroadCloudy and a little cooler toDenver, cloudy..... 60 .30
way, told police that a stereo
night with chance of showers
Des Moines, clear .. 60 38 .03 tape player and two tapes were
north and in the east early
Detroit, cloudy ..... 49 41
taken frorri his car while it was
tonight. Low tonight 28-35 north? Fairbanks, snow ... 12 0 .03 parketi in front of his home
west half and in the 30s south- Fort Worth , clear
79 56
Monday night. The items were
east half. Cloudy and cooler Helena, clear - ... '....... 48 29
.
Wednesday, with chance of snow Indianapolis, cloudy 50 42 .,- valued at $100.
A stereo tape player and six
flurries extreme north . High Jacksonville, clear . . 76 48' . ' • -.
Wednesday from mid 30s ex- Juneau, rain ....... 39 33 .18 tapes were reported by David
Graves, 416 Steuben St., to have
treme north to the mid 40s ex- Kansas City, clear . 67 46
ben taken from his car Monday
treme south.
Los Angeles, clear . 78 62 .. . night. Police said entry was
Louisville, cloudy .. 54 43 .04 gained to the vehicle, which was
S.E. Minnesota
Memphis, cloudy ... 70 55 ..' . in front of Graves' home, by
V a r 1 a bl e
cloudiness Miami, clear ... ... 81 62 .. forcing a vent window. Value
Milwaukee, cloudy . 46 42 .. of the stolen items was $112.
through Wednesday. Colder. Mpls.-St.P.,
. .. 45 35 ..
John Cierzan, 824 E. 2nd St.
Lows tonight 26-32. Highs New Orleans,clear
clear . 76 50 -.' .'. reported to police
that two
Wednesday 40-45. Otitlook New York, cloudy .. 54 51 .02
for Thursday: Below normal Okla. City, clear .. .. 79 53 .. headlights and a chrome* strip
temperatures with no im- Omaha, clear ...... 65 37 . .. were taken from his car Monportant precipitation
like- Philadelphia, clear .61 45 - .; . day, night as it was parked
¦
ly. •
.
•
Phoenix, cloudy .... 68 56 .16 in (front of his home. He valued
Pittsburgh , cloudy . 5 2 42 ,0i theMtems at $20.
W. Wisconsin
Ptlnd, Me., rain ... .48 45 .65 Michael Groebner, Lake Park
Ptlnd, Ore., cloudy . 60 43 .. Apartm ents told police that a
Considerable cloudiness and Rapid City, rain ... 59 35 T blue canvas handbag containing
colder tonight and Wednesiday. Richmond, cloudy .. 66 40
a check book, a book and phyLow tonight In low 30s. High St. Louis, cloudy ... 54 45
sical education clothing was
Wednesday in upper 30s to low Salt Lk. City, cloudy 56 32 .. taken from near the Milwaukee
40s. Precipitation probabilities : San Diego, clear ... 73 55 .. Railroad roundhouse at Belle20 percent tonight and Wednes- San Fran., clear ... 72 56
view and Johnson streets Monday.
day afternoon. Police s a i d
clear
54
46
.04
Seattle,
¦ ¦ '
m - . . - . '"
80 58 .. Groebner placed the bag behind
Tampa , clear ..'
Washington, cloudy 63 45 . a barrel for safekeeping while
49 45
Winnipeg, rain
hd went to get his car and
(T—Trace)
when he returned the bag was
gone. He valued the items at
$10.
ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) —
Two people from Alvdal , Norway, have visited relatives in
Arcadia on a chartered tour
sponsored by the Farmers Un- Sheriff George Fort said he
ion of Norway.
has received information regardSimen Oidalen and Gunhild ing persons littering and dumpKristiansen were guests of Mr. ing materials throughout the
and Mrs. Henry McConnon here county.
three days, leaving again for Warrants will be issued, he
Oslo, Norway, today. They also warned. Anyone caught littering
visited relatives at. Stockholm , or dumping will be prosecuted. "Many people do not underSpring Valley and Milwaukee , The latest incident was illegal stand America," James HeinWis . With the group they tour- dumping on the Cedar Valley len , Winonn County probation
ed New York , Washington , D.C., hill near the quarry, said Sher- officer , told the Winona Area
Ann Arbor , Mich ., and Madison. iff Fort.
Ministerium at its monthly
meeting at the Holiday Inn
when he discussed "How Can
We Help?"
"We are a free wheeling society," he added , "a generous
and active people. Rapid change
is part of such a society . Most
Ten Years Ago . . . 1959
of us do not realize that we
are in a different cultural level
Steel mills throu ghout the country hummed with activity
than
before World War II. This
today as tho Riant , industry gradually stepped up operations
' following a court-ordered oncl of the 116-day nationwide steel i.s a period of genius much like
the renaissance and the genius
strike.
is coming from the kids of this
Diminishing winds , partl y cloudy and cold is the foregeneration. "
cast witli the temperature reachin g 29,
Heinlen then addrcsed himself
Most Winona groceries continued to sell cranberries toto th e question of how the
day because these are from Wisconsin and are presumed
safe , following yesterday 's warning from the federal governchurch can help, He , said the
ment nbout possible contamination with a cancer-producing
church has been sitting back
chemical.
waiting for those outside of her
walls to come in,
Twenty-Five Yea rs Ago . . . 1944
"We need to go to those who
are poor, in jail , in need of
Harold B. Law was elected president of the Klwanis
help, and meet them on their
Club .
ground ," said Heinlen.
About 40 percent of Winona County servicemen of voting
Kermit Holgcr, of the Southage cast ballots in the election.
eastern Minnesota Citizens Action Council , Inc., Rushford , exFifty Years Ago . . . 1919
plained the council' s emergency
food and medical services and
The tearing down of the clubhouse at the Meadowbrook
urged memhers of the minisGolf Club grounds , nt which the final farewell function was
terium to refer persons who
held Thursday evening, Oct. 30, is now nearly completed.
qualify for help. Those who are
Alexander Murphy is planning to leave with his wife
eligible are children , pregthis week for Ireland.
nant women, mothers nursing
babies , and older persons, said
Seventy-Five Years Ago . . . 1894
Holger.
The Laird Norton and the Winona Lumber Co.'s sawmills
Several questions were asked
now expect to close down early next week .
about the drug problem in WiW. II. Yale will lecture tomorr ow evening at the Unitarinona among young people. The
an Church on "Victory or Defeat?"
consensus wns that the problem
is broader than mere involveOne-Hundred Years Ago . . . 1869
ment with drugs by the youth
and
that all individuals ' help
The Southern Minnesota Railro ad Co , wants 500 men to
should be engaged to educate
work on its road. The wages offered are $1.7.5 per day.
the public about narcotics.
The weather continues cold and cloudy with indications
The group decided to explore
of snow.

Local Readings

Forecasts

Music Loving
Thieves Rob
Two Vehicles

Arcadians Greet
Norway Visitors

Littering to
Be Prosecuted

In Years Gone By

Church Must Go
Outside Walls ,
Heinlen Says

The Daily Record
At Community
Memorial Hospital
Maternity patient?: 2 to 3:30 and 7 to
8:30 p.m. (Adults only.)
Visitors to a patient limited, to tvyo
A
al one time
Visiting nours: Medical and turgTfaJ
patients:-2 : to 4 and 7 to 8:30 p.m. (no
children under 13.)

MONDAY
ADMISSIONS
Byron Foster, 840 43rd Ave.,
Goodview.
Elmer Blank , Cochrane, Wis?
L o u i s Goldberg, 540 W.
Broadway.
Mrs. Clarence Plank? Utica ,
Minn.
Alvin Koehler, 653 Johnson
St.
Mrs. David Drugan , 1050 W.
Wabasha St.
Mrs. John Miller, Lewiston,
Minn.
Douglas Reps, S t o c k t o n ,
Minn. •
Mrs, Helen Kluzik , 717 E. 2nd
St. ?
Bert Gage, Altura , Minn.
DISCHARGES
Alfred
Hauser, 151 McBride
¦
St.

¦' ¦

Michael H a n e y, Fountain
City, Wis.
Mrs. Rose Nelton, Sauer
Memorial Home.
Mrs.; Richard Miller, 358 E.
Sarnia St.
BIRTH
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Dammen , 4150% W. 6th St.-, Good:
view, a son.
BIRTH ELSEWHERE
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.— Mr.
and Mrs. Michael Bubiitz , Minneapolis, a son this morning.
Grandparents are Mrs. Hubert
C. Vogel and Mr. and Mrs.
Milton Bubiitz, Winona.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Anderson, Rochester, Minh., a daughter by adoption , born Oct. 18,
adopted Nov. 7..
TODAY'S BIRTHDAY
Tami Sue Schacht, 557 E.
Broadway , 7.
TODAY'S BIRTHDAY
Demetrios G on i d e s , 1740
Kraemer Dr., 4.
WINONA DAM LOCKAGE
Monday
4:15 p.m. — L.A Wade Childress, 15 barges up.
^
11 p.m. — Tennessee,
11 barges, up.
Small craft — 1?
Today
Flow — 17,600 cubic feet per
second at 8 a.m.
today.
¦
6:10 a.m. ¦' --. '. ' National Progress, 4 barges, up.
10:15 a.m.—Minnesota , 9 barges, up.
IMPOUNDED DOGS
No. 181 — Black Labrador ,
male, available?
No, 182 — German shepherd
and black Labrador pup, available.
No. 186 — Female black Labrador j available.
No. 195 — Small brown female, part Cocker? available.
No. 197 — Small pup, part
terrier, white and brown , female, available.
No. 198 — Black male, part
Cocker, available.
No. 201 — Small pup, brown
mixture , male, part terrier and
Pekingese, available.
No. 202 '— Tan male , part
terrier , available.

Trailers Smashed
At Little Austin
Durina Weekend
LAKE CITY, Minn. - Vandals smashed windows in two
house trailers stored at Little
Austin on Central Point ovor
the weekend.
The damage was discvered
by Mr. and Mrs, Alva Bliesmer ,
rural Stewartville , owners of
one of the trailers, who found
seven smashed windows 'in it
Sunday. Xhey said;; bricks and
cement blocks had been thrown
through the windows. Replacement will cost $100 , A picture
window in a nearby trailer also
was smashed.
The losses were reported to
the Goodhue County sheriff's department.
A few trailers and several
side porches remain in the area
although trailer owners no longer use them since the water
supply and waste disposal systems were condemned by
the Minnesota Department of
Health.

Spirit in Church
Is Lecture Subject
"How is the Spirit Working in
the Church?" is the subject
matter for the fourth in a series of lecture and discussion
groups on new changes in tho
church being offered this evening at from 7:30 to 9 in the
foyer of SI, Mary 's College Center,
The study into and appraisal
of the Penteco stal Movement
will be conducted by Dr. John
Davis , an associate professor of
theology nt St. Mary 's.
tbe possibility of showing a
film , "Nobod y Waved Goodby, " in a local theater or public auditorium lo use as a part
of the local church program ,

Winona Deaths
Edmund A. Thoemke

Edmund A. Thoemke, 80, 1535
W. -5th Studied "of pneumonia
Monday at 5 a.m. at Fort Snelling Veterans Hospital , Minneapolis.
A retired employe of the
Grove-Kelco Drug Co., Minneapolis, he was born here Sept.
30, 1889, to August F. and Margaret Ehlers Thoemke and married Alice Tr ester here April
17, 1936. He lived here three
years and prior to that in Minneapolis. A veteran of World
War I, he was a member of
St. Martin's Lutheran Church
and American Legion Leon J.
Wetzel Post 9.
Survivors are: One stepson,
Ralph Chilson, Fountain City,
Wis.;; one stepgrandson, Jack
Chilson, Winona , and two sisters, . Mrs. Minnie Brandhorst
and Mrs. Lydia Poeppel, Winona. His wife, two brothers¦ and
two sisters have died.?¦ - .
Funeral services will be
Thursday at 2 p.m. at St. Martin's Lutheran Church , the" Rev.
A? V. Deye olticiating. Burial
will be iri Woodlawn Cemetery.
Friends may call at BreitlowMartin Funeral Home Wednesday from 2 to 4 p.m. and 7 to 9
p.m. A devotional service* will
be Wednesday evening at 8:45
with the Rev. Ronald Jansen,
St? Martin 's, officiating .
George A. Wedge

George. Arthur Wedge, 72,
1062% Gilmore Ave., died at
10 p.m. Monday at Community
Memorial Hospital. He had been
ill the past week. V-? ' ?
A Northern States Power Co*
employe 34 years, retiring seven years ago , he was born Nov.
10, 1897, in Wabasha County,
to Eugene and Elizabeth Christison Wedge. A resident here 35
years, he was a member of the
Improved Order of Red Men
and Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers.
Survivors are: His wife ,.Ruth ,
Lanesboro, Minn. ; three daughters, Miss Eileen \Vedge, St .
Paul ; Mrs. Alvin (Jean )? Mullen, Winona , and Mrs. John
(Betty.) McEIwain, Valdosta,
Ga.; seven grandchildren, and
a sister, Mrs. George (Esther)
Amidon, Denver, Colo. A brother, Clarence, has died.
Funeral services will be at
10:30 a.m. Thursday at Fawcett
Funeral Home. Burial will be
in Woodlawn Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home Wednesday from 7
to 9 p.m. and Thursday until
time of services.

Winona Funerals
Mrs. Joseph F, Wieczorek

Funeral services for M?rs. Joseph F. Wieczorek , 851 E. 5th
St., were held Monday at St.
Martin 's Lutheran Church , the
Rev. A. U. Deye officiating.
Burial was in Woodlawn Cemetery.
; Pallbearers were Roman Zolondek , Vincent Glomski , John
J. Lewinski, Carl Brom and Joseph and Clarence Maliszewski.
Mrs. Bertha P. Gerson

Funeral services for Mrs.
Bertha P. Gerson, Sauer Memorial Home, were held this
afternoon at St. Matthew 's
Lutheran Church , the Rev. A,
L. Mennicke officiating. Burial
was in Woodlawn Cemetery.
Pallbearers were James Adamson , Walter Rott , Louis
Passehl , Arthur Salisbury, Stanley Kline and Me'.vin Cordes.

Two Injuredr
Damage High
In Accident

Two persons were slightfy injured and vehicles received a
tflfall of $;i,000 damage in a twocar accident investigated by
police this morning.
Cynthia Kindschy, 21, Rochester , Minn., was treated for a
cut. right arm and released at
Community Memorial Hospital
after the 1002 model sedan driven by Wendell E. Burt , 34 ,
Rochester , in which she was
ridin g, and a 1969 model sedan
driven by James R. Rioter , 30,
Mankato , Minn ., collided ai
West King and Center streets
at 10:50 a .m.
Pofiee said Iho Burt car was
enstbound on King Street nnd
the Rioter vehicle soulhhotini)
on Center. Dieter complained
of a sore right shoulder but did
not require hospital treatment.
Damage was $500 to the front
of the Burt car . The Biclcr
vehicle 's frame was sprung nnd
the right side was caved in to
extent th at the dash board WHS
buckled . DnmaRe to the Biotcr
vehicle was estimated nt $2,500.
BLAIR MEETING
BLAIR , Wis. (Special) - The
citizens advisory committee of
Blair School District will meet
nt the school cafeteria (onighl
nt fl to sludy aspects of the
building program approved recently. William Drntt , La
Crosse architect ,' will talk
about possible locations of tho
addition alternatives (or a heating system , floor plan Ideas ,
etc . The public is invited.

TUESDAY
NOVEMBER 11 , 1969

Two-State Deaths
Mrs. Emil Ness

MONDOVI , Wis. (Special) Mrs. Emil Ness, Mondovi,-^Wis^
Rt. 1, died suddenly Monday
evening at her home.
Funeral arrangements are in
charge of the Kjentvet & Sons
Funeral Home.
Clarence A. Kells

GALESVILLE , Wis. - Clar,
ence A. Kells, 53, Northfield,
Minn., a former Galesville .
resident, died there Saturday
afternoon.
SCOTTISH RITE AWARD ' ' . For 50 years of Scottish
A lineman for Bell Telephone
Co., he was born here Jan. 24 , Rite membership Murray Jessen, left, and Clint Jessen,
i 916, to Mr. and Mrs; George right, St. Charles, Minn., receive special caps at the Masonic
Kells. He was a World War II Lodge Wednesday night from Lester Peterson, center, of
veteran.
the Winona Consistory. Presentation was at a dinner atSurvivors are: Three: sisters , tended by Harry Davis, district representative of the Grand
Mrs. Florence McKeeth, Bil- Lodge. George Eckles, St. Charles (inset) received a 50lings, Mont.; Mrs. Dorothy
lodge at St. Charles. (Ralph
Monson, West Salem, Wis., and year emblem in the Masonic
photos)
Stenback
(Gladys)
Mrs. Robert
Dickie,
Durarigo, Colo.
Funeral services will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. at Smith
Mortuary, the Rev. George
M e 1c h e r, First Presbyterian
Church , officiating. Burial was
in Pine Cliff Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home Wednesday after 9 ALMA , Wis. — The Buffalo member of the St. Francis HosCounty Board of Supervisors , pital board of directors, La
a.m.
opening its annual session Mon- Crosse. The health center is loTwo-State Funerals day with a reading of the pro- cated at Independence with
posed budget , adjourned in the
branch offices at Alma and
Mrs. Josephine Riester
afternoon to Wednesday.?
WABASHA? Minn . (SpeciaD- Still on the agenda are the Black River Falls.
Fun^ral services for Mrs. Jo- election of a highway commis- Reducing membership on the
sephine Blester will be Wednes- sioner; consideration of a civil board was made necessary by
day at 10:30 am. at St. Felix defense director , the board at
Catholic Church, the Rev , John its last session having decided federal regulations providing
P. Daly officiating. Burial will to break off this service which that there should be no less
be in the church cemetery. Pall- it has shared with Trempealeau than five nor more than nina
bearers will be Kenneth Boots, County , reports of salary and on such board and that a memStanley Ostrom, George Gill- other committees, and action ber of the sponsoring hospital
more, Frank Bieyer, Leo on the budget.? \
have representation.. With the
Schuth and Lawrence Gosse.
The session is expected to
Friends may call at the Ab- last two or three more days. change the board will number
bott-Wise Funeral Home this The board adopted a resolu- 13 instead of the present 15.
afternoon and evening. The Ro tion presented by Les Monti , Reduction in the membership
sary will be said at 3 and 8.
Whitehall , administrator of the also is necessary, Monti exWest Central Mental Health plained to meet the require,
Center, reducing membership ments for a staff grant whicn
of the center board from four has been applied for under Pubfrom each of the three counties lic Law 89-105 which would pay
involved , Buffalo , Jackson and for 75 percent of salaries for
Trempealeau , and adding a 15 months ; 60 percent for the
next 12 months; 45 percent for
the.next 15, and 30 percent for
the final 12 months.
The employment of Clem
Breen; 61, as deputy sheriff
was extended one year for retirement purposes. ?Under state
Formal recognition of a fivelaw, law enforcement employes
member
Teachers
Council
have to retire at 60 unless the
which will represent District
governing body extends such
861 faculty members in issues
employment one year at a
before the School Board was
time.
voted Monday night by school
Glenn Coppens, representadirectors.
The employment of three new tive of the Wisconsin EmployThd council membership, who j faculty members for the schools
ment Service, explained that
¦¦¦
will represent i
of Independent District 861 was his agency will be making an
_
t h e teaching
.
. authorized Monday night by the
employment survey of Buffalo
staff in 1970-71 School
School Board which also grant- County as it has in other councontract negoed leaves of absence for health ties including Jackson and Montiations, inreasons to two staff members. roe. Seven people w ill work two
eludes BerTimothy Schreiner , who will months to list the number of
nard Baratto,
.
Winona persons available for various
graduate this fall from
Ernest Buhler, Vernell Jackels State College, ¦ ; . ' ¦ ' ¦
types of work. The survey will
and Gary Matson, all of the will be hired
_ ,_
j ~ be made public and might rej
Winona Education Association, as an indus- OCnOOI
sult in luring industry to the
and Thomas C. Lawyer , repre- trial arts incounty.
senting the" Winona Federation structor at wiDoug Evans from the WisBoard
—»¦
»
"
"¦
of Teachers.
[
n o n a junior I?
consin
Department of Natural
The board also formally ap- H i g h School
Resources
spoke on air polluproved the appointment of Di- beginning Jan. 5 to fill the vaction. He displayed various
rectors Daniel Sadowski and Dr. ancy created when Randall An- smoke
, some of them usL. L. Korda and the board's derson was drafted into Die ed and filters
blackened with smoke.
business manager, Paul W. armed forces.
He explained how the county
Sanders to a joint School Board Superintendent of Schools A. could
pass an ordinance for pol—City Council committee which L. Nelson told board members lution control , which would rewill meet periodically to dis- that two Winona State College quire the services of a chemcuss issues of mutual interest to students are serving as instruc- ist or some professional perboth bodies.
tors for the class in the interim
The board requested that a Ceriod. Schreiner 's salary will sonJohton enforce.
Bollinger , Cochrane,
letter of commendation be e based on a schedule figure secretary-treasurer of the Bufdrafted and sent to this year 's of $6,600 pro-rated for the bal- falo County Agricultural AsAmerican Education Week plan- ance of the school year.
sociation , Inc., reported on the
ning committee in recognition Tlie leaves of absence were annual county fair at Mondovi
of its efforts in planning this granted Roy Evett, an instruc- nnd announced' , the .dales next
year 's observance?
tor in auto mechanics at the year will be Aug. fi-9.
The week s events are spon- Winona Area Vocational-Technisored jointly hy the Winona cal School, and Miss Pauline
Education Association , Winona Utzj nger , guidance counselor at Divorce Granted
Federation of Teachers, Wino- Senior Hign School.
Judfie Glenn E. Kel ley Monnn Area Chamber of Commerce Harry Wagner , who has been
and Leon J. Wetzel Post 9 of employed at the former Owl day granted a divorce to Mrs.
the American Legion .
Motor Co., and most recently Eileen Todd , 25, 2011 N. Uaker
On the recommendati on of tho Tousley Ford , was hired as an St., in an action charging cruelslate public Examiner during auto mechanics* instructor at ly brought against Bruce Todd ,
this year 's audit of school re- the technical school at a pro- 22 , There were no children, The
cords , the board authorized es- rated salary of $7,!l(;o for the couple was married at Minne- '
Witnesses
Inblishment of petty cash funds balance of the school yenr or apolis , Sept. 20, lDCR . her
mothwere the plaintiff and
at the district' s schools.
until Evett returns , whichever er, Mrs. Gertrude Serwa . Th«
occurs first.
court also ordered the plainThe board authorized . Ihe su- tiff' s name , Eileen Serwa , reperintendent to seek a replace- stored.
ment in the guidance office for
Richard II . Darby was plainthe remainder of the school tiff' s atlorney.
year. IVc/son suit! thnl M/ss
Utzingcr expects to resume her KYOTA SUITER
duties next spring.
EYOTA , Minii .-SI.. Paul' s
United Church of Christ , located two miles north of Eyota ,
An exlension of a rental eon- WABASHA VFW
WABASHA , Minn. (Special)— will hold an oyster and chill
Irnct wilh Lakeside Evangelical
Free Church for use of Lincoln Members of Hurkhardt-Roomer supper Thursdny with serving
School for Sunday services and Veterans of Foreign Wars Post to bofiln nt. 5 p.m.
¦
other church activities pending Wild will have a regular meeting
completion of the congrega- Wednesday nt B p.m., preceded S.G. MASQUERADE
tion 's new church building was by a .supper nt 7, Speakers at SPRING OROVE, Minn . (Speapproved Monday night by the the combined VFW and Ameri- cial) — Sons of Norway LtfdRo
can Legion Veterans Day pro- will have a masquerade party
School Board.
The original contract drafted gram at St. Felix auditorium to- Thur.sday at fi p.m. nt Spring
last July authorized the church day was Hep. Charles Miller , Grove school,
Menibers of
to u s e I h e ¦
. Wabasha.
Wergolnnd Lodge , La Crosse,
school build.
I
will be guests.
¦
ing until Nov.
School I tunes for school district vehicles.
SKATING PARTY
hoard approved payrolls
Monday
RIDGEWAY , Minn. - Tho
Board I forThe homebound
instructors MYF of the United Methodist
n i g h t dirccI
tors were ad' amnunling to $:i,525; elementary Church will hold a skating parvised thnt there have been de- substitute teachers , $7R() ; sec- ty Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. nt
lays in the building project and ondary substitute teachers , $1 ,- Ln Crescent Roller Rink.
Lakeside n o w contemplate.** 227 ; evening high school credcompletion of its new church it ins! ruction , ?7*17; driver training instruction , $800; work study
sometime next summer.
The board approved continu- program , $135; miscellaneous
"
DUE TO LACK OF FOOD ¦
ance of the contract to June 1. services , $2,4511; noon hour cafeBULK IN VOUR DIET
Also approved was participa- teria supervision , $1,109, and
tion of School District Bfil in the student cafeteria workers, $,'119.
Also approved were custodia l
Cily of Winonn contract with
TaRgiirt Tire Service , lift W. overtime payments amounting
2nd St., for furnishing tires ana to $1,094 ,

..

Buffalo Gov Board
In Annual Meeting

Teacher Group
Is Officially

'Recognized' Board Grants

Leaves, Hires
3 Teachers

Board

Contracts,
Payrolls are
Approved

IRREGULAR*
™l/ */l
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Sid Gillman Steps Down
As Coa ch of San Diego

SAN DIEGO . (AP ) . - It was
the high point of the San Diego
Chargers' downhill season , a
victory over the New York Jets.
General Manager-Head Coach
Sid Gillman knelt along the
sideline. He couldn't bear the
pain of standing.
Six weeks after that American
Football League upset , Gillman,
58, stepped down Monday as
head coach . following the advice
of his son-in-law .doctor , Jay
Malkoff.
Gillman , the only general
manager and head coach the
Chargers /have had since the
AFL was founded in 1960, remains as general manager. He
announced at a hastily called
news conference that offensive
'"^(Ifl
¦Mop£ mrij^f 'mr. "^r^^JW^^'Sff"

^.

^i ^HMH»*»»H8MBa-a*»»»»*»»»*»»*BBMH»«*»*M

BASKETBALL CONFAB . . . Two Winona State College
basketball players Jack Gibbs, left and Don Besonen chat with
members of the Winon a State Cagers Club during a break

from practice Monday afternoon. Shown with the Warri or
cagers are from left , Ernie Buhler , Art Carlson and Ken
Harstad Buhler is president of the. club. (Daily News photo)

:
'
Cagers\^C'/tlI^; -Af e.-^.6- e/5A?ip-. . ; ¦:. -' ;
Shows Substanti a! Growt h

: Are a high:' :school coaches were speaker. -guests at meetings
The machinery of the Winona State College Cagers Club
last year and at the conclusion of the season a special
has already been pushed into gear for its third season and
recognition banquet was held.
this year 's club again shows a substantial growth in memAll graduating seniors were given special-designed basbership.
ketball rings. The rings featured the stone of the school color,
A membership drive was begun three weeks ago and
will conclude Monday, Nov . 24 at the "Meet the Team Din- " :?.' a basketball figure and also the name of the eager and
his year of graduation . The tradition will be continued acner " to be held at 6:30 p.m. at the Winona State College stu•• ? cording to club menibers.
dent union .
More speakers have been scheduled to speak at the
The membership honor roll of the club , which is incorregular meetings of the Cagers? Chi.b in addition to special
porated , currently totals 62. and membership drive officials
guests being assigned at a later date. Some of the speakers
hope that the total will exceed 100 members before the first
include John Kenney, Winona High coach; Pete Petrich , Red
club meeting is held Thursday, Dec. 4 at Kryzsko Commons;
' ¦ - ' • Three Winona residents Ernie Buhler , curren t president
Wing High School coach; Ken Wiltgen , coach at St. Mary 's
College and John Nett , coach at Winona Cotter High School.
of the club ; Joe Emanuel and Clarence Currier organized the
club during the 1967-68 season with the cooperation of the
Al Wold , coach of the 1969 state champion Rochester
Winona State coaching staff. Meetings were then held with
John Marshall basketball team , wiU be the featured speaker
about 15-20 persons in attendance.' . 'P . ' . P '
. .
at the "Meet the Team Dinner."
. Theme of the club is "Dedicated to assisting and supportDuring the 1968-69 season more" activities were undertaken
ing a championshi p program of basketball at Winona State
by the club. Season tickets for weekly Thursday luncheons
were sold and the first Triple Header was held . The Triple
College."
Header involves six area high school basketball teams playing
Membershi ps may be secured by contacting Buhler , Art
iri the Winona State gymnasium on the same night . The 1969
Carlson , chairman of the membership drive or Ken Harstad ,
Triple Header will be held Saturday, Nov? 22.
.club treasurer.

Ranger Goalie
Keeps Diary
Of Shooters
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backfield coach Charlie Waller, edged Cincinnati , Miami and
47, is his successor.
Boston , then started a three-,
game losing streak against OakWaller played as a halfback land. Their record is 4-5 , ty ing
at the University of Georgia.
Gillman , who coached the
Chargers to an 83-51-6 record ,
said of his health :
"It's nothing serious, nothing
that can't be licked in time ."
Malkoff said Gillman was suffering from a duodenal ulcer
and an hiatal hernia , which allows stomach acid to seep up
into the esophagus.
"He shouldn 't have been out
on the field ,'' the doctor said
of Gillman at the Sept. 28 game
against New York . "He collapsed . He couldn 't stand up
for an entire quarter. He had
to kneel there on the sideline."
That's when Malkoff started
urging Gillman, in his 25th season as a head coach , to take
it easy. Gillman was given a
strict diet and he gulped cartons
of milk. His team's play. did
nothing to help his condition.
After New York the Chargers
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Arcadia Fund Drive
Buys New Uniforms
ARCADIA , Wis . '( Special ) . Sue Sokup, a freshman at Arcadia High School, won the autographed . Minnesota Vikings
football that was given away in
connection with a fund raising
raffle for the newly formed
wrestling cheerleaders group.
The money earned through
this project was used to purchase uniforms for the cheerleaders. The football was donated'by the Arcadia "Viking Booster Club.

¦•

titles.

CHARLIE WALLER
New Chargers Coach

¦ •

.

Gillman, who played end at
Ohio State in the early 1930s,
was head coach at Miami of
Ohio from 1944 to 1497 and at
the University of Cincinnati
from 1949 to 1954. His record
as a head coach in college and
the pros is 192-102-9.

PGA Moving Toward
Building Better Image

By LINCOLN A. WERDEN
J-1 '
¦4.r\
New York Times News Service
-' i t- . J
NEW YORK-The Professional Golfers
* !¦ Association is moving down the fairway in
' : - . .* . a. new direction , seeking to build a better
v
¦

them for last in the Western
Division.
"It wasn't our football that
prompted my decision," Gillman said. "Physically , it meant
either die with football or continue to live?
"My only disappointment Is
to finish this way. I never had
any thought of quitting coaching. I was going to go? and
go and? go."
Gillman coached the Rams
from 1955 to .1959 before moving
to the infant Chargers when
they shared Memorial Coliseum
with the Rams. The club moved
to San Diego in 1961 and won
the 1963 AFL championship and
a total of five Western Division
¦
¦

public image. It is planning a campaign to
do so.
One of the first steps will be to hold a
golfing^ symposium in New York , Feb. 24-25.
This in itself is a unique program in the
annals of the organization . The sessions are
planned to bring under review and discussion many facets of the game and its
relationship to industry, television and the
"average" golfer whose payments . " of expenses help make the sport possible.
Leo Fraser , president of the P.G.A., has
given his approval of the project along with
other efforts being undertaken to remind the
public that golf professionals not only win
tournaments but are employed by golf clubs
teaching the game.
To this end, syndicated feature instruction tips by noted instructors are being offered free1 to newspapers? and radio stations.
Advertising is also being prepared to emphasize what the professional can do.
The New York meeting in February will
be held at a hotel to be selected soon, At-

tendance will be by invitati on only. Representatives of manufacturers, course architects, managerial experts, golf officials and
college coaches interested in golf will be invited . There will be both lectures and question and answer conferences.
Fraser has appointed John Ross, former
editor of Golf Magazine, to conduct the twoday program. Ross said today: "Everything to
. do with the healthy growth of the game will
be under consideration. We want to discuss
golf at the prep school and college level and
.we 're also interested in how television coverage is affecting the sport. We're trying to
bring all segments of golf together with results that will Benefit the amateur who pays
the bills."
Joe Moresco, recently elected president
of the metropolitan P.G.A. and professional
of the Woodmere Club, Woodmere', N.Y., is
among the local club pros who has been advo-eating, since the intra-organization feud with
the touring pros was amically settled a year
ago, that positive methods should be taken to
improve the prestige and status of golf professionals generally.
Frank Card! of the Rockaway Hunt Club,
Cedarhurst , N.Y., has been appointed national public relations director for the P.G.A .

Supermen of College Football
Continue to Dominate Ratings

NEW YORK (AP) - Ed Giacomin , the thinking man 's goalBy TIIE ASSOCIATED >PRESS sportswriters and broadcasters winner over Rice, stayed fourth , State, 28-7; UCLA stayed in sevtender , has some homework to
It's a bird? it's a plane, it's across the nation.
and Penn State remained in enth after a day off ; Missouri
do tonight.
.. . Ohio State!
fifth place after an idle week- hammered Oklahoma , 44-10;
Giacomin , who'll be in the
Ohio
State's impregnable The men of steel from the end .
Notre Dame unloaded on Pitt,
nets when the New York RangBuckeyes, the supermen of col- Midwest roped 618 points over- The Top Ten remained vir- 49-7, and No. 10 Purdue ran over
all
and
kept
a
stranglehold on tually the same as last week. Michigan State, 41-13.
lege football , continue to fly
ers take on the Detroit Red
high as the nation 's Wo. i team . first over Texas' battering Notre Dame dropped from
Wings Wednesday, will do some
The Buckeyes, who hit the Longhorns, 570, a 56-14 winner eighth to ninth and Missouri Both Ohio State and Texas
leisurely reading from his little
bullseye last weekend with a over Baylor .
climbed a spot to eighth in the managed to win big despite deblack book of NHL shooters topleted squads. Rex Kern , the
62-7 execution of . Wisconsin , Tennessee , which cut down only change.
night with special attention paid
drew 25 of 32 first place votes South Carolina , 29-14, remained Southern, California held onto Buckeyes' magical junior quarMonday in the weekly poll of third , while Arkansas , a 30-6 sixth after pasting Washington terback , was out with an injury
to the chapter on the Red
and 14 starters were on the shelf
Wings.
for Texas with a virus.
"Sure, I keep a book on
The Buckeyes , unbeaten in
seven games , risk their record
them?' Ihe goalie said Monday.
and ranking this weekend
"Every time a guy scores
against Purdue , probably their
against me, I write it down with
toughest challenge of the seaa description of how the goal
son.
came. "
Few changes marked the Second Ten. Auburn and Louisiana
In a same as fast as hockey,
State held on to 11th and 12th
sometimes a goalie doesn 't have
places respectively, Stanford
j
NEW YORK (AP) - Frank
,:::» y z m m m m m
m*,,... . antra ¦
time to think about a shooter 's
moved up from 14th to 13th and
picked up only $291 in the
style. But Giacomin believes
day. Jones is making a movie version of the Beard
CASSIUS HAMS IT UP . . . Ever one to
Michigan made the biggest adHawaiian Open last weekend ,
that he still benefits from his go along wilh n gag, Cassius Clay allows himplay and Clay dropped by at the behest of . but he still has a commanding
vance—from No. 1(1 to No . 14.
book often enough to make the
a studio press agent to help drum up some
self to be tagged with a left thrown hy actor
lead over Dave Hill as the
Florida , Georgia and Nebrasproject worthwhile.
publicity. (AP Photofax )
PGA' s top money winner , acka rank 15th , 16th and 17th. MisThe goalie said he jots down •lames Earl Jones? star of the Broadway hit ,
cording to statistics released
sissippi is 18th , Ho uston , 19th ,
his notes as soon as he gets "The Great White Hope ," in Hollywood MonMonday.
and the Air Force , Ho. 20.
home after a game or back to
Heard , who has won two tourThe Top Twenly, with firstthe team 's hotel when the Rangnaments and finished among the
place votes in parentheses and
ers are on the road.
has
won
lop
five
10
times
,
total po[nts. Points awarded for
Then , the next time the Rang$174 ,!)Ifi this season . Hill , who
first
15 places based on 20-18ers face a team , Giacomin does
has three victories , has won
16-14-12-10-9-8 etc.*
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Nicklaus Moves
Into Third Spot
On Money List
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Bowling
Westgate
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Mam lavern . . .

W.

....... I

4

L.

Lakeside Gull
»
3
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5
H.&M. PI. & HUt. ..'
..«V*i Vh
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i
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4U 7!4
Winona Painl * Clan . . . . ; 4
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Polachek Electric
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PH.
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Frickson's Auctioneers ......... 15
1st National Bank
14'i
Blumentritt' s stora . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20

Pizza Hul
Sunbeam . Bread

. . . WA
1*

Benson 's Feed Mill . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
USS Agri. Chemicals
XVi
WESTGAT E LADIES
Westgate
W.
L,
Laehn'i Houst of Beauty... 27
»

Midland Co-op

24

11

n
... 11

n
21

Channel ff iartttr * ............. 4

2

Wiqona

Typewriter

. . . . . . . . II

Ken's Hartwara . . . , ;
Circle "G" Ranch

Haddad's
PARK REC
Hal-Rod
Twinkies .
Sensationals
Alley Hot Shots
Loved Ones

JR.
A

11

10
2»
GIRLS
W ,
L.
i. 1
4
2
t
2
.4
2

Mod Squad
4
Swinging Juniors
3
Knee Knockers . . .
;...... 2
Fantastic*
..... 2
Knock Outs
.... 2
Pom Poms ...:.;.
2
flutter Balls .. : . . . . . . . . . . . . , . I
CITY

Hal-Rod

WATTING THEIR TURN . . , Fans surround Chicago
Black Hawks star Bobby Hull, left, as they wait for bis autograph prior to his attending a charity ? dinner Monday night

in Chicago. Hull, the high scoring left wing;: of the Black
Hawks, hasn't reported for duty this year because of a
contract squabble. (AP Photofax)

Fakler Hits 679 Error Iess

Gordie Fakler powdered an
errorless 234-679 for Sunshine to
lead Monday night City League
activity at Hal-Rod Lanes. Bob
Ives of Cheer's belted a 244
single.
Jaastad Hardware ripped 1,013
and Park Plaza finished the

night with 2,929. Fakler's 678
gave him sixth place in the
season's records.
Curt Peters tripped 222-621,
Red Christopherson 211-618,
John ?Drazkowski 213-613, Mitch
Schewe 220-610 errorless and
Ron Dreas 202-602.

Win Over Blues
Best in Years,
Wren Blair Says
MINNEAPOLIS UB - Wren Charley horse.
Blair calls Minnesota's 5-2 NaBlair said the loss of Gibbs
tional Hockey League victory "really hurt this club. Then
last Saturday night over the St. when he came back after three
Louis Blues the team's best per- weeks, we ve lost Leo." The
'
formance in two years,
Minnesota coach also praised
"The forechecking seemed to the defensive work of John Misoverpower St. Louis,", said zuk, who was obtained in a
Blair, general-manager coach of trade •with the Flyers , in the offthe Stars. "St. Louis is still a season.
?
great: hockey club. That's what
Cesare
Maniago,
Minnesota
makes it that much better to
goalie with a 2.75 goals-against
have beaten them."
Blair is hoping for a similar average this season; called
showing Wednesday night when Gibbs the star of the future
the North Stars meet the Phila- "and the best defenseman at his
delphia Flyers at the Metropoli- age that I've ever had playing in
front cf me."
tan Sports Center.
After Wednesday nigh t, the
The victory over St. Louis North Stars will play home
gave Minnesota a 5-6-1 record games against Detroit Saturday
for the 1969-70 season and 11 night and Oakland Nov. 19. They
points, only three behind the play at St. Louis Nov. 20 and
West Division leading Blues.
return for home games Nov. 22
Blair also said Monday he at Los Angeles and Nov. 26
was hopeful that Claude Larose, against Pittsburgh.
who injured his left knee
against St. Louis, would be able
to play against the Flyers. La- St. Thomas College
rose was held out of practice
Monday and probably would sit Shops for New Coach
out again today .
ST. PAUL (AP) — St. ThomBlair said if Larose is unable as College was shopping for a
he
will
call
up
speedy
to play
right wing Danny Lawson from new football coach today.
Msgr. Terrance Murphy , presthe Stars' Iowa farm club for
ident
of the college, announced
the game.
The North Stars have been Monday Nate Harlan , coach of
hampered by injuries in recent the Tommies the past 12 years,
games. Defenseman Leo Boivin had been relieved of his duties.
is out for more than two weeks The Tommies lost nine of their
with a broken bone in his right 10 games this season and finfoot. Barry Gibbs returned to ished next to-last in the Minnethe blue line Saturday night af- sota Intercollegiate Athletic
ter missing three weeks with a Conference standings,

Ken's Haitiware dominated
the Ladies circuit at Westgate
Bowl, with Mary Serwa pitching
197-525 and substitute Leona
Lubinski firing 558. Ken's totaled 927-2,736 as a team. The
team series mark resides in
sixth,place for the year. Arlene

Return of Starr
Not Determined

GREEN BAY ffi-PhU Bengtson's curren t dilemma would
be easier to resolve if he. had
studied to be a physician instead of a National Football
League coach.
The Green Bay Packers face
the rugged Minnesota Vikings
this weekend , and Bengtson
was unable Monday to predict
whether Bart Starr would be
the starting quarterback.
Bengtson faced a battery of
queries after Starr opened
Sunday's game against Baltimore despite the pain of a.sore
throwing arm. He was quickly
pulled without throwing a pass,
and the Colts went on to win
14-6. p
'"I " 'have no idea how long he
will be out ," Bengtson said
Monday .
"The doctor doesn't know/'
he said . "Bart doesn't know.
This type of injury has no precedent. Do you rest or work?
Nobody seems to know."
Starr too said there was no
way to predict when his strained muscle would return to play*
ing condition.
Meantime, the Packers also
lost the services of center Ken
Bowman.
Bengtson said Bowman broke
a bone in his right hand — the
one he uses to snap the ball to
Starr or the Packers ' alternate
quarterback , Don Horn.
The coach said Bowman probably will be out for the balance of the season. He is to be
replaced against the Vikings
by Bob Hyland,

Sobeck dropped 516 and Karrol
Wenzel 515,
HAL-ROD LANES: VFW Dave. Smelser slapped 257-616
for St. Clair's and Don Springer
of Wason's topped .. 234-625.
Bunke's scattered 987 and
Blanche's hit 2,860.
Park-Rec Junior Girls — The
Channel Markers' Julie Reinarts pounded 153 and Vieki Lullman contributed a two-game
273 series to the Twinkies. The
Twinkles led the league with
623-1,216.
WESTGATE BOWL: Pin Toppiers — Lois Ledebuhr bounced
209 for Winona Paint and Glass
and Irlene Trimmer of Watkins
snared 549, Lakeside Gulf
dumped 920 and Watkins levelled 2,640. Betty Engferth shot
546, ?Leona Lubinski 526, DarIene Johnson 206-523, Mary Emmons 518, Esther Pozanc 508,
and Betty Schoonover 501. Mary
Emmons also converted the 6-7
split.
Community — Ray Ruppert,
Gibson's, shot 242 and Dean
Koch trimmed 554 to the benefit of USS Agri Chemicals. First
National Bank stung 1,027 and
Gibson 's recorded 2,871.
Alley Gaters — Sue Plait of
Curley's Floor Shop flipped 222524, but Economy Plumbing
collected 947-2,663 to capture
team honors. Betty McDonald
downed 507 and Lois Schacht
500:

ATHLETIC CLUB: MondayRich Schrelber led Bunke's to
936-2,736 by smashing 231-602.
Go Getters — Mary Pazkiewicz shot 171-420 for Winona
Plumbing, which totaled 2,445,
Ruppert's Grocery notched 867.

Gale-Ettrick Redmen
Will Open at Home
The Gale-Ettrick Redmeji will
open their 19G9-70 basketball
season Saturday when they host
Lake Mills , Wis. The varsity
will play at 8 p.m., preceded
by a B squad game which will
get, under way at 6:30.
Friday of the following week,
the Redmen will travel to Melrose-Mindoro for the second
basketball game of the season.
Gale-Ettrick wrestlers will
see their first action at 7:30
p.m. on Nov. 1!) at Augusta.
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WEST CONCOltD CARDINALS , . . West Concord wears
(he Wasioja Conference crown after putting together a 6-0
record Ibis past season. The Cardinals were a-l on the season
losing only to Kenyon. Shown from left nre: Top row— Asst.
Coach Hoger Wa vra , Head Coacli R. Lipelt , L, Lasbrork ,
M . Coty ( cn-captaln ) , K. Bnchnrtnn , E, Gillard , I) . Gillard ,
D, Miller , M. Gilhird , I) . Andrews , M , Fellows , S, Frederick ,
Ii , Snaza , W. Miller , N . Eayrs , B. Hanson and Assl. Conch

-; ,">(<i W . -',.¦:>„ - j . -.'Mf.te-i^'M VUM '«,--.U»H<J«<««
J!»'V Vf/TO, .V. <'«*.? (',""' V VltaiSi.'.,.

L. Gunhus . Second row—D . Dohrmann , C . Asprcy, C. Johnston ,
1) , Eayrs , G. Hughes , S. Loosbrock , W. Benncrotc , K . Lawson ,
E. Dohrmann , It . Van Zuilen , M. Wilson , 1>, Agerter , J.
Busby, S . Hansen , B. Engvall nnd D, Erickson (co-captain ) ,
First row—K, Flormoe , manager , M. S.imurLso/), manager ,
(J, Paulson , (J . Crouch , D . Eggert , G. Nelson , S. Johnson , B.
Uuntlquist , 11, Ellingson , Art Emerson , maiia i;i*r , and Mike
Sorn , manager.
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By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Lou Hudson earned star billing with a 57-point performance
but the big hand of the night
was awarded to Atlanta teammate Bill Bridges, whose lastsecond heroics enabled the
Hawks to streak to;their seventh
consecutive National Basketball
Association victory.
The Hawks edged the Chicago
Bulls 133-132 Monday night at
•Auburn , Ala., on Bridge's tip-in
of a desperation jumper by Walt
Hazard just one second before
the final buzzer. Chet Walker
had put Chicago in front just
nine seconds earlier , hitting two
foul shots.
In the only other NBA action,
San Diego ended its nine-game
losing string with a 100-99
triumph over San Francisco at
Salt Lake City, Utah.
In the American Basketball
Association, Kentucky whipped
Indiana 110-100 and New Orleans stopped Miami, 123-116.
Hudson , hitting mostly on
long-range jump shots, tossed in
25 of 35 shots from the field and
seven of eight free throws as he
tied Bob Petiit's Hawks' record
of most points in a game.

MARQUETTE , Mich. ¦ Uf i Sport fishermen who got their
kicks out of landing large lake
trout in Lakes Superior and
Michigan this summer can
thank Russ Robertson for a
large measure of their pleasure. .
Robertson , who has been supervisor of the Marquette state
fish hatchery since 1943, developed the lake trout brood stock
at the hatchery that has been
fhe primary source of lake
trout eggs in the United States.
If it hadn 't been for his foresight, the tremendously successful Great Lakes trout rehabilitation program might
have been delayed for several
years.
Instead, Lake Superior sport
trailers this summer enjoyed
the best lake trout fishing since
the early 1950s. That was in
the days beiore depredations of
the parasite sea lamprey dec-

Bryant Leads
NFL in Thefts

MINNEAPOLIS LT) — Bobby
Bryant of the Minnesota Vikings
talked Monday about what it
takes to play cornerback on defense in the National Football
League.
"You have to be big, fast and
strong," said Bryant, 6-foot-l,
180-pounder from South Carolina. "I guess I don't have too
many of these qualifications. "
But Bryant must have something. His seven pass interceptions, three last Sunday as the
Vikings smothered the Cleveland Browns 51-3, are the most
in the , NFL, "You have to like to hit, " said
Bryant. "I like to hit but I don't
think I hurt anybody. My quickness helps. You have to have determination, . .a great desire to
play defense."
Bryant intercepted his Iirst
pass against the Browns on the
fourth play of the game and returned it six yards to the 50.

The Vikings, who scored the
first nine times they had the
ball, soon scored their first
touchdown .
"I don't think anyone on the
coaching staff or any of my
teammates thought that we
would have the easy time we
did," Bryant said. "Cleveland
has a fine team. We're not that
many points better than Cleveland. Everything just fell into
place."
The victory gave the Vikings
a 7-1 record and a two-game
lead in the Central Division over
the Green Bay Packers and Detroit Lions? Minnesota plays the
Packers next Sunday in Milwaukee.
The Vikings returned to the
practice field today to begin
preparing for that game and
guarding against "a letdown after such a big victory.

imated lake trout.
Some charter boat operators
claim trolling success this year
was even better than in the prelamprey years.
The spectacular revival of
lake trout fishing can be attributed largely to an ambitious
planting program. Practically
all of the trout planted in United States waters of the Great
Lakes have come from brood
stock at the Department of Natural Resources hatchery in
Marquette.
From 1939 to 1958, the Marquette hatchery relied on commercial fishermen to obtain
the lake trout eggs used in
restocking Lake Superior. During this period , 9 million eggs
were collected voluntarily from
wild trout by commercial fishermen during the spawning
period each fall and turned
over to the hatchery for eventual planting in Lake Superior.
However, Robertson became
convinced the state should have
a reserve source of lake trout
eggs in case of loss of the natural supply.
He persuaded the department
to allow him to raise a number
of lake trout at the hatchery to
spawning age, which is five or
six years.
Out of the eggs hatched in
1949, Robertson held back 8,000
trout fry to be reared to spawners.
It's a good thing he did. In
1957, the amount of eggs collected by commercial fishermen dropped to only two quarts
from the 156 quarts taken the
previous year. The decline coincided with the increase in lamprey numbers and was so great
that collecting of eggs from
wild trout was discontinued the
following year.
But meanwhile? 17,160 eggs
were taken at the hatchery in
1954 from the 224 trout that
survived to spawning age out
of the 8,000 Robertson had held
in reserve back in 1949.
These 224 lakers became the
famous brood stock that was
destined to play such a vital
role in the rehabilitation of
their species in the -Grea:
Lakes.

Mankato Bar
31 17
Goltz Pharmacy
. . . . . 21 17
Jordan's
21
u
Sunbeam Sweets ,..,..... 21
11
Tra c Oil Co.
.20
1»
Homeward Step
11 ji
Commodore Club .
.. 17 22
Mori' s Market . . . ;
u 24
GUVS * DOLLS
• ' ¦ Westgate
W.
L.
Hogenson ¦ Peplinski . . . . . . 21
t
Douglas - Neitzke
21
*
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n 13
Glowczewski - Modjeski . . . . 17
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14
U
L-Cove Bar
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11
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The Road Runners
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The Bowlers
14
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12
11
The Alley Cals
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WESTGATE JUNIORS
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2
0
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2
0
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1
1
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1
I
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1
l
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1
1
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1
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1
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2
1
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2
1
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ACTION
Westgate
Poln|»
Weslgaie Bowl
35
S&H Sales . . . , . :
!!!.? 31
Bay sta te - Blue ................ 30
Bay State - Red
21
Lodge NO. 1030
2J
Plumbing Barn
2214
Merchants Bank
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Bricklayer 's Local No. 7
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SUNSETTERS
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BONNIE I, CLYDE
Hal-Rod
W.
Flintstones
10
Deuces Wild
f
Mobsters
I
Jet Sell
7'/i
Good Guys
<>A
Three Steppers
4
HIGH SCHOOLS GIRLS
Hal-Rod
W.
Acflon
J

¦¦¦

L.
IV*
7
I'A
12
1»
It

. . . . . . . . . . 11

Glenna 't Good Guys

--¦

U

14
I6V1
20
20',*»

Sinners

Second row—Coach Dave Lund , Kevin Hunter , Dean Rcmun ,
Ed Przytarski , Brian Guth rie, Reed Nicderkorn , Orric Elstad ,
Les Mickenson , Bruce Stuhr , Bob Ristow, Dun Folkedahl , Dave
Stuhr and Head Coach Russell Lund. Third row—Bob Knepper ,
John Byom , Steve Williamson , Steve Schelfer , Rick Nelsestuen , Mark McLeod , Tim Twesme, Bob Johnson , Paul Sacia ,
Dan Skaar and Arden Olson.

14

14
tv/i
10
Vh

Retries

CiALK-KTTRICK? ItEDMKN . . . Coach Russell Lund' s
(iale-EItrick Redmen finished the season as Coulee Conferonce champion with a 7-0 mark and also ended overall play at
fi-fl. Shown above , from left , are; Front row—Sam Cantlon ,
Roy Gooden , Mark Alvarez , Wayne Lebakken , Terry Christenson , Dave Gcske, Tim Perviskcy, Mike Baer, Jerry Hammond , Dave Gricze , Bob Oines , Allen Olson and Dick Spencer.
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Lou Hudson
Pours in 57

Trout Fishing
Made Bette r
By Robertson
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Pin Toppers
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Winners
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S
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GRID AND TV STAIIS . . . O. J. Simpson, Butlnlo Bills speed y back , watches New
York Jets flamboyant quarterback Joe Namath add last minute touches before thev

appeared on Namath' s television show which
was taped in New York Monday. (AP Phototax)

Rules Regarding Bowl Teams
Call for Strict Enforcement

MIAMI lfl — Sides pitches
for college football' s bowl games
have been somewhat muffled hy
strict enforcing of NCAA rules ,
but the weekend ahead cuts
loose the "super woo" on the
nation 's finest teams ,
Penn State and Tennessee are
the top items on most howls '
shopping lists. Both nre undefeated and apparently undecided.
Deals may not be made until
noon Nov. 17 for post-senson
games, hut the order hns some
teet h fir the firs t time, Contracts have been agreed upon
weeks and even months before
the designated hour in past
years .

Officials of llu* National Collegiate Athletic Association advised howl leaders that anybody
caught stopping across the contact law would lose their certification. To a bowl man , that' s
as serious as threatening to take
booze away from Dean Martin.
The Miami News speculated
that Penn State nnd Tennessee
might settle the prestige question in the Orange Howl. Although it would he a sensational
catch for the 7r>,000-seat Miami
event , there is loads o( competition.
"We're not in the running for
those two , hut it secniM thnt
Penn State can go In thp Colton , Sugar or Orange bowls ,"

George Olsen , executive vice
president of the Gntor Bowl ,
said. "Two of those events want
Tennessee real badly for certain , too."
The winner of the Tcxns-Arkansas game , due to decide the
Southwest Conference championshi p Dec, fi , will be automatic
for the Cotton Bowl in Dallas
nn New Year 's Day, Insiders
figure the loser , which could
well he 0-1 , may head to New
Orleans lor Ihe Sugar Bowl.
Two leagues due to reap a
dollar harvest fronn the bowls
arc Ihe Southeast ern and Big
Eight . The SEC still hns major contenders nt Tennessee,

LSU , Georgia , Florida , Ole* Miss
and Auburn. In the Dig Kight ,
Missouri , Nebraska , Knnspa
State nnd possibly Oklahoma
and Colorado have shots at holiday duty.
Olsen ftgreed that a Big Eight
vs. SEC meeting i.s a strong
possibility for the Gator Bowl ,
although Florida State (5-1-1 )
could jum p into the running.
Tho Rose Bowl , of course , is
the one "Big Five" event not
bothered by hustling for teams.
The beat in the west between
UCLA md Southern Cal is destined to play tho finest—next to
Ohio Stnte-in the Big Ten in
the Kiaiuldaddy of post-season
affairs. .

1 P.M. New York
Stock Prices

DENNIS THE MENACE

GRIN AND BEAR IT

Want Ads
Start Here

DeclinesTop
Advances by
300 Issues

Allied Ch 29 vi Honeywl
149Vi
Allis Chal 28£ Inland Stl 29
Amerada 39%' I B Maeh 3663't
Am Brnd 38% Intl Harv 27Ti
Am Can 49 Intl Paper 43
Am Mtr IP/*Jns & L
21
AT&T
53% Jostens
35}i
,s Kencott
Anconda 30 !
4534
Arch Dn 581B Kraft Co 39 %
Armco SI 30 Loew's
38%
¦
50%
NEW YORK ¦ CAP
- The Armour 49 J,» Marcor
stock market sagged In moder- Avco Cp 27% Minn MM 117%
ate trading this afternoon , as Beth Stl 29*8 Minn P L 20
32% Mobil Oil 51%
declines outpaced advances by Boeing
Boise Cas .78 Mn Chm
41%
better than 300 issues.
The Dow Jones industrial av- Brunswk 19% Mont Dak 303/i
erage at noon clipped to 858.96, Catpillar 45*8 N Am R 27
off .4 ,09.
Ch MSPP
- NN G a s 49%
"There's nothing new to stimCh
RIRR
Pac
-^Nor
43%
"
comulate the market today,
mented ? Eldon Grim , senior Chrysler 40 s* No St Pw 25%
vice president of Walston & Co. Cities Svc 48?i Nw Air . 34 ft
"This makes for a slow, drift- Com Ed 41»,i Nw Banc
—
ing day. "
ComSat 54 Penney
55%
Some analysts also cited the Con Ed
54
37 Pepsi
absence of trading by banks as Cont Can 75% Pips Dge 49%
Banks Cont Oil 29^4 Phillips
35
dampening
volume.
closed today to observe Veter- Cntl Data 114-Vi Polaroid 1387/s
ans Day. Both the New York Dart Ind 52?i RCA
40V*
43*^ Rep Stl
38*s
and the American Stock Ex- Deere
46Vs
changes paused two minutes in Dow Cm 72 Rey Tb
71*8
the morning in observance of du Pont 121% Sears R
East Kod 76'/4 Shell Oil
527/s
the Holiday.
56%
Sinclair
—
Firestone..
Grimm also noted some fur44V»
tiler profit taking in the glamor Ford Mtr 4414 Sp Rand
issues such as Control Data , Gen Elec 85 St Brands 48%
'
.114-/4, off 1% and Polaroid , Gen Food 84'4 St Oil Cal 57?i
Gen
Mills
3SV
4
St
Oil
Ind
51V4
seeking
138*/r> , off 2% Investors
profit late Monday blunted Gen Mtr 75V8 St Oil NJ 64T 8
30%
many of the gains chalked up on Gen Tel 35?i Swift
Gillette
46V
4
Texaco
30%
Friday and earlier Monday..
The Associated Press 60-stock Goodrich 34% Texas Ins . 124
Goodyear 31 Union Oil 44V*
avera ge at noon was off .9 to
Gt No Ry 45% Un Pac.
51V4
¦297.7, with industrials off 1.9,
Greyhnd 18% U S Steel 373/4
utilities off .1, and rails off .3.
Gulf Oil 323/4 Wesg El
62%
Drugs were up in midday Homestk 20% Wlworth
.4034
trading, but aircrafts, electronics, steels, rails, and airlines
were mostly off , while other isGRAI N
sues were mixed.
MINNEAPOLIS (AP)-Wheat
Benguet topped the list of the receipts Mon, 237 year ago 373;
20 most-active issues on the trading basis unchanged ; prices
New York Stock Exchange at % higher; cash spring? wheat
16, up V*, on 105,100 shares at basis, No. 1dark northern 11-17
noontime.
protein i.68-2.13.
Eleven of the Big Board's ac- No. 1 hard Montana winter
tive issues were on the decline, 1.60-1.93.
8 advanced and 1 was un- Minn-S.D. No. 1 hard winter
^
changed.
1.54-.1.92
United Aircraft was off 3%, to No 1 hard amber durum,
473A, on a report of lower third- choice 1.68-1.71; discounts, amcjuarter earnings.
ber £5; durum 5-0.
Many of the American Stock
Corn No. 2 yellow l.\Wi-l.ll aA.
Exchange issues were lower on
Oats No. 2 extra heavy white
a narrow . front, with 13 of its 20 64-67.
most-active issues going down- Barley, cars 95, year ago 80;
hill and 7 on tie climb.
good to choice 96-1.14; low to inAsamera Oil paced the active termediate 95-1?08 ; feed 76-92.
5
issues at 20/g, up Vi on a volume
Rye No. 1-2 1.10-1.13.
of 49,500 shares at midday.
Flax No. 1 2.90.
Soybeans No 1 yellow 2.34.

Montreal Slips
Into Firs t Place

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
It took Jean Beliveau only two
minutes to get Montreal rolling
past Los Angeles.-.and into
first-place in 1he National Hockey League's East Division.
Beliveau scored twice in the
opening two minutes Monday
night in guiding the Canadiens
to a 6-3 victory and a one-point
lead over idle New York in the
ragged older division chase.
Boston snapped a five-game
winless streali by romping past
Oakland 8-3 in the night's only
other NHL activity.
It was the third straight victory for the Canadiens, now unbeaten in their last six gam«s.
The game was just 1:16 old
when Beliveau scored his third
goal of the season. The Kings
tied it nine seconds later on Ted
Irvine 's marker, but Beliveau
countered at 2:04 to put Montreal ahead for good.
Bobby Rousseau and Henri
Richard each added long range
first period markers to boost, the
command to 4-1.
Jacques Lemaire accounted
for the Canadiens ' lone maj-ker
in the second period on a 30-fool
slap shot, nnd Mickey Redmond's ninth goal of the season
finished Montreal's scoring early in tho final session.

Badgers ' Coach
Talks Intensity
MADISON , Wis. W> - Intensity. That's .John Contta 's battle
cry this wcok.
The Wisconsin football con ch,
directing his Badgers to forget
about last week's 62-7 loss lo
Ohio Stale , snid concentrnlion
will bo tho tlieme of this week's
preparation for tho Illinois
game .
"We will he intense ," he said.
Tho Badgers , he reported ,
emerged from thn Rurkeyn
game wil h rrn serious injury.
And Randy Marks , n running
b;irk out of action with injuries
after scoring the winning touchdown against Indiana , may be
back in the lineup against the
lllini .
Coatta salrl Marks may be
used as a flnnker.

Gold y Eyes Howe
MINNEAPOLIS MV-Minncsoln
North Stars right winger Bill
Cioldswoilhy played IM National Hockey League games , including M in playoffs , without
getting a lial trick.
Jn his 195th. Goldsworthy recorded three goals for his ' fir.sl
hat trick ns Minnesota Ileal, St..
Louis 5-2 Saturday night,
His react ion ?
"I' m only IB behind (lor dj c
Howe now ," the 25-year-old Goldy snid.
But to catch tlie 4L-ycar-old

WINONA MARKETS
Swift & Company

These quotallonj apply to hogs dellvir
*& to tht Winona Station by noon today
HOOS
Hog marltit: 25c hlshsr
Meat type, 220-230 .:
25.25-25.73
Butchers, JOO-230 lbs
25 2J
Sows 270-300 Ibs. .: .
22,50
CATTLE
Cattle market: sleady.
Hl-cholca & prima ...
. 27.00
Choice
fM.73-M.50
Good
22.50-2-4.50
Ullllty cows
16.50-18.50
Canner .& cutter
15.00-17.50

* .' .-AN' A\V DAD-SAID m COUtD BEtf KX)
AT GOLF-ANVTIM£ HE WANTS/p »•

APARTMENT 3-G

By Alex Kotzky

ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER

Lost and Found

4

FREE FOUND ADS
AS A PUBLIC SERVICE to our readers,
free found ads will be published when
a person finding an article calls the
Winona Dally & Sunday News Classified
Dept., 3321. An 18-word , notice will be
published free for 2 days In an effort
to bring finder and loser together.

REX MORGAN, M.D.

By Dal Curtii
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WOMAN FOR full or part-tlma work In
laundry department. Hourly wage plus
: bonus, Apply In person at Haddad'J
Cleaners. . :

7
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. _
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By Saunders and Ernst
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LIVESTOCK

1

State of Minnesota I ss.
1 In Probale Court
County of Winona
No. 17,049
In Re Estate of
Coistanci Thomas, also known a*
Constance Simona Thomas, Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Petition to
Determine Descent.
Martha Collins having filed Io this
Court a petition representing, among
other things, that said decedent died Intestate more than five years prior to the
filing thereof, leaving certain property
In Winona County, Minnesota, and that
no Will of said decedent has been proved, nor administration of her esta^i
granted . In Ihls Stale end praying that
the descent of said property ba determined and that II ba assigned to tha
persona enlilled thereto ;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
(hereof be had on November 26, 19«9,
at 10:45 o'clock A.M., before Ihls Courl
In the Probata Court Room In the Court
House In Winona , Minnesota, and that
nollce hereof be given by the publication
of this order In tha Winona Dally News
and by mailed notice as provided by
law .
Daled October 31, 1959.
S. A. SAWYER,
Probale Judge.
(Probale Court Seal)
John D. McGill,
Attorney for Petitioner.
(First Pub. Tuesday, No/. II, 1969)
NOTICE OF
MORTGAGE FORECLOSURE SAL!

THE WIZARD OF ID
t -i*"* -

TIGER
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¦

827 E. 4th

.

Tel. 9394 .

— Jobs of Int.

26

BABYSITTER—in my home. Older woman preferred. Tel. 6510 .

BABYSITTER wanted In my home. Inquire 728, W . 9th, side door after J.
THREE RECRUITS from Wes tern Wlf.
needed tor Beellne : Fashion Stylists.
Greaf opportunity. Be your own boss.
Work hours you desire. Must be ambitious. No experience necessary. Contact Laura Appel, Cochrane, Wis. Tel.
248-2263. Will conduct Interviews evening of Nov. 11.
WAITRESS-must be 21- Apply Plrza Huf
; after -5 p.m. .
FULL-TIME NIGHT waitress. Apply lr«
person, Happy ttitf Restaurant.

DOES ONE of your loved ones have •
women, 4 teenegers to teach
drinking problem? If so, contact the I NEED 10
professional make-up techniques by apWinona Al anon Family Group. Wrlta
pointment.
Will train. . Executive posi«9Vi W. 3rd.
tion available. Write Bea Ashchafti
Vlvljne Woodard Cosmetics, Box ' 1008,
Rochester, Minn. . 55901 -or Tel. B««
(First Pub. Tutrday, Nov. 'I, 1949)
¦
Ashcraft 507-289-8090.
A? State of. Minnesota
COLLEGE
WINONA STATE
WANTED: Girls to learn beauty culture.
55987
Winoni, Minnesota
Harding Beauty School, 76 W. 3rd.

(First Pub, Tuesday, Nov. 4, V i l )

m
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Personals

the Wlnopa State College Union Board
o( Directors will conduct an
OPEN HEARING
en Thursday, November U, 1JJ9.
at 6:30 P.M. In Dining Room E of the
College Union for the express purpose
of recommending an Increase In Student
Union revenue bond fees.

M&RY WORTH

Special Truck, Sanitary & Odorless

G. S. Woxland Co .
Rushford, Minh.
Tel. 164-924S

THE POPULAR VOT E goes to RUTH'S BABYSITTER wanted In my home. Tel.
8-1837 after 3:30.
RESTAURANT, 126 E. 3rd St., downtown Winona. The good food, friendly
WOMAN
for general office work, . Mabel,
service, budget prices make everybody
Minn. In . reply give age, experience
a winner. Let the whole family cast a
and references. Write D-33 Dally News.
ballot by treating them to dinner at
Ruth's. Open 24 hours every day ex- WOMAN, BETWEEN
ages 25-30, as
cept Mon.
housekeeper and child-care worker In
Catholic children's home. Prefer womWHEELS SHAKE, need alignment. Coman who can live In children's home.
plete suspension repair. See Don at
Write Children's Home Director, Sox
Hwy. Alignment Service, Jet. 43 &
588, Winona, Minn., glvMg experience
61.
and references or Tel. Winona ¦ J-2969.

By Ernie Bushmiller
¦"

Septic Tank & Cesspool
Cleaning Service

Female

LIKE A turkey, your pockets become
stuffed.with?things you like. Well-worn
pockets can be replaced . W. Betslnger.

111

1-year guarantee

TWO TRUCK: SPRINGS were lost between Junction Ave. and 38th Ave., on
Sat., Nov. 8. Reward. Please Tet. 2311
or bring to Winona Truck Leasing, 3850
W. 4th.

lAV-E ' blgl Do your . own rug and upholstery cleaning with Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shamppoer Jl. R. D. Cone Co.

I

; Tel. 9509 or 6436

Jerry's Plumbing
Service
¦

SPECIAL N O V E M B E R OFFER —
WATKINS famous vanilla now available
In 11-oz. bottle, 1.95. Use Christmas
order forms from the LEGION CLUB.

\

. For clogged sewers and dralrii

CALL SYL KUKO WSKI

LOST—black coon dog, In Trempealeau
County. Ted Rudnlk, 309 Adams St. Tel.
3921.

ONE LAST DAY of duck hunting tomorrow !I While Ihls nlca weather holds. It's
a good time to enjoy one last river
trip also. Look around, you may sea
Innkeeper
Ray
Meyer,
WILLIAMS
HOTEL, out there.

¦ ¦ ¦*¦«

—

(Winona Produce, Zlebell produce)
These quotations apply as ol
10:30 i.m. today.
51
&ra*le A Jumbo (white)
Grade A large (while 1
50
,16
Grade A medium (while)
Grade B (while)
.16
Grade C
16

Drlinit
great ,
GoldMvorlliy
would j ij ivc lo improve on lu.s
ItiS- Ramo average . It would take
him about 45 seasons.

14

Frank O'Laughlin ,

Wlnone Egg Market

SOUTH ST. PAUL
SOUTH ST . PAUL W- (USDA>-Catlie 3,500; cnlves 700* tradi ng on small
supply ol slaughter steers end hellers, active; tows and bulls acllve. lully
slnndy; vealers and slaughter
calves
wrak to 1.09 lower; load avoraqn to
hlflh choice around 105(1 Ib slaughter
steers 28,00; choice 950-1250 Ibs 27 .0027 .75; mlxe<J high good and choice
26.50-27.00i good 55.00-26.50; most Choice
850-1050 Ib slaughter hellers 26.0026.75;
mlxfd hloh oood and choice 25.5026.00;
good 24.00-25, 50; utility and commercial
slaughter cows 19.50-20.00; tew 20.50;
canner and culler 17.00-19. 50; utility and
commercial slaughter bulls 23.50-56 00;
culler 21.00-21 50; choke vealers SIM
3B. 00; lew Mlr-cl 39.00; choice slaughter
.:alves 27,00 28.00 .
Hogs 6,500) barrows and" gills acllve,
prices 2S higher; demand brood,- l-l
195 740 lbs 26 .25-26.50; 2-3 190-2401 lbs
75 75 76 25; J-4 240-2/0 Ibs 25 .0076 00,
sows sl'ady In 75 higher; 1-3 .100 (on Ibs
22 .2.5-21.JS; -400-500 (hs 7l.5ft- 2J .50 . feeder
pigs steady. |-3 U0-160 lbs 7150-74 00
Sheep 2,5(10; s|aiir]litfr lambs slead y
tn weak; slaughter ewes and feeder
lambs sleady; general trading slew, ieman dnarrow; wooled slaughter lambs
choice and prime 901 0S lbs 2 / 5 0 7 8 , 0 0 ,
gond and rlinlre 77 .00-77 .50; ullllty and
oood slaughter rwns 7,00 II.00; cull 6.nn
7.00; cull 6,00 7.O0; clmk .n In (aney 6(100 lh leader lambs 2R.0O-29 .0O; BO-95 lbs
27.00-2B .M.
CHICAGO
C I I I C M . O l f l - IIJ5DA) -lings .1,000 .
hiitchrri 5(1 tn 76 higher; 1-7 soiled
700 770 Ib tiulchers 77 .25-27.75| 1-3 200750 Ihs 26.71-7775; 2 1 7J0750 Ibs 26 MJ.'iO lbs 76.75 17 ,75; 7 3 720 750 lb* 76. 7V26 .75; sows 1-3 .150400 lbs 227,1 71, 75;
2.1 6006(10 Ills 21 ,25 27.75.
Cattle
1,(100,
calvns
nnnei
steers
sleady In 2i higher; high choir* and
prima 1,IOO 1,225 lh slauohter steers yield
nrada 3 to 4 79.00 29.50; cholra 050 |,.
200 lbs yield grade 2 In 4 78. 00-79 .00;
qood 26,10 27,2.6; high choke end prime
900 1,075 lbs slaughter
hellers
vleldl
grade .1 and 4 27.76; choice 0211,(100 Ibs
Vield nrada 7 lo 4 2/ 00 77 .75 , I • til IIV
and rnminerrlnl rows 1« 50 70.00; Utility
and commercial bulls 22.50 75. 00.
¦Sheep 200 ; slaughter lambs -sleadv;
lot rlinlre anil prima 107 lh wonled slnnglit**r lambs ll .Wi mined good and choice
60 100 (hs 26 00 7R , 00.

Busmets Services

~~~

KURZWEGSAW FILING, grinding, gumming, r*I wish to exprm my grateful appreciatoothing. 655 W. 4th St. Tel. 4753.
tion lo those> who so thoughtfully remembered ma during my stay at Com- PORTABLE
SANDBLASTING
of
all
munity Memorial Hospital, especially
types, buildings, boats, machinery. Also
tha Pastors who prayed Ior me. Doctors
chimney rebuilding. Fret •stlmatai.
Paul Helse and A. Fenske for their
Tel. 8-4077 or 9977.
.
dedicatee! services, and all of the writs, especially the nurses In the Inter,- QUALITY POURED concrete house founlive Care Unit, tor the (Ine car* I redations, Walls and basement floors.
ceived. Td ail of my friends, may I
Free estimates. John Burt, Fountain
iay "thank you" for the many cards,
City. *Tel. 687-7133,
flowers and visits. .They were deeply
appreciated.
MANN & PETERSON Custom Digging.
Rev. C. F. Kuriweg
Pole barns, fences, sign poles. Contact
John Mann, Houston or Bill Peterson,
¦ ¦¦
RAHN Rushford.
I wish to express my appreciation to
members of fha First Congregational TREES, TREES,; TREES - trimming,
Church for ttelr wonderful cooperation
stump removal, spraying, etc. Free
during my Illness and sincerely thank
estimates. Blong's Tree Service, WiDrs. Hughes and Schafer, the nurses
nona. Tel. 8-5311.
who cared for me In and from Room
241, Rev. Riske, Dr. Luchs, Dr. Martin
and the many other well wishers who Plumbing, Roofing
21
called or sent letters and gifts during
my recent stay at Community Memorial
LEAVE GLOOM OUTSIDE tht door and
Hospital.
bring beauty In with modern, $lamoroua
Paul A. Rahn
American Standard bathroom fixtures.
Building or remodeling, plan your bathRINN room with the same careful consideraOur sincere and grateful thanks are extion you give your clothing or other
tended to all our friends, neighbors and
home furnishings. New convenience Is
relatives for their various acts of kindyoura for the choosing. Fill your bathness and messages of sympathy shown
room with beauty and Increase the valus during our recent bereavement, the
ue of your home. Coma on In and let'i
loss of our beloved mother and grandtalk about It.
.
mother. We especially thank the R«v.
Leland Smith for his services, those who
•gave flora l sod memorial offerings, the
PLUMBING t, HEATING
pallbearers, those who donated the use
\
761 E. 6th
Tel. 3371 )
of their cars and the ladles who served
the lunch.
The Family of Mrs. Anna Rlnn

Bay State Milling Company

Houm 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Submit sample before loading.
Barley purchased at prices lubleet lo
market .

SERVICEMAN leaving for Mass., Nov.
16 would Ilka someone to halp . drive
and pay expenses.' Tel. 5225.

Card of Thank*

"My wife and I never vacation together, Boys! . . . W»always take separate fact-finding junleh!"

8

Transportation

D-2, J, 19. ' 36, 37, 31? 40, 41, 42.

Commercial
22.00-30.00
Elevator A Grain Prices
One hundred jusheis ot oraln will bt
the minimum loads accepted at lha elevators.
No. 1 northern spring wheat . . . . 1.65 "
No. 2 northern tprlng wheat . . . . 1.63
No. 3 northern spring wheat . . . . 1.5?
No. 4 northern spring wheat . , . . 1.55
No. 1 hard winler wheat ... - ..,. 1. 41
No. 2 hnrd winter wheat
1. 46
No. 3 hard winler wheat
1.42
No. 4 hard winter wheat
1.3«
No. 1 rye
1.10
'
No. 2 rya
1.10

Froedtert Malt Corporatio n

FOR THE FINEST professional dry clean.
Ing on your knit suits, leather coals and
other highly treasured garments, call
Wabasha Cleaning Works. Dial O, ask
for Zenith 10O0, no toll; or Singer Sewing Center, Winona. Tel. 2063.

BLIND ADS UNCALLED FOR-

~

7

Personals

By Parker and Hart

By Bud Blake

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, That default has occurred In (he conidlf/ons of
Ihal certain mortgage , dated lha 23rd
day of January, 1959, executed by Cyrus
F, Spellr. nod Delores M. Speltz, husband and wile, as mortgagors lo Tha Administrator of Veterans Affairs, an officer *of the United Stales of America
as mortgagee , tiled for record In the
office of the Register of Deeds In and
lor tho County of Winona, and Stata
of Minnesota, m tha 23rd day ol January, 1*7.59,. at 4:35 o'clock P.M., and re:ordcd In nook 155 of Mortgage Records, page 674 , the original principal
amount secured by said mortgage being
M.604.73;
Thai no ncllnn or proceeding h»s been
Instituted al law to recover thn debt
secured by said mortgage , or any part
thereof , Ihal there Is dua and claimed tn
ha dun upon said mortgage , including Interest In data hereof, the sum of Five
Thousand Five Hundred Ninety-eight and
.11/100 Dollars, and Ihat pursuant to tho
power ot inlo therein contained, said
mortgage will ba foreclosed and the tract
of land lying and being In Ihe Counly of
Wlnono, Slnln cil Minnesota, described as
follows, to wll:
Lot Twelve (12) and Ilia Westerly
One-half of Lot Thirteen (1.1), Block
Twn (?), Greden A Spelli't Addition
In tha Vlllaga of Rollingstone , Minnaiota , being located upon and forming a part nl the Southeast Quarter
nf lha Northeast Oi/flrl'r (SE'i of
NF-li ) ef Section Six (6), Township
One Hundred Seven (107) Norlh, nl
Rantte r.lghl IB), West of the Fifth
Principal Meridian, Winona Counly,
Mlnnesola;
will be sold hy Ilia .sheriff of sold counly
at public miction nn lha 24lh day of
December, 1969, at 10 o'clock A.M., af
Ilia front or Norlh door of lha Winona
County court House In the Clly of
Wlnnna, In said Counly and Stat e , to nay
Ihe debt then securod by said mortgage
and laves , If any, on said premises and
the cnsls nnd disbursem ents allowed hy
law.
The lime allowed hy law for redemption hy tlie mortgagors, Ihelr peror
assigns
Is
sonal
represnnlatlvos
Iwelvn monlhs from tha data ol said sala.
1969.
10,
Dated November
/Vrlniiiilslra 'nr of Veffra' H
Altai c ' ., an Officer ot tha
(lulled Stales of America,
Mortgag ee,
Stephen I ("Hann.
.
Atlorney (pr A^mloao"

FULL OR PART-TIME kllchen help. Tel .
8-2931, extension 20, Mr. Gerry.
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE clerk. Wa
need an ambitious, malum woman ta
handle accounts receivable. Experience
on 10-key ' adder required. Will train on
posting machine. Light byplng, good
salary plus fringe benefits. State age,
experience and references In reply.
Write D-40 Dally News.
PART-TIME WAITRESS wanted. Atfen'ua
Cafe, 310 Mankato Ave ,
DENTAL ASSISTANT wanted, no experience necessary. MUst be neat appearing and enjoy meeting the public . Fulltime only. Write D-42 Dally News.
GO GO DANCERS and exolle danc*r *,
will teach. Wrlta P.O. Box 941, Winona.

SAINT MARY'S
COLLEGE
Position available for an experienced secretary . • Shorthand and typing a requirement. Excellent, -working
conditions . Private office.
Fringe benefits: Hospitalization
and
Retirement
Plan. Two weeks' -vacation
after one year of service.
For an appointment please
call 2o07 Ex. 20fi.

Watkins
Products Inc.
Has Several
Office Positions
Open
— CONTACT —

Personnel Dept,
fl a .m. - S p.m., Mon. through Fri.

Watkins
Products Inc.
Winona , Minn . r>5f)H7
Male—Jobi of Interest— 427
CULL AND part llma emp lnymrnt needed, Yellow Cah, 2*0 W, 3cd Tal . 1531.
OVER-TIIE-ROAD drivers, 1 year experience necessary, ICC physical required. Apply In person, please . Homa
Product Inc.. SI. Cileries, Minn.

LOT MAN
WANTE D
Prefer FULLTIME worker
but, will arrepl, Pav) . Timn
worker mornings. No Experience necessary ns wo
will tra in .
APPLY IN PERSON TO:
DAVE MUELLE R
Service Mgr.

Quality

Chevrolet Co.
121 Huff .Stmet

Mai*—Jobs of Interest— 27 Horsei, Cattle , Stock
KITCHEN help. Apply Plzu Hut after
5 p.m, . . . . ' :
BE A COL. SANDER'S helper , part-time
evenlnlit and weekends . Apply In person Kentucky Fried Chicken , 1 558 Servlca Drive.
VETS CAB needi full or part-time help.
Ttl, 3354 or Inquire at 302 E. 3rd.

43 Articles for Sal*

F £EDER

57 Guns, Sporting Goods
,
,
—
— .

CATTLEJ. 12, MO-700 lbs.; TO ENJOY AN ALL family American all
Holstein iteers, Brown Swiss steer,
wiather
trampoline. Pleasure year
Hereford heifer. Henry M. Colbenson,
around. See at 168 Mankalo Ave. Ttl.
Rushford. Tel. 864-9394.
1-2192.

PUREBRED AND grade Holstein bulls,
serviceable age and younger, from high
produclna dams,.Allen Aarsvold, Peterson, Minn, Tel. 875-5208.

TWO WALNUT executivi office desks, 1
y«ar old; 1 jwlvel chair; 2 matching
side chain; 1 26" 3-speed bicycle. 1715
W. ith. Tel. 8-5119.

PUREBRED SPOTTED Poland China
boars, new bloodline. Lowell Babcock,
Utica, Minn. Tol. St. Charles 932-3437.

,

66 Business Pieces for Rtnt 92 Houses for Sal*
_

99 Used Cars

WAREHOUSE and office? 4500 square
feet. Located 6035 6th St., Goodview.
May be rented separately. Tel, 8-2985.

NX. HOME IN NEW area of all new
homes being offered. 3 bedrooms, all
carpeted. If you desire a now home be
sure .and check this one out . Financing on a conventional loan basis with
BUILDING FOR RENT—warehouse and
office, 170 E. 3rd, avallablt Dec. 1.
20% down is available. ABTS AGENTel.. 6067.
CY, INC., 159 Walnut St. Tel : 8:«65.

Attention Wis.
Deer Hunters

BUILDING for
.6790. :

Deer rifles & shotguns
for sale cheap.
Private party.

rent, 1054 W. 6th. Tel.

FOR SALE by owner; Choice location. 2story, 3-bedroom home, Se» after J or
weekends. Tel. 8-3417.

RUN IN and jlgn up for our Fiscal Fitness Programl Ready cash Is available
Houses for Rent
95 SMALL two-bedroom home, completely
(or any worthwhile purpose . . . a
remodeled, new carpeting throughout.
newer car, winter vacation, home ImREGISTERED HEREFORD Dull, 5 years
FIVE-ROOM home and garage In the
Buyer may assume present loan, Total
provement,: furniture.. 'appliances, color
SALESMAN r- experienced . Salary and
old; also registered Angus bull, 2 years
3rd Ward, Winona, Minn. $85. Write
selling price, $13,900. .Ttl . 7736.
snowmobile. Charges
TV,
snowblower,
' commission, ear furnished, leads furold. Purebred Duroc boan end gills.
Mrs.
Walter
Pellowski,
Rt.
2,
Fountain
are low, repayment sensibly scheduled
nliho<). Home nights. Write D-41 Dally
City.
Clifford Hoff, Lanesboro, Minn. Tel.
BY OWNER. Ideal 3Aor 4-bedroom
to fit your budget, red tape kept at a
' ¦ News. •
Petenon 87J-6125. , . -'
rambler, 1 3A baths. Best location for
minimum. Vour friendly Installment
LIVING
ROOM,
kitchen,
2
bearoomi
schools. Tel. 8-2177 for appointment.
Loan Officers are Frank Chuplta, Dick
CITY FIREMAN—high school graduate, FEEDER PIGS, 75. Kermit Verlheln, Aland bath carpeted. No pels. Mrs. Joe
Glllen, Max Bunn and Dennis Cleveland.
2115 years old, excellent physical condilure. Tel. 7545.
Miner, Lamoille, Minn. Tel. Dakota TWO-BEDROOM home on full lot, close
MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK.
tion. Starting salary, J532 plus fringe
643-6759.
to churches, schools and «hoppihg areas.
benefits. Apply by 5 p.m., Frl., Nov. 14, REGISTERED HAMPSHIRE boars, test- KENMORE WASHER end gas dryer, 1
Excellent location, 1067 -W. 6th. Tel.
IW at Room 204, City Building, Mr.
Ing records, backfat 1.12, loin 6.03.
8-3712 tor. appointment.
year old. Lady Deluxe modal, copper- Machinery and Tools
69 Ferms, Land for Sale - 98
Norton.
Show ring performance. Mllo Wills,
tone In color. $275. Tel. 6010.
La Crescent, . <l'/j miles S.E. Nodine).
LOVELY
COLONIAL home
near
3
schools, church and bus lint. 1262 W.
W.ELROE BOBCATS
BRACE YOURSELF for a thrill the first
ON THE RIDGE—lust 3 miles from WlBroadway, ,3 bedrooms, dining and livBlue Lustre to clean rugs. NEW, used and reconditioned for sale or
nona.
80
acres;
5-bedroom
Poultry, Eggs, Supplies
time
you
use
home
with
44 Rent electric shampooer II. H. Choate rent by the hour, day or week , Your 2 balhs, fireplace. Largs 34' x 100* ing rooms draped and carpeted. 2W
'
baths . Screened-in porch and sundeck in
Bobcat Dealer—Dakota Heavy Equipbarn. $47,500. TOWN U COUNTRY
.
.
& Co.
. .. ¦
BROODER HOUSES, 12x14', good shape.
ment Sales Company, 4 miles west of
REALTOR , Tel. 8-3741 or 8-1476 or . rear. - New panelled family room with
Used, round hanging feeders, automatic
bar. New root; new furnace; new bath;
rug
and
80-2254 .
Dakota on County Road 12 al Nodine .
walerers, rollaway nesls, - plastic coat- METAL BED, complete! 9x12'
new dishwasher, sink and. disposal.
Tel. 64M290.
pad; ladles' overshoes; 45 RPM and
ed egg baskets, a|l clean Ind In good
Kitchen complete with slove and re.
FARMS—FARMS-FARMS
Viclrola records; floor lamp shades;
shape. V«ry reasonably priced. SPELTZ
frlgerat 'or. By owner. Early occupancy.
5th.
W;
HU
miscellaneous.
MIDWEST
REALTY
CO.
electric
1am
CHICK
HATCHERY,
Rolllngslone.
Tel. 9372.
Osseo,
Wis
.'
Minn. Tel. 689-2311.
Tel. Office 597-365*
FIREPLACES—realistic looking brick.
WEST LOCATION-2 bedroom cottaqt.
Res. 695-3157
Any size made to order. Choice of
Wanted—Livestock
Square lot. 4 rooms In all. C. SHANK,
46 colors. Tel. 8-2481 lor Information.
We buy, we sell, we trade
?552 E, 3rd.
IF YOU ARE In the market for a farm
LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
REDECORATING??? — How would you
A REAL GOOD auction market for your
or home, or are planning to sell real THREE-BEDROOM home, attached galike to buy e gallon ol Latex Wall Paint
rage, glassed-in porch . Large lot. l'A
livestock, Dairy cattle on hand all
estate of any type, coniact NORTHfor
$2,997
This
Sherwln-Wllllami
from
baths. Fully carpeted . Tel. 9745.
week.
Livestock bought every day.
ERN INVESTMENT COMPANY, Real
week only, you can buy Colonial Latex
Trucks ivalla'ble, Sale, TJiurs., I p.m.
Estate
Brokers.
Independence,
gallon,
Wis.,
or
for
only.tt.99
a
Flat Wall paint
Tel. Lew iston 2667 or Winona 7814. .
Eldon W. Berg, Real Estate Salesman, HEIGHTS BLVD . 1518—new 2-story house,
and we say It's the finest In Its field.
Arcadia, Wis. Tel. 323-7350.
4 bedrooms, ' .family room with fireSurprisingly higfv quality for this low
place, double attached garage, air consurfaces,
covers
most
coat
Farm Implements
48 price, one
REAL ESTAT E and Personal Property
ditioned and landscaped. Hilke Homes.
washab le, many beautiful decorator colAuction:
Ambrose
Johnson
farm,
lowing
Inc., Tel. 4127 for appointment.
of
ors to choose from . Take advantage
NEW IDEA 1-row picker, good condition,
west, city limits of Rushford, Minn., on
this 33<7r savings this week only at
$225. Milton Stuber, Fountain City, Wis.
Hwy.
30,
overlooking
tha
PROMPT Real Estate Sales
scenic Root
Sherwin-Williams, Westgate Shopping
River Valley, will be offered for sale at
And Flnanclna
Center.
INTERNATIONAL 450 Diesel with 2MH
Musical Merchandise
70 public auction Sat., Nov. 29, 1969, 1
mounted corn picker; 620 John Deere
p.m.
118
acre
mor
or
less,
40
acres
Now
¦ tractor wilh power steer ing; 60 John Get In on the FABRIC SAVINGS,
tillable, some very good pasture. 4-bed175 Lafayette
all New Polyester Double Knits, up to SPINET ORGAN-1 year old. Way be
Deere tractor with power, steering; No.
Tel. 5240 or 4400 after hours.
room stone house with basement, well64" wide. SPECIAL - 54.98 a yard,
351 New Holland grlnder-mlxer, a new
seen at -4330 eth.St., Goodview. Tel.
kept,
In
good
condition.
Good
well,
barn,
66
on
the
PlaSHOPPE.
CINDERELLA
¦
machine; No. 70 International plows,
a-4541.
other buildings. Ideally located—good Wanted—Real Estate
za West.
102
trip beam, 4-14 and 3:11 John Deere No.
home In the country with part-time
'66 plow , 4-14; John Deere No. 620 plow,
LOWREY ORGAN DEALER
farming, or could be developed for ressolid . walnul
TV,
color
23"
MOTOROLA
4-14, trip beam; John Deere 555 plow,
New i Used Pianos; Piano.Tun ing.
idential or commercial use. Terms on WOULD LIKE 10 to 20 acres of land
case, 5449 w.t.; Gibiort 14 cu. ft. re3-14, trip beam; wagon with hydraulic
Gehring 's Electronic & Music. Inc .
within 10 miles of Winona. Write D-43
real estate: $2,000 on auction date, balfrlaerator-freezer, sell defrost, $219.95
corn box. Harold D. Anderson, Tel. 926LewIston,Mlnn.
Tel.
5411.
Dally News.
.
ance as soon as good title , can be deCO., 1671 W.
w.t. SCHNEIDER SALES
5664. 3 mil esE. of Mondovi on Hwy. 10.
¦
¦
¦
livered.
Personal
property
includes
'
5th.
; ;
.
_ ______ SLINGERLAND double brass drum set,
household goods, some Items appearing Motorcycles,
Bicycles
SOLAR BULK tank, low type, 300-gal.
107
Rogers, accessories, cymbals, stands
to have antique value. Clip this ad for
$550, Rjymond Ziegler, Fountain City,
and cases Included. Excellent condition,
future reference . Watch for completa
Wis. Tel. 687-3873. .
It costs no more to own a Gibson. Come
8,.Used
Motorcycles
New
Bill Banter, 344 Johnson.
listing at a later date.
In end get our prices. WINONA FIRE
Complete Parts & Service
TWO CORN BOXES—7x14', wilh steel
Winona—La Crosse—Eau Claire
& POWER CO., 54 E, 2nd. Tel. 5065.
unloading
fold-down
endgates, with
ROBB MOTORS, INC. Burt Boyum, Auctioneer
lacks, shelled corn. tight, Eugene SoFor All Makes :
:
Rushford.Mlnn.
Tel. 864-9381
beck, . Rt. '1, Winona, (Garvin Heights).
. Of Record Players
Snowmobiles
107A
as advertised on TV. Art Schaffner, . .
DISC SHARPENING by rolling, stays
Tel. 5040 for more Information.
Houses for Sale
99
Red Hot RUPP Snow-Sport
sharp longer, no metal lost. Diamond
1U-118 E. 3rd
5 Models on Display
:K/ Enterprises, St. Charles, Minn. Tel.
SALE OR RENTr-Owner has clean 5Complete Sales & Service
932-4308.A
Sewing Machines
73 room modern home, tine location, va:Headquarters
cant. Tel . 8-4275.
WINONA FIRE t, POWER EQUIP. CO.
MILK HOUSE E0UIPMENT
54-56 E. 2nd St.
Tel. 5065
RATH wash tanks; fans, air Intakes,
GOOD USED SEWING machines, recon- BY OWNER — 3 or 4-bedroom home.
Help—Male or Femal*
28 hose parts, storage cabinets.
ditioned and guaranteed 120 and up.
Carpeting, drapes, air conditioner inGO ONE BETTER . . .
Ed's Refrigeration 8. Dairy Supplies
WINONA SEWING CO., 915 W. Sth St.
cluded. Modern kitchen, garbage disGet Skl-Doo l
555 6. 4th
Tel. 5532
Downtown & Miracle Mall
COUPLE to manage 20-untt downtown
posal. Two new baths. Large garage,
DICK'S MARINE
hotel, apartment furnished . Tel. Mr.
patio, 2 closed-ln porches. New oil furTel. 3809
Latsch Island, Winona.
Wendland or ' Mr. . Robertson, Rochester Hay, Grain, Feed
50
nace. Conveniently located, reasonably
. 289-4575, (collect).
priced. Tel. 7462 after 5 or weekends.
MONOGRAM OIL HEATERS, all sires,
WESTGATE GARDENS
one-room
to seven rooms. Liberal
Wheelhorse, AMP, Trades, Sales J.
¦ COOKS AND CHEFS wanted. Must have EAR CORN—from the picker. Allan Alterms and trade allowances. GAIL'S EIGHTH ,E.: 363—3-bedroom home.' May
dinger, Wltoka. Tel; Witoka 2353.
•Service, Accessories , Clothing. -. '
references. Write C-78 Dally News.
be seen by calling for appointment. Mrs.
APPLIANCE, 215 E. 3rd. Tel. 4210.
Donald Frick , Tel. St. Charles 932-4553
GET A HOMELITE
Antiques, Coins, Stamps 56
OIL OR GAS heaters. Sales, service,
. after 6 p.m.
Set what fun snowmobiling can bet
Situations Wanted—Pern. 29
:
RANGE OIL BURNER CO., 907 E. 5th.
Service & Sales
ANTIQUE 5-drawer chest, solid cherry,
ONE-BEDROOM home, east? Merchants POWER MAINTENANCE {. SUPPLY CO.
Tel. 7479. Adolph Mlchalowskl.
WILL DO babysitting day or night shift,
brought from Wales in 1761. In good
National Bank Trust Dept.
2nd «. Johnson
Tel. 2571
NO
TELEPHONE
ORDERS
In my home. Tel. 8-2561."
condition . Rev. Clair V. McNeel, Tel.
WILL BE TAKEN
typewriters
77
Rushford 864-7611.
': WILL DO babysitting In my home, E. loTrucks, Tract's Trailers 108
SUMMER never quits In a home decorat- TYPEWRITERS and adding machines tor
cation. Tel. 8-2730 after 4,
Articles for Sale
57 ed with bright and beautiful White Vesale or rent. Reasonable rates, Ires
PICKUPS-IHC, 1956, Won, 4-speed,
neer Eggshell Paint. This low lustra
Set us for all your office sup$395; Chevrolet, 1947, Va-ton, 3-speed,
Business Opportunities
37 CHRISTWAS SPECIALS-dealers, distrib- finish has lust enough sheen to enrich delivery.
plies, desks, files or olllce chairs,
$135. Ideal Auto Sales , 470 Mankato
yet
not
enough
to
create
utors, wholesalers cannot buy. these
appearance,
Its
LUND TYPEWRITER CO„ Tel. 5322.
Ave.
SNO-JET SNOWMOBILES by the GlasItems—lor our customers only. New
a glare. An elegant surface that can be
. Iron Boat Company Is looking for a
G.E. all transistor pocket radios, S3.99.'
washed repeatedly without Inju ry to the
Wanted to Buy
81
FORD—lW-ton truck, 1948 engine. Rush
qualified dealer In Winona with showOver 30 other brands at Va of catalog
finish. Comes in non-yellowing white
Arbor, Rushford, Minn . Tel. 864-9122.
room and service facilities. Grow with
price ; also child's new G.E. record
and pastel tints.
MITRE BOX wanted. Tel. Fountain City
players, S24.95 value, only $12.50.
i leader, write Mark Movold at North
:
4B7-6M3.
Central Sno-Jef, Alexandria, Minn.
Youth's new record players, G.E. auto¦
167 Center St.
malic stereo, dual speakers,, 556.95 valROLL-A-WAY BED. Tel. 7562.
players,
ue,
only
$29.88.
record
Adult
Dogs, Pets, Supplies
42 stereo, dual speakers, $89.95 value,
USED LARGE electric guitar amplifier
$49,88. New all name brand radios,
puppies,
i
SIX ESKIMO SPITZ cross
wanted. Tel, 4804 after 4:30.
larg e selection at yh price, over 100 to
weeks old. These will be small dogs.
choose from. Let's see -you r big stores
Henry Glenzinski, Arcadia , Wis. Tel.
WE BUY coon, red fox, muskrats. We
complete with these prices. Hundreds of
Centerville 539-2507.
:.
will take them on the carcass. Get
other Items to choose from. Ray 's Tradbetter prices! Dick's Sport Shop, 110
ing Post, 216 E. 3rd. Tel. 6333.
AKC SILVER Poodles, .reasonable. ' I
Rose S1„ La Crosse, Wis. Tel. 784weeks. Mrs. 'Richard Gleiter, Alma, USED REFRIGERATORS and electric
4402.
Wii. Tel. 485-3289.
ranges, all reconditioned and guaranGOOD USED piano wanted, Tel. 8r2B53.
teed. 8 & B ELECTRIC? 155 E. 3rd.
EXPERIENCED MAN wanted to help
with corn harvest. J2 per hour. Tr '.
Lewlslon <I7«.

Tel. 5781
from
8 a.m. - 10 p.m.

Train for PRINTING
•ir Hand Composition
Linecasting and Presswork

MOTOR GRADER

Write
GRAPHIC ARTS
Technical School
for Catalog.

1955, 125 h.p., equipped with
hydraulic V-type snow plow
and wing.

FORD—1963 Galaxie 500 4-door, A-l con.
ditlon . S595. See . at 802 E. 2nd. Tet,
8-1W7.
MERCEDES — 1963, 220 SE, i door, power steerina and brakes, air-conditioned,
automatic transmission. Excellent all
over. H. P. Hebert, 510 W. Grand Ave.,
Chippewa Falls, Wis. Tel. 723-7035..
DOD«E—1967 Dart, 6-cylinder, 2-door,
standard shift, radio, new heavy duty
shock absorbers, warranty . good: 26,000
miles. 20 miles gal. Has had excellent
care. Girl owned. Reason Ior selling,
marriage. Price, $1365. Tel. Minnesota
¦ ¦
City 689-2257 afler 5 p.m. OLDSMOBILE—1964 Jefs 'ar 2-door hard:
top, 394 4-barrel, floor shift, good , rubber; tachometer, bucket saets . Best
offer takes. Tel. Stockton 689-2763 after
' . 5 p.m. . -

1962 PONTIAC
Cataiina

Station Wagon , Automatic
transmission, power steering, power brakes, whitewall
tires and radio, Tu-tone
white and Red finish with
matching inteiior

$695

OPEN MON & FRI
EVENINGS

; :

"
SHAKLEE PRODUCTS

NYSTROM
MOTORS, INC.

Hardt's Music Store

10% OFF
Boxed Christmas Cards

2nd and Washington

During November
TED MAIER DRUGS

D A I L Y NEWS
Mail
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid at
TED MAIER DRUGS

Stoves, Furnacev Parte

75

¦ BttM :
W
ii REALTOR

PAiNT DEPOT

120 CENTER -m.2349

CLEARANCE
SALE

43

IELF-FEEDER FOR cattle, 16', like new;
also 10 wood farrowing crates. Ardell
Johnson, Lanesboro, Minn. Tel. 765-2302.

FOUR TIRES, 7:75x14", driven about 5,000 miles, 2 on Dodge wheels. Maytag
wringer washer; Electrolux vacuum,
tank type. 974 W. 3rd. -Tel. 8-2385.

EYE-LEVEL RANGE? double oven; 17'
refrigerator with freeier compartment.
Fairly new. Stereo equipment: 4 speakers, 80 wall amplifier, AM-FM tuner.
6" Jointer, motor and stand; radial
ANGUS STEER and heifer calves, 40,
saw; other Items. Tel . 8-4504.
average, weight 400 Ibs. 5125. Dar.yl
Schlesser, Arcadia, Wis. Tel. 323-70.1,
USED REFRIGERATOR—$ 10. Tel. 5258.
(Waumandee).
HAMPSHIRE BOARS—registered. $80 for
choice. T. O. Dyblng, Whalan, Minn.
Tel. 875-5927. .
..

end
Ter-

RUGS a mess? Clean for less with Blue
Lustrel Rent eleclric shampooer $1.
Robb Bros. Store.

REGISTERED HAMPSHIRE boars. Extremely heavy muscled. Performance
record: Backfat .63, rate of gain—140
days to 200 Ibs. Reason ably priced. Everett Rupprecht 8. Soni, Lewiston, Minn,
Tel. 2720.

USED BLACK and white TVs, good condlllon, Reasonable. FRANK LILLA &
SONS, 761 E . 8th. Open evenings.

JHORTHORN BULL—J years old. Cliff
Scharlau, Arcadia.

FULL-SI ze WALNUT bed, coll spr ' l
and Innersprlng matlress; 1924 set of
24 magazines, Greet Wen And Famous Women; walnut dinette table, 362
W. 4lh.

OVER 500 JOB OPENINGS

NOW AVA ILABLE AT

The State Employment
Service Office

25% DISCOUNT
on Magnum 12 ga.
311 Shells.

Kitchen Cabinet ..... $2.25
Garbage Can (20 gal.) $1.00
Cigarettes, a package, 35c
La Roma Cigar Clippings ,
Reg. 25c, now
15c
Doubly Edge Razor
5c
BJiftles
1I&t of INTERIOR WHITE
PAINT, $3.75 gal .,
NOW
$1.75 gal.
Phonograph Records .... 5c
Fire Extinguisher , $l VaTue
—FREE.

NEUMAN N
BARGAIN STORE
121 E. 2ND

Coal, Wood, Other Fuel

63

OUR HOMES
COME IN
ALL SIZES!

WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON & METAL
CO. pays highest prices for scrap Iron,
metals and raw fur.
Closed Saturdays
222 W. 2nd
Tel. 2067
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
for scrap Iron, metals, rigs, hides,
raw furs and wooll

Sam Weisman & Sons

450 W.

INCORPORATED
3rd
Ttl. JB47

Rooms Without Meals

86

VERY NICE sleeping rooms lor you j
men, kitchen end lounge ' facilities , J40
per month, Tel. 8-1964.
ROOMS FOR MEN — with or without
housekeeping, no day slepeers, Tel. 4859
between 11 and 1.

Apartments,JFIats

90

LARGE 2-bedroom apartment, heat and
water furnished. Tel. 8-4512.
DELUXE 5-bedroom apartment, centrally
located. Tel. 7793.
PLEASANT, l-bedroom duplex,
ly located . S115. Tel. 8-5376.

central-

NEWLY REDECORATED, fully carpeted, slove and refrigerator furnished, Ibedroon). Tel. 8-5378.

FIVE

Bedrooms, two baths? West
Central.

FOUR

Bedrooms, 2% baths, choice
West location .

THREE

Bedrooms, 1V4 baths , Lake
Park .

TWO

Bedrooms. Convenient West
Central.
CALL US TO SEE OUR
NEW LISTINGS

i

¦

BOB

W Sefcfcfc
T

REALTOR

BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL and tnloy
Stenographers
Ihe comtort ol automatic personal cara . PERFECT FOR bachelor, 1-room efficienI20 «NTER-Ta.2349
cy, all newly remodeled , carpeted and
Keep (ull service - complete burner
Office Clerks
redecorated. Tel. 8-5378.
care and lurnace cleaning. Budget servMaintenance Men
ice. Order today from JOSWICK FUEL
UPSTAIRS APARTMENT, excellent wast
& OIL CO., Wl E, Sth. Tel. 33B9.
Arc Welders
location, 2 bedrooms . Meet, hoi water
and garage furnished . Available Dec. 1.
Semi Truck Drivers
Furn., Rugs, Linoleum
64 No col lege students. Tel. Howie Johnson, homo 2761, work 8-5111.
(to $3.90 Iir.)
SMALL
70"
nylon
covered
sofa
with
Helpers
Laboratory
ONE-BEOROOM apartment, second floor,
matching chair. Foam pnddod arms
604 W. 7th. JII0, Tel. 1-5376,
and reversible !o«m cushions . SU4.50.
Factory Production Workers
BURKE'S FURNITURE MART, 3rd «. TWODEDROOM apartment wilh o«rage,
Cooks
Franklin. Open Mon. and Frl. evecentrally located, available Immediatel y.
nings. Park behind the store .
No students. Tel. 8-3036 alter 4.
Auto Mechanics
Assemblers
SEVEN-PIECE bedroom group Including DELUXE 1-BEDROOM apartment, BOB
8-5141
double dresser wilh mirror , chest, panE. 2nd
SELOVER REALTOR, Tel. 2349.
Farm Hands
elled bed, Sonly boxsprlng and mattress ,
mo.)
pair
boudoir
lamp*,.
Special
price
$190,
to
$400
SIX-ROOM healed apartment, 1357% W.
(to $300 mo.—Couples
BORZYSKOWSKI
FURNITURE
302
6th, Adults. Available now, S125 per
Mankato Ave .
monlh. Tel. 8-3768 or 8-1127,\ .
Tlie above represents some ot the occupations Winona
Near Winona
Employers have listed. For more detailed information ,
LINOLEUM RUGS-9X12, pretty patterns,
91
good selection for any room ti.99. each. Apartments, Furnished
x 48 ft. Hilton Trnifrr
apply in person at:
JtjB
,,
Jt
_
.
^____ —SHUM6Kl'Sr-S8 -W. 3lt), T etnTOBS*;
..inbt&iing nicely landscaped
TWO-ROOM furnished apartment, electric
;
refrigerator, large closet. -Suitlof? Big one car garage, priMINNESOTA STATT"
Good Things to Eat
65 range,
able for 2 girls. 157 W. 4lh,
vate water pump, septic
RINGNECK PHEASANTS — dressed or FURNISHED
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
UPSTAIRS
apartment.
tank and dry well. Will sell
alive. Paul Mlennerf, Houston, Minn.,
Healed, hot water, electric ity. Married
163 Walnut Street
on contract with small down
(Ridgeway). Tel. 696-3135.
couple, no children. 164 Chestnut ,
Winona , Minnesota 551)87
payment.
LAZY A R u s s e t
potatoes , J2.9D/100

yilBII/

'
homegrown rutabagas, 10 lbs ., 59ci apples , 11.50 bu. Winons Polalo Market.

FILE YOUR
APPLICATION NOW
for
Holiday Season Work
Soles Clerks , Checkers ,
now being interviewed by loca l retailers.
App ly in Person at:
MINNESOTA STAT E
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

Winonn , Minn . SMI)?

1f,:i Wiilnut SI.

;

GILMORE VALLEY ORCHARD apples,
SI a bu. and up: Tel , 8-4415. Weekdays
open alter 4i weekend s all weekend.

15 MORE
THANKSGIVING
Turkeys
From
If1*11ttl w
^¦
¦pF Albrecht's
A ^V
M?^

EFFICIENCY APARTMENT-furnlshed,
centrally located. Tel, 7793 .

SEVENTH W . lOJ-ground floor,
room, »100. Tel. 8-5376.

l-bed-

TWO-ROOM apartment, lurnlthed, reesoneble. 162'/i High Fonel. Tel. 4/49 ,
THREE-ROOM furnished apartment suitable for girls or couple. Tel , S-4100 .
AVAILABLE DEC. 1. Modtrn apartment,
newly carpeted, excellent downtown location, suitable for 1 or 2 adults . Til .
5214.
completely
apartment,
THREE-ROOM
furnished. Tel. Rolllnastpn 619-9150.

To Be Given Away

Telephone Your Want Ads

WEEKEND "WINNERS
Don Lande , Winona
Cyndy Sue Cords ,
101 E , 6th
Ed Kulas , 67C E. 2nd

to 'Hie Win ona Daily News

REGISTER TODAY
AT

McDONALD'S

Dial 3:121 for an Ad Taker

Restaurant O peration

Good going business nnd nil
necessary equipment to operate short order restaurant . Retiring owner will
train buyer. Inquire today.

Want I ncome?

See this duplex in East Central location . One and Iwo
bedroom apartments. Throe
car garage . Close to downtown , schoolo, churches .
May be purchased with
small down payment.

New Listing

Nice three bedroom home
wilh garage, Carpete d living
room , spacious kitchen .
Ruth. Bedrooms newly pan-lled, Nice carpeted porch .
Residence Phones After 5:
Patricia Ma^in . . . . 4934
Hill Zlebell . . . . . 41154
,.' Ed Hiirterl
It'iVI
¦ -

1967 DODGE
Coronet 440
2? door Hardtop

V-8 ?Engine
Automatic Transmission
Power Steering
Music ?Master Radio
Vinyl Roof -(Black )
New
Whitewall Tires
•
Deluxe
Wheef Covers
•
Bright
Red
in Color with
•
Black vinyl interior.

•
•
•
•
' ¦¦•

Sharpest Hardtop in town.
Test . Drive today.

BOB

Ij t

-A

Hiarlfs E Merkel. Realtor

"Wc service what we sell."

USED
PICKUPS

1967 INTERNATIONAL
Scout 4x4

3rd and Washington
Open Mon. & Fri . Evenings

V-8 engine, complete , with
Gte ft . power angling snow
plow. $2595.

1968 FORD
Torino GT

1961 INTERNATIONAL

B 112 6 cylinder engine,
completely overhauled , 4speed transmission . $595,

2 door Hardtop, Red finish
with black vinyl interior and
black vinyl top, V-8 motor ,
Automatic t r a n s mission,
power steering, whitewall
tires and radio, driven only
19,106 miles and has remainder of Factory Warranty.

1955 CHEVROLET 3600

Vi Ton, 6 cylinder engine
completely overhauled , 4speed transmission. $350,

1959 FORD F-100

6 cylinder engine, 3 speed
transmission , very good
stock rack. $195.

$2395
OPEN MON. & FRI.
EVENINGS

WINONA
TRUCK SERVICE

65 Laird

Tel. 4738

Uso-d Cars

109

DODOE-R/T, 1947, 440 magnum, tourqefllt«. Tel. 9119.
OLDSMOBILE—1965 "98" .4-door hardtop,
Inquire
MERCHANTS
NATIONAL
BANK.
CHEVROLET 1957 4-door , standard transmission. V-8 engine. Tel. a-1539 before
4:30.
MGB—1964, 37,000 mllei, wire wheels ,
luggage carrier, radio , Tel . 7269.
VOLKSWAGEN-1959, tires like new, no
rust, dual exhausts , 4-spee d transmission. Real good running condition . Tel.
474? or 8-3591 .
ROAD RUNNER—1968 , 303 , 4-speed, yellow with black vinyl to p, stereo Inpc,
Tel. 8-2015 .

Mobile Homes, Traileri 1
1
1
HOLLY PARK—196S, 12' x 60', 2 badrooms, unfurnished , Tel. Galesville 5822071.
FALL SALE, save up to S1000 on a new
mobile home. See the new 14x68' Pathfinder. Bio discount on Concord 35x8',
1 bedroom; 57' and 17' Pathfinders .
Van's Trailer Sales, Black River Falls.
TWO BEDROOMS—1958, 8* x . 50', ' good
shape. Tel. Rollingstone £89-2645 evenings. *
HOMETTE
LIBERTY
HAMPTON
MARSHFIELD
SCHULT .
U.K.'!MOBILE HOMES,: INC
¦NELSON, WIS.
Many homes to choose from at
COULEE MOBILE HOME SALES
Hwy. 14-41 E., Winons
Tel. 4274

Auction Sales
FREDDY FRICKSON
Auctioneer
Will handle all sizes and kinds ot
; auctions. .
Tel: D'.kota 443-6143
. ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER, Cily and state licensed and bonded, Rt. 3, Winona. Tel.¦
4980.
. • ¦ ¦. -

Minnesota Land &
Auction Service

Everett J. Kohner •
Winona. Tel. 7814 . • . •
Jim Papenfuss, Dakota. Tel. 643-2971
Boyum Agency, Rushford . Tel. 864-93B1
NOV. 12 — Wed. 1:30 p.m.; 9 miles W,
ot Rushford, Minn, on Hwy. 30. E. D,
Buntcnback, Owner; Bert Boyum, A UG
. . tloh.eer; Northern Inv. Co., Clerk.
NOV. 12 — Wed, 10 a.m. 3 miles N, ol
Pigeon Falls. Basil Olson Estate, Owners ; Alvin Kohner, Auctioneer; Northern Inv. Co., Clerk.
NOV. 13—Thurs. II a.m. 4 miles . 5...ol
. Augusta on. M. Arthur Ries Property;
'. Werlein 8. Breitsprecher, auctioneers;
Northern Inv. "Co,,-clerk.

NOV. 15—Sat. 10 a.m. 6 miles N. ol
Spring Grove,. Minn., to Blackhammer
Brick School, then V/i miles E. & N.
on , black t op. Olaf Johnson Estate, owners; Les 8, . Rod Bentley, auctioneers;
Onsgard Stale Bank, clerk.

Boyum Agency

NEEDLES

Winona Dally New» 1"T
Winona? Minnesota I I" .
TUESDAY? NOV. 11, 1969

NOV. 15—Sat. 1:30 p.m. , S 8, K Motor!
Auction ; Hwy. 53, S. of Holmen, Wis,
Alvin Kohner r auctloneor; Nrothern Inv,
Co., clerk.

Freezers & Refrigerators

_ SEE Bud or Harold

REGISTERED and grade fresh
springing Jersey cows. Russell
beest, Tel. Rollingstone 6S9-2675.

CHEVROLET—1966 Bel Air, 6-cylinder,
standard shift, 41,000 nilles, clean and
. In excellent condition. Donald Rupprecht, Lewiston. Tel. 3765.

Frank West Agency

Top salary to qualified
technician, excellent working conditions, hospitalization and uniform plan available, paid vacations, and
excellent benefits.

Horses, Cattle, Stock

CHEVROLET— 19S3 May be seen at 328
E. 10th after 4.
.

Dakota , Minn. Tel? 643-6290.

AUTO
MECHANIC

: 4. 4'

FORD—1960 Fairlane, 292 motor, less
than . 36,000 actual miles. Tel. 3901.

DAKOTA
HEAVY EQUIPMENT
SALES

1104 Currie Ave., Minneapolis
Approved for Veteran Training

109

CHEVROLET—1965 lmpala 2-door hardtop, 327, . 4-speed. Tel . 4153 .. 1026 W.
10th.

Mobile Homes, Traileri 111
MOBILE HOMES-ntl sl/ns, slarllno al
12x44' , 50' , 5?' , 60' 64' 65' —2 to 4 bedrooms. Wlntnr discount, slartlhu nt only
$3395. On-the-spot
financing . Houston
Moblla Homn. Tel. J . A, Twalten B9t3101, II. D. r,i;fldcrson 8M-20I7 , C. W.
Evans B95-?«0.'J.
MAR5IIPIELD, 1964 10xM' , excellent condlllon. New carpel, nlr conditioning,
furnished , steps
nnd skirling. Tel.
Fountain Clly.ta7-4B .il alter 5:30 .

NOV. 15—Sat. 1 p.m. 7 miles E. of Galesville on 54. John Nastvold, owner; RusNorthern
sell Schroeder, auctioneer;
¦' -¦
Iny. Co., clerk. .'
.
NOV. 17—Mon. 12:30
tion, St. Stanislaus
cadia, Wis. Alvin .
Northern Inv. Co.,

p.m. Household AucConvent Homo, ArKohner, auctioneer;
clerk.

Hou-seHold

AUCTION

Located at St. Stanislaus
Convent Home in City of
Arcadia , Wisconsin.

MON., NOV. 17

Sale start at 12*30 P.M.
- "SHARP.
Lunch by Rosary Society.
HOUSEHOLD ITEMS: 5
single steel beds, complete ;
1 blond wood single bed,
complete; several chests of
drawers; 3 desks; beige living room set, like new;
blond corner step table;
Maytag wringer washer;
Ironrite mangle; Westinghouse mangle; commercial
size mangle ; commodes ;
dining room set with buffet ,
table and five chairs; Westinghouse electric range ;
Norge electric dryer , like
new ; G.E. automatic washer, like new ; modern wood
range , real good; occasional tables; 2 wardrobes , one
is wood; large table ; platform rocker ; porcelain top
dinette table; utility cabinet; chairs; dressers; large
selection flower vases; buffet; electric fry pan; blankets ; quilts; pillows; glassware ; dishes; pots ; pans;
electric iron • electric heater.

ITEMS OF POSSIBLE ANTIQUE
VALUE : Hand
school hell; crocks; 7 storage trunks; II mm projector
1924 ; Franklin treadle type
sewing machine; lamb cake
mold ; wood box .
The above mentioned items
belong to the St. Stanislaus
Convent Home and are in
excoirent condition .
TERMS: NORTHERN ON
THE SPOT CREDIT .
ST. STANISLAUS CONVENT
HOME , OWNER
Alvin Kohner, Auctioneer
Northern Investment Co.,
Lester Senty, Clerk. Hop.
by: Eldon W. Berg, A IC .I dia , Wisconsin , and Carroll
Sacia , (Jalcsville , Wisconsin

MUSTANG-19M hardtop, bucket seati ,
power steering , automollc, V-B, low
miles. Mlflht Iradi. Reasonable, Tel,
3588 after a p.m.

FOR YOUR
MOTORING
PLEASURE
1968 OLDS
Del fa 88

4 door Sedan
Dark Green with matching
green upholstery, V-B engine , automatic transmission , power steering, power
brakes , radio , heater , tinted
¦windshield white sidewall
tires. Sold new for $4,000

Now Only $2495
1967 FORD
Galaxie 500

1 door sedan , copper finish
with black interior , 211!) cu .
in. V-fl engine , power steerIn^, power brakes , radio ,
heater , white sldewall tires .
A Nice running car

For Only $1695

WALZ

Iluick - Olds - CMC
OiK'ii Mon . & I<Yi , Nii 'J its
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10(),r) FALCON 4-door Station Wajjon. No miles
Autom atic
on factory rebuilt 28!) V-H engine.
$90a
transmission , radio
ll)() 8 FOKD F100 Pickup, in excellent condition ,
' l V-l) , 3-speed transmission , 21,000 actual miles ,
M
$ 10«.)f>
ONK owner
10(54- FOKD 2-door Hardtop. 200 V-H engine , au$H05
( omatic , radio
) 100(5 CIIEVR OLKT lmpala 4-door Hardtop, V-8 cn/ gine , automa tic transmission, power steering,
{ power brakes
$1(105
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BUZZ SAWYER

By Roy Cran*

By Chester Gould
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EXPERT PILLOW

CLEANING
Foal hers removed from old tickR hly wnslied
It'nR ' lllorou
in and snnized and replaced brand-new
licking. Fresh , fluffy, sanitary.
You 'll love tha feel of them.

SLIP COVER CLEANING
AND FINISHING
Your slip covered furniture can have thai "like
new " look with our Sta-Nu process. Colors bri ght ,
patterns sharp. Send them now nnd have Ihat
bright , cheery look for the holid ays ahead .
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164 Main St.

. Free Customer Parking In Rear

Phone 2301

